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Introduction viii
Introduction
Satellite systems to date have been mainly scientific in nature. Only a few
systems have been of direct use to the public such as for telephone or television
transmission. Space enterprises have remained a mystery to the general public and
beyond the reach of the small business community. The result is a less than
supportive public when it comes to space activities.
The purpose of the ISAT-1 program is to develop a small and relatively
inexpensive satellite that will serve the State of Iowa, primarily for educational
purposes. It will provide products, services, and activities that will be educational,
practical, and useful for a large number for people. The emphasis, is on public
awareness, "space literacy", and routine practical applications rather than high
technology.
The initial conceptual design phase was complete when the current team
took over the project. Some areas of the conceptual design were taken a little
farther, but for the most part this team started at the detailed design stage. This
team was split into eight groups:
• Integration
• Structures
• Payload
• Power
• Thermal
• Attitude Determination and Control
• Ground System and Operations
• Communications
Each groups work is expanded upon in the following report. Each chapter
relates the group work to date and any considerations that the group felt were
necessary for future work.
Chapter 1
Integration
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Chapter 1 Integration
1.1 Introduction
The integration team's responsibility was to combine all incoming designs
from other teams and combine them into one feasible design. Determine packing
considerations in the satellite and construct at least one full scale model of the
satellite, for packing considerations. Determine a mass and power budget for the
satellite and select a launch vehicle for the satellite.
1.2 Launch Vehicle
The Delta II was selected as the launch vehicle. Several options were
investigated including the Space Shuttle, Ariane and Atlas. The Shuttle was not
chosen because it doesn't reach a high enough altitude. The Atlas was ruled out
because it has no designated secondary payload accommodations and the primary
payload option was prohibitively expensive. The Ariane was not used because the
launch apparatus and configuration were not compatible with the proposed ISAT-
1 design. The only drawback to using the Delta II was that the largest secondary
payload envelope offered was not large enough to accommodate a satellite the size
of the initially proposed ISAT-1. The size of ISAT-1 was therefore reduced to fit
into the available envelope. The current launch date is set for December 1995.
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1.3 Mass Budget The current mass budget is reflected in Table 1.1.
#
1
1
2
2
2
2
6
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
6
6
2
Component
Structure
Mass (kg)
3.6
G. G. Boom 7
Communications 3
1.1
Small Experiment Module 0.9
0.1
Flight Computer
Large Experiment Module
Medium Experiment Module
Pitch Torqrod
Roll Torqrod
Yaw Torqrod
0.1
0.45
G. G. Boom Tanks 0.1
Earth Radio Frequency Experiment
CCD Camera
Telescope
Battery
Battery Mount
Magnetometer
5.4
0.39
0.6
0
0.22
Table 1.1 Mass Budget
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1.4 Power Budget The current power budget is reflected in Table 1.2
#
1
1
2
2
2
2
6
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
6
6
2
Component
Structure
G. G. Boom
Communications
Flisht Computer
Large Experiment Module
Medium Experiment Module
Small Experiment Module
Pitch Torqrod
Roll Torqrod
Yaw Torqrod
Power(W)
0
Earth Radio Frequency Experiment
CCD Camera
0
7
7
4
1.5
1.1
0.25
0.25
2
G. G. Boom Tanks 0
7
5
Telescope 0
0Battery
Battery Mount
Magnetometer 0.04
Table 1.2 Power Budget
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1.5 Packaging
For the integration and packaging of all the components of the bus
subsystems and payloads, the major factor in choosing the components was their
size. Also playing a major part in the choice of components was cost. The
following is a summary of the bus subsystems to be included in the satellite:
a. (2) magnetometers, by ITHACO, chosen because of their size.
(Figure A. 1.1)
b. (3) Torqrods, by ITHACO, chosen because this was the only place they
could be found. There are two 1 aom 2 torqrods, and one 10 aom 2
torqrod. (Figures A. 1.2 and A. 1.3)
c. (6) batteries, by Eagle Picher, which are nickel hydride inside, chosen
because of durability. (Figure A. 1.4)
d. (2) flight computers, which will be made by Iowa State University.
(Figure A. 1.5)
e. (2) communication units, made by Cynetics. They were chosen because of
their relatively small cost. (Figure A. 1.6)
f. (1) telescope made by Iowa Scientific Optical, chosen because they could
build it to specifications. The CCD camera to go with it is built by Canon.
(Figure A. 1.7)
The payloads, up to this point are specified below:
a. Earth Radio Frequency Experiment (ERFE). (Figure A. 1.8)
b. Two large experiment modules, one which will hold the seed experiment.
The other is uncommitted. (Figure A. 1.9)
c. Two medium experiment modules, both which are uncommitted.
(Figure A. 1.10)
d. Six small experiment modules, all of which are uncommitted except one,
which will hold the electronics needed for the robot arm. (Figure A. 1.11)
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The experimentmoduleswill be constructedof 6061-T6aluminum. The
satellitestructurewill be graphiteepoxy. The solar cells are gallium arsenide
germanium.Thepackagingarrangementfor the satelliteis seenin FigureA.1.12.
Thereare threeshelvesto whichthe variouscomponentscanbe attached. The
satelliteis packedin this configurationbecauseit's theonly way everythingwould
fit.
1.6 ISAT-1 Model
Part of the integration team's job was to build a full scale mock up of the
proposed satellite. This project was started just after mid-term spring semester
1993. As of this date 95% of the payload and 90% of the bus components are
complete, just needing to be painted and mounted on the appropriate shelves.
During the planning stages of the model construction, size of all internal
components needed to be considered along with the size of the launch vehicle's
cargo area. The cargo area defined the maximum dimensions of the satellite and
the size of the internal components dictated where they would be placed, besides
restrictions due to the component itself, such as the telescope needing to be
earthward looking, or the magnetometers needing to be mutually perpendicular.
The packing arrangement finally arrived as in Figures A. 1.12 and A. 1.13. This
helped during the finalization of the packing arrangement.
The model is being constructed out of extruded polystyrene and modelers
plywood. The polystyrene is being used for the solid models of the bus and
payload components, along with portions of the satellite outer surface. Modeler's
plywood is being used where load considerations would make the use of
polystyrene questionable; such as the shelves, mountings for the bus and payload
components, and outer skins. Due to the difficulty in manufacturing cylindrical
parts out of polystyrene, the bodies of the batteries were cut from plumbing pipe of
an outer diameter matching the actual batteries (2 1/2 inches).
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Model construction is expected to be complete by the end of June 1993.
This will include two full scale mock-ups, complete with internal bus and payload,
and full scale models of all internal components for individual display.
1.7 Future work
Further work for the satellite configuration will happen after every design
iteration. The integration team will continue to repackage until the final design.
The integration team will also have to repackage probably to account for wiring.
1.8 References
Delta II Launch Planners Manual, Secondary Payload.
Chapter 2
Structures
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Chapter 2 Structures
2.1 Introduction
The structure of the spacecratt provides the necessary physical support for
all subsystems. The structure must not only contain the payload and bus systems
while on-orbit, but must withstand launch conditions and ensure that all of the
payload and bus systems will arrive on-orbit in an operational condition.
Previous work on the ISAT structure included the determination of the
shape of the exterior. This was selected as hexagonal based on solar cell power
calculations. In addition, the maximum dimensions of the exterior were
determined based on the launch vehicle envelope chosen (Delta II SPE1). A
previous analysis of a metal truss structure had been conducted by the Aerospace
Engineering 464 class of Spring 1992. In addition, the internal configuration was
provided by the Integration Group.
2.2 Structure Performance Criteria
Several criteria for the performance of the ISAT structure were developed.
These included the requirement of supporting the internal payload arrangement as
specified by the Integration Group, supporting the McDonnell-Douglas specified
SPEI launch adapter, supporting attitude control mechanisms, and using as little
internal volume as possible.
The internal configuration of ISAT-1 is shown in Figure 2.1. This
arrangement shows the payload and bus systems arranged on three internal shelves.
The payload consists of a series of differing size boxes, for which the mass has
been estimated.
The location and arrangement of attitude control mechanisms are also
shown in Figure 2.1. Most notably, the structure must be capable of transmitting
control torques from the three torque-rods and from the gravity-gradient boom
attached at shelf 2.
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Figure 2.1 ISAT Internal Configuration
The McDonnell-Douglas launch adapter for SPE1 payloads is shown in
Figure 2.2. This adapter attaches to the payload with six (6) bolts as shown. This
attachment configuration must be supported by one side panel. Figure 2.3 shows
the geometry of the launch adapter attachment points with respect to the ISAT
panel design.
ORiGiNAL PAGE IS
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2.3 Structure Concepts
Five concepts for the internal structure of ISAT were considered. They
included Central Support, Modified Central Support, Full Monocoque, Semi-
Monocoque, and Truss. These five concepts are shown in Figure 2.4. These
structural concepts were considered prior to determination of the internal payload
arrangement.
/,. , '.,
--
_ • \ • j
• \/ ' I"'..-: .. _. i
Figure 2.4 Internal Structure Concepts
The Central Support concept would place a large structural member along
the central, longitudinal axis of the satellite. Payloads would then be attached to
this structural member, with the skin panels being supported by additional braces.
The Modified Central Support concept would place the large structural
member along one side of the hexagon structure to accommodate the launch
adapter attachment for the Delta II SPE1. Again the payloads would be attached
to the major structural member and the skin panels supported by additional braces.
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TheFull Monocoque concept would consist of thick skin panels that would
be designed to support the payloads either by direct attachment or by attachment
to cross shelves. The panels would have to be designed thick enough to transmit
the launch adapter loadings as well.
The Semi-Monocoque concept would consist of skin panels attached to
longitudinal stringers. The design would reduce the panel thickness while
transferring more structural material into the corners of the hexagon. Again, one
panel would have to be designed to accommodate launch loads.
The Truss concept would
framework of structural elements.
arrangement of payloads.
consist of thin skin panels attached to a
This framework would support the internal
2.4 Structure Selection Criteria
One of the major considerations in the final selection of a structural
concept was the amount of internal volume that would be required. It was felt that
the semi-monocoque structure would best fulfill these criteria, as it would make
the best utilization of previous unused space in the corners of the hexagon shape.
Another consideration was the ability of the structure to be adapted to the
unique launch interface. The placement of the launch interface on the side of the
satellite, require that non-uniform loading be a consideration. It was felt that the
semi-monocoque structure would again adequately meet this consideration. The
semi-monocoque structure can be adapted to the launch adapter by varying the
stringer and panel thickness on the side of the launch adapter.
Fabrication and assembly of both the structural components and the
integration of the payload were also considered. The semi-monocoque concept
provides for greater flexibility in fabrication and assembly sequences than the other
concepts. It should be possible to design the structure such that all segments of
the payload are accessible even with the launch adapter in place.
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2.5 Preliminary Structure Sizing Analysis
A preliminary analysis of the structure was conducted for sizing purposes.
For this case, each payload was considered to be of uniform mass, and its mass
would act at its center of mass on each shelf. These loads were then transferred to
the six stringers for each shelf The details of the this analysis are presented below
in Table 2.1. The mass budget may be seen in Table A.2.1.
Bottom 0.0
Shelf 1 92.4 Newtons
Shelf 2 138.5 Newtons
Shelf 3 156.0 Newtons
, Top to be determined
Table 2.1 Static Shelf Load Estimates
These loads were then used to conduct a stress evaluation of the stringers
and the shear stress in the panels. This analysis was based on the asymmetric beam
bending equation.
The program calculated the axial stress in the stringers and the shear stress
in the panels due to the maximum shelf loading case. The code may be found in
Appendix B.2. Results indicated that for the static case, a panel thickness of 0.040
inches and a stringer with flanges 15% of the panel width and a thickness of 0.080
inches should be adequate.
2.6 Preliminary Finite Element Analysis
The results from the preliminary sizing analysis were used to construct a
finite-element model. This model used the panel and stringer thicknesses
mentioned above. The element plot for the internal configuration is shown in
Figure 2.5. The element plot for the external panel configuration is shown in
Figure 2.6, and the figure for the external stringer configuration is shown in Figure
2.7. An additional element plot may be found in Figure A.2.1. The model was
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fixed in rotation and translationat the four launch adapter attach points. The
model was loaded with the estimated shelf loads.
Figure 2.5 ANSYS Internal Element Plot
Figure 2.6 ANSYS External Element Plot - Panels
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Figure 2.7 ANSYS External Element Plot -- Stringers
2.7 Structural Elements
2.7.1 Gravity-Gradient Boom Design
The structures group also performed the design of the gravity gradient
For additional information on the Gravity-Gradient Boom see Appendix
2.7.1.1 Boom Section Selection
The closed-section design was selected for further development. This
section was chosen for its torsional properties and its uniform bending stiffness.
The simplicity of the deployment mechanism was also a consideration. The current
assumption is that the magnetic portion of the satellite attitude control system will
be able to invert the satellite with the boom deployed, so the boom will only be
deployed once.
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Figure2.8andFigure2.9showthe details of the joint design. Figure 2.8 is
a cut-away of the outer wall of a section. Figure 2.9 is a view of an inner section,
with the outer section not shown. This design provides for a forward stop collar
located on the inner wall of the outer boom section, and a series of forward
segmented stops located on the outer wall of the inner boom section. A
segmented stop collar is also located on the inner wall of the outer section. A rear
stop collar is also located on the inner section. When pressurized, the boom
extends until the forward stop collar on the outer section comes into contact with
the segmented collar on the inner section. The segments on the inner section slide
through the gaps in the collar on the outer section, and are then rotated to lock the
boom in its deployed state. The joint design also provides for the placement of
three gaskets: one each at the base of the inner section, the top and base of the
rear stop collar to provide a gas seal for the pressurized deployment of the boom.
•
Figure 2.8 Joint Detail A
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Figure 2.9 Joint Detail B
2.7.1.2 Boom Sizing
The operational task of a gravity-gradient boom is to modify the inertia
properties of a spacecraft to increase its stability. The degree of stability increase
desired is the driving factor in sizing the boom's length and tip mass to a particular
satellite. Iowa State University is currently undertaking an effort to design,
construct and launch a small satellite, ISAT-1 (Iowa Satellite One). The
preliminary design of this satellite was used to size the boom length and mass for
this project.
Current efforts of the Iowa Satellite Project provided much of the needed
information about the satellite attitude dynamics. The attitude determination and
control group provided the mass moment inertias of the spacecraft body. These
inertia calculations assumed uniform mass distribution within the satellite. A
design sizing code with boom length and tip mass as control variables was written
to determine an optimum length and tip mass for the satellite. The code allows the
user to select the desired stability in terms of the stability criterion ®x. The user
also selects the desired range of boom lengths and tip masses. The code then
iterates through these two variables, calculating the new mass moment of inertia
Ix, and uses the new inertia to calculate the value of ®x. The calculated value of
®x is subtracted from the target value, and the absolute value of the difference is
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written to a datafile alongwith theboomlengthandmass. This informationcan
then be plotted on a contour plot. Figure 2.10 shows the contour plot for a
stability criterion (®x) of 0.98. Several candidate designs meet the desired
stability. The final boom size was selected to be 3 meters in length with a 6
kilogram tip mass. This represents almost a fifteen fold increase in Ix.
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Figure 2.10 Boom Sizing Contour Plot
Stability considerations determined the boom length and tip mass. The
diameter and thickness of each section would be determined according to the loads
acting upon each section. Loads acting on the gravity-gradient boom were
modeled as the Earth's gravitational force acting on the tip mass. This in turn
caused forces and moments to be exerted on the boom. A section sizing code was
written to size the boom sections based on the known loads, the material
properties of graphite-epoxy composites, and a selected factor of safety. It was
not possible to accurately determine dynamic loads on the gravity-gradient boom
due to insufficient source data from the ISAT project, so the factor of safety used
in the sizing analysis was increased.
The code was set up to allow the user to choose the desired tip mass and
boom length for section sizing analysis. The forces and moment on the boom were
then determined based on the user's input of the tip mass and the maximum
OF POOR Q_.i_.LI'N
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deflectionof the satellite from the vertical axis. Once the user had completed the
inputs of number of sections, minimum section thickness, gap between sections,
and initial base section outer diameter, the code would size the boom sections.
This entailed determining the necessary outer diameters, section thicknesses, and
inner diameters corresponding to each boom section. If the section thickness
needed was found by the code to be smaller than the minimum input section
thickness, the code would substitute in the minimum section thickness and
continue the analysis. This measure was included in order to allow for more
reasonable composite layup thicknesses in the fabrication process.
Results of section sizing yielded necessary section thicknesses for a number
of base section outer diameters. A base section having an outer diameter of
0.0381 meters was chosen based on the limited volume fraction of ISAT-1 that
would be required. Table 2.2 shows the section sizes in terms of outer diameters,
thicknesses, and corresponding inner diameters. It should be noted that in all cases
the thicknesses used are the minimum section thickness, and the gap between
sections is constant for ease of fabrication.
Boom
Section
(#)
1
Outer
Diameter
(m)
0.0381
Section
Thickness
(m)
0.00102
0.0320
Inner
Diameter
(m)
0.0371
2 0.0361 0.00102 0.0351
3 0.0340 0.00102 0.0330
0.00102 0.0310
5 0.0300 0.00102 0.0290
6 0.0279 0.00102 0.0269
Table 2.2 Boom Section Sizes
2.7.1.3 Fabrication Methods
Fabrication methods were developed to produce the necessary sections to
conform to the design. This included the construction of suitable mandrels and
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developmentof layup procedures. This also includeddeveloping a fabrication
technique for the section joints.
The mandrels used for curing of the boom sections consisted of two
sections of steel pipe, each 0.61 meters in length. The two pipes had inside
diameters of 0.0343 meters and 0.0394 meters. These pipes were split along their
length at the diameter. These were complemented by three rubber hose sections of
0.76 meters in length. The hoses had outside diameters 0.0262 meters, 0.0315
meters, and 0.0361 meters. This provided the capability to fabricate boom
sections of varying diameter and thickness. The hoses were fitted internally with
steel rods along their entire length. Both ends of the hoses were sealed, one
containing a valve, to allow pressurization during the curing process.
Each section was fabricated from three plys of woven [00,90 °] graphite-
epoxy composite. The composite material was cut to a length of 0.56 meters and a
width equal to the circumference of the desired section. The three plys were then
debulked with the edges staggered prior to being placed in the mandrel. The
debulked composite was then placed in the mandrel and wrapped around the hose.
Finally, the pipe section was clamped around it. Bleeder cloth was inserted
between the composite material and the outer pipe as necessary to form each
section.
With the mandrel clamped together, the inner hose was pressurized to
275,790.3 Pa (40 psig), and the mandrel was placed in an oven to cure for 3 1/2
hours at 176 ° C. Upon completion of the cure, the mandrel was disassembled, and
the completed boom section was removed.
To avoid the added complexity and difficulties involved with co-curing the
joints along with the respective boom sections, joints from separate cure cycles
were epoxied in at a later time. A suitable gas seal was added to each section, and
the boom was assembled.
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2.7.1.4 Testing
Once the boom was complete, testing was conducted to ensure that the
mechanical performance of the gravity-gradient boom design was satisfactory.
The first test to be run was an analytical test involving ANSYS finite-element
analysis. The boom was modeled on ANSYS using plate elements. A static
analysis was performed. Figure 2.11 gives a representation of the deflection
resulting in a maximum load condition applied to the boom and its tip mass. The
boom was found to have a maximum deflection at the tip of 0.05 meters (1.969
inches).
Figure 2.11 ANSYS Model
2.7.2 Shelving
2.7.2.1 Design Considerations
Each shelf must be capable of supporting all loads and payloads. In
addition the shelves must accommodate the payload boxes, including any unique
interfaces (radiator, tape, electrical/power connections, etc.). Some payloads may
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also require vibration isolation. The internal volume of the spacecraft and the
payload requirements limit the allowable deflection for each shelf. Other concerns
include thermal conductivity, vibration characteristics, cost, weight, ease of
fabrication, and ease of access.
2.7.2.2 Design
Three general types of shelving are available: solid aluminum, or graphite
epoxy with cut out sections, stringers for supporting payloads with skin as needed,
thin honeycombed construction.
2.7.2.3 Assumptions
Preliminary modeling and analysis of the shelves assume that the payload
containers carry no load. The payloads are modeled as point masses on
appropriate elements of the shelf.
2.7.2.4 Results
The preliminary shelf modeling was included in the ANSYS finite element
model, Appendix B.2. Detailed analysis of individual shelf behavior has not been
completed. The ISAT structural mass estimate may be seen in Table A.2.2.
2.7.3 Launch Adapter
The launch adapter ring provided by McDonnell-Douglas for the SPEI
payload fairing on its Delta II rocket is shown in Figure 2.2. This adapter attached
to the launch vehicle in the payload envelope shown in Figure 2.12. The ISAT
structure must be designed to accommodate this launch adapter and fit within the
designated payload envelope.
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Figure 2.12 Delta II SPEI Orientation
2.7.3.1 Payload Envelope Considerations
The ISAT main structure has been sized to fit within the allowable payload
envelope. This results in a regular hexagon with a side length of 0.170 meters, and
a height of 0.643 meters. This size is shown in Figure 2.1. The allowable and
negotiable space must also accommodate the gravity-gradient boom that extends
above the satellite 0.2134 meters without the tip mass.
2.7.3.2 Launch Adapter Considerations
The launch adapter design is fixed by McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems.
The adapter consists of a ring that is clamped to the launch vehicle. Six
attachment bolts are provided to attach the launch adapter to the payload. The
ISAT structure must be designed to accommodate the given interface and be able
to jettison the launch adapter when orbit is achieved. The size of the ISAT panel is
fixed by the size of the launch envelope. The width of the launch adapter exceeds
that of one side panel. Therefore, two of the attachment bolts will not directly
contact any side panel. The geometry of the launch adapter and the ISAT side
panel is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Severaldesignshave been consideredto meet this challenge. One
possibility is the reinforcement of the side panel facing the launch adapter by
addition of stringer, increasing the size of existing stringers and/or increasing panel
thickness. This design may make it possible to not use the two attachment bolts
not directly in contact with the panel. Further study of this design should xequire
consultation with McDonnell-Douglas.
2.8 Recommendations for Future Work
The dynamics loads during the launch phase are of primary concern. In
addition, on-orbit attitude dynamics such as tumbling, de-spin, and inversion need
to be characterized and modeled.
A detailed design of the launch adapter attachment to the satellite needs to
be conducted to determine the transfer of loads from the attachment points to the
remainder of the structure. McDonnell-Douglas needs to be consulted concerning
the possibility of using only four of the six available launch adapter attachment
bolts.
A more detailed study of the trade-offs involved with panel thickness and
stringer area needs to be conducted.
The boom attachment mechanism and location of support hardware need to
be designed.
Additional research is necessary to understand the effects of the space
environment on composite materials.
Additional structural requirements, such as deflection limits, thermal
considerations, payload interfaces, and payload geometry, need to be compiled
from other groups.
Further work is needed to understand the application of graphite-epoxy
composites to gravity-gradient booms. The feasibility of the application has been
demonstrated. However additional development work and testing are needed to
provide the validation necessary to prepare hardware for use in a space application.
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Chapter 3 Payload
3.1 Earth Radio Frequency Experiment
3.1.1 Introduction
The Earth Radio Frequency (ERF) Experiment will measure the intensity
and spectrum of terrestrial communication signal "leakage" through the Earth's
ionosphere over the frequency range of 1.5 - 34.5 MHz. This experiment will
collect data that, when analyzed on the ground, will help determine the spectrum,
intensity, and temporal characteristics of this signal leakage. This data will be used
to determine whether low frequency radio astronomy is feasible from Earth orbit.
The ERF Experiment consists of a swept LO heterodyne receiver with
analog-to-digital conversion, some basic signal processing, and data storage
elements, Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 ERFE Block Diagram
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3.1.2 Mechanical Requirements
The ERF receiver shall be designed and built to withstand the hostile
environment or space and in such a manner that it will successfully accomplish its
mission. The following paragraphs provide detailed mechanical design
requirements to meet these goals.
3.1.2.1 Physical Dimensions
The experiment shall be contained in an enclosure measuring 6" wide by 8"
long by 4" high.
3.1.2.2 Enclosure
The enclosure containing the ERF experiment shall be made of 0.25" thick
machined aluminum stock to provide adequate radiation shielding for the RF,
analog, and digital circuitry inside. The enclosure shall be constructed in two
sections. When the receiver is operational, the circuitry must be sealed inside the
enclosure using non-outgassing materials.
3.1.2.3 Connectors
3.1.2.3.1 Power
The connector providing the supply voltages to the receiver from the
power bus shall be of(TBD) type, with the following pin output:
1) +5V
2) +15V
3) -15V
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3.1.2.3.2 Antenna/RF Input
The antenna/RF input connector shall be a 50 _, type (TBD) connector.
3.1.2.3.3 Digital Data Input/Output
The connector(s) for the receiver's digital command inputs and data
outputs shall be the (TBD) pin D sub miniature type, with built-in filtering.
3.1.3 Environmental Requirements
3.1.3.1 Temperature Range
The receiver must meet performance requirements over the following
temperature ranges:
-30 ° to +70 ° C
-40 ° to +80 ° C
operational
non operational
The receiver must be capable of functioning within design specifications
atter withstanding temperatures in the non operational range.
3.1.3.2 Vibration
(to be determined)
3.1.3.3 Radiation
(to be determined)
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3.1.4 Power Consumption
The receiver shall have a maximum power consumption of 7W while
operational. Its standby power consumption shall be (TBD) W.
3.1.4.1 Power Conditioning
The receiver should be capable of conditioning the power received from
the spacecraft. The available input voltages shall be •
+ 5 V _ (TBD) % digital circuitry voltage
_+ 15V _+(TBD)% analog/RF circuitry voltage
3.1.4.2 Power Stability
The power conditioning circuitry in the receiver shall provide a stable
source of power to the instrument. The voltages shall not vary by more than
(TBD)% over a period of 12 hours.
3.1.5 Future Work
Additional work is required in the following areas:
1) Connector pinout compatibility
2) Digital command and output data format
3) Proof-of-concept RF circuit
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3.2 Ground Transponders
3.2.1 Introduction
The power/transponder will provide a ground based
measurement/datalogging capacity to ISAT-1. These transponders will have the
capability of communicating with ISAT-1 to upload previously logged data. All
remote ground transponders will be based upon the general power/transponder
unit.
3.2.2 Power/Transponder Unit
The power/transponder unit will allow a common component to all
configurations of the remote ground transponder. It will provide communications
capability that is independent of the data to be uploaded to ISAT-I and will
provide the power required for communications. The environment is assumed to
be harsh with a possible temperature range of-35°C to 50°C (-3 I°F to 122°F).
The purpose of the ground transponder will be to uplink data gathered from
ground sensors when the satellite comes in the coverage region.
3.2.2.1 Purpose (assuming FDMA)
a. A receiver installed in the transponder would be constantly checking for a
pilot signal (constant frequency tone) from the satellite.
b. When it receives the signal, the transmitter would be switched ON and
data coming from a data storage bank would be uplinked to the satellite.
c. This would continue until the pilot signal level falls below certain
threshold, indicating that the satellite has moved away from the coverage zone.
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3.2.2.2 Data Rate / Bandwidth
Average number of passes per day = 4
Average contact time per pass = 8 min.
Approximate number of sensors per transponder = 10
Number of quantization levels = 1024
Number of data bits per sample = 10
Time between two samples = 15 min.
Total data generated per day = 96 k bits
Total data to be uplinked per pass = 24k bits
Uplink data rate (assuming FDMA) = 24k/480 = 50 bps
Bandwidth requirement per transponder = 50 Hz
Frequency spacing between two transponders = 10 Hz
Bandwidth requirement for 200 transponders = 12 k HZ
3.2.2.3 Frequency Selection
Selection of frequency is based upon the following considerations:
a. Antenna size is smaller and thus easily manageable at higher frequencies.
b. Free space loss is lesser at lower frequencies.
c. Doppler frequency shitt is higher at higher frequencies.
d. Operating frequency of COMM-1 and COMM-2 should be close enough
to share a common antenna for on-board communication equipment.
e. Ultimate frequency selection is subject to the availability of a particular
frequency band and the FCC location.
3.2.2.4 Reliability / Redundancy
Since this is an experimental communication system and also the type of data
is such that certain level of transmission errors can be tolerated, the maximum Bit-
Error-Rate is 10 -5 which is lower than that of COMM-1 which was 10-6.
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Also the transponder would remain on ground and hence the equipment
redundancy is not critical. However since these transponders would operate as
unmanned up-link stations under normal weather conditions, they are expected to
have a mean-time between-failure of at least few months.
3.2.2.5 Weight / Size
Again since this is not an on-board equipment, the weight/size considerations
are not very critical. The transponder size is expected to be around 10 lbs while the
antenna weight/size is largely dependent upon frequency of operation with a lower
limit of 10 lbs and an upper limit of 50 lbs.
3.2.2.6 Antenna Design
In order to minimize system complexity a fixed antenna with relatively wide
beam width is considered suitable. The antenna polarization would be circular.
Antenna type: Two Yagi Arrays arranged perpendicular to each other.
Antenna Elements:
Antenna Beam Width:
Central supporting boom
Reflectors
Dipoles
Directors
About 100 degrees.
1
1 for each array
1 for each array
3 for each array
3.2.2.7 Power Consumption
It is assumed that 110 V supply would be available for transponder's power
requirements so power efficiency of the system is not very critical.
Transmitter
Receiver
8-10 watts (only during transmission)
2-4 watts (continuous)
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3.2.2.8 Cost
Ranging between $1000 to $2000.
3.2.2.9 Suppliers
a. Cynetics Corporation
P.O. Box 2422
3824 Jet Drive
Rapid City, SD 57709
b. Campbell Scientific
P.O. Box 551
815 W. 1800 N.
Logan, Utah 84321
(801) 750-9555 (Dave Meek)
3.2.3 Weather Stations
A primary application of the ground transponder is the automation of
weather/meteorological data gathering. There are presently several companies that
distribute weather and stock information to farmers around Iowa. The weather
information provided by these companies are very general and cover very large
areas in the map grid. More accurate weather information can be obtained at a
higher cost than the already expensive standard weather package.
One hundred fully equipped weather stations will provide automated data
gathering around the state of Iowa. A Campbell Scientific Universal 10 meter
tower with a wide range of sensors will provide the measurement/datalogging
instrumentation. A standard IBM 9-pin serial connector will be used to interface
with the common power/transponder unit.
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These weather stations will provide the farming industry with weather data
essential for crop management at a very low cost, if not free. The weather stations
will also provide useful meteorological information to the Iowa State University
meteorological center.
3.2.3.1 Weather Sensors
A sorting process was made from the "Price List" Campbell Scientific
catalog in order to determine which sensors were most adequate for farming
purposes and which were most adequate for meteorological studies.
3.2.3.1.1 Farming Sensors
Interviews were conducted with a couple of farmers and with an applications
engineer at Campbell Scientific in order to determine which sensors would provide
the most useful information for farming purposes. The following Campbell
Scientific sensors were selected as "farming" sensors:
1) Air temperature and relative humidity sensor.
Model: HMP35C
Description: Vaisala Temp. & RH Probe
2) Leaf wetness sensor.
Model: 237L
Description: Wetness sensing grid
3) Precipitation Sensor
Model: TE525
Description: Texas Electronics Tipping Bucket Rain Gage
4) Soil moisture sensor
Model: 227-L
Description : Soil moisture block
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5) Soil temperature sensor
Model: 107B-L
Description: Temperature probe
6) Solar radiation sensor
Model: LI200S-U
Description: LI-COR Silicon Pyranometer
Note: Most useful solar radiation sensor to farmers
7) Wind speed and direction sensor
Model: 05103-U
Description: RM Young wind monitor
Note: Most robust of all the wind sensors.
3.2.3.1.2 Meteorological Sensors
A professor of the ISU Agricultural Department, Dr. Taylor, was
interviewed to acquire information on the most useful sensors in meteorological
studies. A recommendation was made to add the following sensors to the weather
station in order to make it useful for meteorological studies:
l) Barometric Pressure
Model: PTA427
Description: Vaisala barometric pressure sensor
2) Snow Depth
Model: UDG01
Description: CSC ultrasonic snow depth sensor
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3.2.3.2 Datalogger and Other Accessories
Additional peripheral devices and extraneous hardware are needed to make
the weather station operational. The following is a list of some of the accessories
needed for the weather station:
1) Ten meter tower, mounting base, grounding kit, anchors, and guy kit
2) CR10 datalogger, extended temperature test, and keyboard / display
3) Instrument enclosure and kit.
4) Power supply and mounts.
5) Datalogger software, interface and cables.
3.2.4 Price List
Model
HMP35C
UT 12VA
05103-U
019ALU
LI200S-U
LI2003S
O25
237-L
227-L
TE525
107B-L
PTA427
........ . ,"_'.g.. .::._,, _ t.t_t_..'.wx.-._.__,, ._:_, _,'-_,," ._:
Description
Vaisala Temp. & RH Probe W/5'LD
Solar radiation shield for HM35C
RM Young wind monitor
Aluminum crossarm sensor mount
LI-COR Pyranometer W/34'LD
Pyranometer base leveling fixture
Pyranometer crossarm stand
Wetness sensing grid W/50'LD
Delmhorst soilmoist blk W/25'LD
TE rain gage (0.01"/tip) W/25'LD
Water/soil temperature probe W/50'LD
Vaisala barometric pressure sensor
UDG01 CSC ultrasonic snow depth sensor ._
•".':. .............' '_" .......... .,'_" ......... t-,,'.,x'.'..-_:_,'_'_ ,k_,k.'_, , _ ._ ,_'_i
UT930 Universal 10M tower & adjustable mast
B 18 10M tower concrete mounting base
UTGND Grounding kit for 10M tower
Price
470.00
210.00
663.00
70.00
220.00
44.00
33.00
60.50
54.75
235.00
67.00
1,045.00
800.00
550.00
80.00
30.00
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UTGUY
UTEYE
CRIO
XT
Guykit for 10Mtower
TN
PC208
Eyeboltanchorsfor 10Mtower
MeasurementandcontrolmoduleW/CR10WP
Extendedtemperaturetest -55 to +85°C
CR10KD I Keyboard/display ._
ENC 12 x 14" Instrument enclosure
BKT kit for UT930
Dataiogger support software
SC32A Optically isolated RS232 interface
7026 9-pin computer to 25-p, in cable ._ _._
_.._._..._..••_-._._._•_•_•_._:.:.:_.:.._._._._._.._:.:.:.:.:.._. :._•:-:._:.:. ::._:_.`_`-_._._-_._:_._`_-_-_._._:..`:_._._-_._:._::::_::_k:_::_::_x::::_::_ ::_:.,::,_._._2::._._:-_:_._i
::_. :_.,,._:,'.._,.._.(,_t.,_:_,,'_,,'_,_,_..'..._.',.:_..'..:_,_,•-__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _2_ _ _ _ ____s_ _
Subtotal
160.00
30.00
1,090.00
110.00
275.00
_..x_ !_\% t_ _ _
180.00
25.00
220.00
145.00
25.00
....,x:,_,x_,-_,x__,_,,_,'_
6,892.25
Less 5% educational discount -344.61
Freight & insurance - 160.00
Total ~6,707.64
Table 3.1 Weather Station Cost Estimate
3.2.5 Future Work
One fully equipped weather station should be purchased from Campbell
scientific and tested in order to determine how to program the CR10 datalogger
and to set data retrieval rates. The weather station can be easily connected to an
IBM compatible computer through the 7026 9-pin cable. Tests on the ground
transponder should also be made in order to determine the efficiency of the system
as automated data retrieval.
3.2.6 References
(1) Campbell Scientific US. Price List. December 1991.
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3.3 Primary CCD Cameras
One of the most common uses of a low Earth orbiting satellite is as a
photographic platform. Nothing seems to show off the accomplishment of a
successful launch into orbit as well as a picture of the planet as seen from space.
This will be the primary purpose of the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) cameras
carried on board. They will give direct, unarguable evidence that ISAT-1 has
achieved orbit.
Prior to this semester, a trade study was performed to determine which of
several models of CCD cameras would be best suited for the project. It
recommended the purchase of the Panasonic GP-KR202 full motion model. While
no doubt this is a high quality camera, the author does not believe it is the best
camera to fly on ISAT-1. Instead it will be shown that the higher resolution Canon
Ci-20 still video system may be a better choice.
A Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera is, put most simply, a photon
counting digital camera. The photographic surface is made up of thousands of
picture elements (pixels), each of which is an individual photo diode. As photons
of light strike each pixel, electrons are knocked from the surface and passed to a
series of dynodes each of which amplifies the signal passed to the next. Finally the
signal is collected and assigned a value based on the number and the quantum
energy (or wavelength) of electrons collected.
3.3.1 Camera Recommendations
Most CCD arrays consist of over 250,000 pixeis. As was mentioned
above, each pixel is assigned of value based on the photons it receives. For a grey
scale camera there are usually 8 bits per pixel (or 28 = 256 levels). Therefore one
grey scale picture will require - 0.25 MBytes of storage. For a full color picture
24 MBytes are required, (8 for each of red, blue and green), therefore tripling the
required storage. Fortunately, digital information has the quality that it can be
easily manipulated. If the detector can only discern 300 individual colors from its
palette of 16.8 million colors, then the MBytes computer can compress the data
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file by using only the color valuespresent. Other techniquessuch as pixel
averagingcan also reduce storage spacerequired, but they degrade image
resolution.
Evenwith datacompressiontechniques,it is unlikelythat the9600MBytes
downlink ratewill beenoughto transmitmorethanoneor two picturesper pass
makingfull motionvideotransmissionimpossibleevenby storingframesfor later
transmission.This is the primaryreasonfor selectinga still video systemrather
than the motion video camera. If the latter were chosen,it would requiresome
type of framegrabbinghardwareand sottwareto pick out an individual frame.
The still camera,however,outputsoneframeof digital informationdirectly into
theflight computerfor eitheronboardprocessingor downlinking.
With thedecisionmadeto use a still camera, the possibility opens up of
using a hi resolution color camera that will create enormous data files for each
picture taken and then downlinking that image information in segments over
several passes, (another benefit of digital technology).
The camera chosen, the Canon Ci-20, was the only industrial grade, still
video model for which information was available, Table 3.2.
Number of pixels
Minimum Sensitivity
Power Supply
Power Consumption
Operating Temperature
Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight
Minimum exposure time
380,000 pixels (774Hx488V)
20-1ux
9V, DC
5W Max
-10 to 45 C (14 to 113 F)
71x58x90 mm
Approx. 390 g (13.7 oz)
1 ms
Table 3.2 Technical Specifications for Canon Ci-20
It should be noted that, while the 5W power consumption is more than the
Panasonic model, the camera need only be turned for a few minutes around the
time of imaging.
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It is therefore the author's recommendation that ISAT-1 carry two Canon
Ci-20 still video color CCD cameras. The two cameras will share the satellite's 4
inch Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope. In addition to the telescope, one camera will
be fitted with additional optics to increase the surface resolution. The optical
system is being designed by Gary Cameron of Iowa Scientific Optical.
3.3.2 Data and Resolution
Some preliminary calculations have been made for data storage
requirements and image downlink time as well as first estimates of surface
resolution without the use of the telescope.
First of all, assuming a full 24 bit per pixel image with the Ci-20's
774Hx488V pixel array, one image will require 1.1 MByte of storage. At a
downlink rate of 9600 bits per second, this will take just under 16 minutes which is
equivalent to 3-4 satellite passes.
Next, it was assumed that the camera had an angular resolution of 10
micro-radians per pixel (commonly found in text book research but not listed in
technical specifications) and the satellite at an orbit altitude of 600 km. Doing this,
the surface resolution is calculated to be 6 m without use of the telescope.
There is some concern as to whether the velocity of the satellite will have a
large impact on image quality. Again assuming a circular orbit with an altitude of
600 km, the orbit velocity is determined to be 7.56 km/s. Also, it is assumed that
the minimum exposure time of 1 ms is used and the satellite is continuously
pointing toward the center of the Earth. With this, the satellite covers 6.9 m of
ground distance during the exposure time which is about the same as the per pixel
resolution. Further calculations will need to made in designing the telescope.
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3.3.3 Future Work
First and foremost, a price needs to be found for the Canon model. If it is
deemed too costly, it may be necessary to research other manufacturers. It is still
the author's recommendation that a still video system be used. Other specifications
which need to be determined are the angular resolution in micro-radians per pixel
(from which surface resolution and field of view can be calculated. These will help
determine the image quality and assist the design of the telescope.
3.4 GPS Unit
One of the hottest topics in astrodynamics and navigation is the
NAVSTAR / Global Positioning System (GPS). The system consists of a
constellation of 24 satellites arranged in six orbital planes. Using coded signals
from any four satellites, an on board GPS receiver can either calculate its position
on orbit at a precise time or downlink the information for computation on the
ground. Knowing the precise position of the satellite containing the receiver at
various times provides an efficient means of orbit determination which can be
monitored by the ISAT Company rather than having an outside source track the
satellite.
The author consulted Professor Peter MacDoran from the University of
Colorado at Boulder. Mr. MacDoran holds a number of patents in small GPS
receiver technology. He was kind enough to send some background information
since the author was too ill equipped to even ask the technical questions required
in choosing GPS receivers and antennas.
It was learned, however, that GPS units can be made as small as 0.75
grams with a power consumption of 0.3 W. These, though, are the type used on
meteorological radiosonde balloons and therefore are probably not suited to the
rigors of space flight. The antennas are small domes measuring 2-3 inches in
diameter. Mr. MacDoran also gave his assurance that the data stream from the
GPS receiver to the ground station is minimal.
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For purposes of national security, errors are built into the GPS satellite
signal. Therefore, it is only possible to obtain an accuracy on the order of tens of
meters which is probably accurate enough for ISAT's purpose. However, using
differential techniques (DGPS) it is possible to be accurate to within centimeters.
However, just as with the personal computer industry, big names mean big
prices. Fortunately, as with computers, there are smaller companies which
produce the same high quality hardware at more reasonable prices. Large
companies such as Motorola currently manufacture flight ready hardware.
Professor MacDoran has expressed some interest helping the ISAT project
through the small business he operates in GPS technology. GPS is certainly the
wave of the future and it is the author's strongest recommendation that this study
be pursued further.
3.5 Satellite Laser Ranging
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), is a relatively new means of tracking earth
orbiting satellites. It consists of two main components. First, the satellite must
have some sort of reflector on it, either a mirror or a comer cube lens. Second is a
ground based laser unit and signal receiver. If it is known approximately where
and when the satellite is going to pass over, a laser beam can scan a portion of the
sky. As the satellite passes through the scan region, the laser light reflects from
the mirrors and returns to a point near the source. By measuring the time required
for the light to travel to the satellite and back, its range can be found from which
the orbit may be determined. The author is by no means an expert and suggests
that future workers do some research to better understand methodology.
Very little had been done prior to this semester in determining the
feasibility of SLR on a satellite as small as ISAT-1. In fact all that had been done
was obtaining a catalog from Rolyn Optics. Dr. Jeyapalan of the Civil Engineering
Department here at Iowa State University was of the opinion that higher quality
reflectors would be necessary than those in the catalog.
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The advantage of SLR over GPS tracking lies in the non-mechanical nature
of the on board equipment. If the electronics in a GPS unit fail, there is no
recourse but to have the military track the satellite. With SLR, however, there are
no electronics which may fail and absolutely no power consumption on the
satellite. The drawback is cost. Constructing a laser and operating it continuously
will cost several million dollars which the Iowa Satellite Company can not yet
afford. Another possibility is to have some other group such as the University of
Texas at Austin, continuously track the satellite. This will still cost several
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The third and most financially attractive option
is to have it ranged only on occasion. This can be done at an annual cost -10-30
thousand dollars.
Clearly, much more work needs to be done in determining the feasibility of
this segment of the payload. The first thing which needs to be determined is
whether the surface area on the bottom of the satellite, (around the telescope
opening), is enough to even reflect a discernible signal. Next, it would be
beneficial to know how large of a laser would be required to obtain a measurable
signal.
3.6 Micro-Meteor Detection
3.6.1 Introduction
In the space environment where the satellite will be orbiting, there will be
much space debris. Because of the size of the satellite, micrometeorites, meteors
less than 10 mm in length, will be the main concern. In the earth's orbit right now,
there are at least 3.5 million particles of this size. A system needs to be devised to
detect these micrometeor collisions and locate where on the satellite the particle
actually hit. From this an analysis of the possible damage to systems can be
ascertained. For additional infomation on space debris see Appendix C.3.
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3.6.2 Design
A catalog from Kistler Piezo-Instrumentation was obtained previously, and it
was this catalog where information on accelerometers was found. In order to
properly size the accelerometer, the g-force that the accelerometer would see in
one microsecond was needed. This is a standard way for comparing
accelerometers. By applying the conservation of mass and momentum equations
to the satellite and a particle, heading towards each other with equal velocities, the
one microsecond impulse was calculated to be about 20,000 g's. This narrowed
the process to choosing a high shock accelerometer. Taking into consideration the
temperature range involved during orbit as well as size and weight, as preliminary
accelerometer was chosen. In addition, charge amplifiers are needed to run the
accelerometers. The smallest charge amplifier compatible was chosen.
Information about the accelerometer, a Kistler high impedance 8044
accelerometer, Table 3.3; and the charge amplifier, Kistler Model 5037A, Table
3.4.
Size
Mass
Power
Cost
0.74"length x 0.425" diameter (cylinder)
7 8rams
see Char[_e Amplifier (Table 3.4)
530.00 each (24 required)
Table 3.3 Kistler 8044 High Impedance Accelerometer
Size
Mass
Power
Cost
4.7" wide x 1.3" high x 2.9" deep
358 8rams
0.06 watts
$800.00 (4 required)
Table 3.4 Kistler 5037A Multi-Channel Charge Amplifier
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The chargeamplifieronly hassix inputson the threechannelmodel,so for
the current configuration of 24 accelerometers, four charge amplifiers would be
needed for a total power cost of 0.24 Watts.
3.6.3 Future Work
This has become a preliminary design. Kistler has just come out with a new
line of accelerometers and accessories that are designed for the space environment.
The people at Kistler strongly recommend looking into these products before using
the previously stated ones, and I must agree. The information has not come yet,
but they should be smaller and stronger than those in the current catalog. In
addition, a configuration for the accelerometers needs to be developed to properly
locate the impacts of the micrometeorites. Minimal redundancy should be
considered to lower the cost and size constraints of this subsystem.
3.6.4 Appendix / Theory
In order to locate the collision, a series of equations must be solved. A
summation of forces in each direction is first performed, as well as a summation of
moments in each direction. These equations need to be related to the center of
gravity, a known location. From this information and the fact that the force times
the distance equals the moment, the impact location may be found. The equations
needed are listed below.
_-_ Fx = m_u x )-'_ Fy = mcguy )-'_ Fz = m_u Z Eqn. 5.1
Mx -- I_w x - (Iry-I.)wyw_ -- Fx d_ Eqn. 5.2
My = Iyswy - (I=-I_x)wzw, = Fy dy Eqn. 5.3
M_ = I=w_ - (Ixx-Ir/) wxwy = F_ dz Eqn. 5.4
KNOWN:
MEASURED:
UNKNOWN:
mcg, Ixx, Iyy, Izz, Wx, Wy, Wz
Ux, Uy, Uz
dx, dy, dz
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3.7 Life Sciences
3.7.1 Introduction
The life sciences project was desired to provide students ranging from
kindergarten through twelfth grade the opportunity to use an interactive
experiment.
3.7.2 Criteria
The experiment needs to be simple. There are two reasons for this, the
first being the age level of the students and the second being the limited space
available. Dr. Misra of the I.S.U. Seed Sciences Department has been given a
copy of all data sent to ISAT dealing with the life sciences project.
3.7.3 Research
Many government agencies were contacted to determine if there was data
available to compare with any experimental data we might receive. The
application of any experiments that might be adaptable for our satellite were also
examined.
After checking with Goddard, Ames, and Johnson Space Centers (all of
which deal more with the human size life sciences), the name of Dr. Knott from
Kennedy Space Center provided some useful information. Dr. Knott sent
summaries of the experiments that he thought might be adaptable to our
specifications, but on review, these seemed slightly more difficult than originally
thought. Dr. Knott also gave the names of two others that were of great help.
Dr. Brown from Kennedy is a plant physiologist had suggested the use of
increased levels of biological activity to determine germination or plant growth.
He also suggested the possibility of attaching a transducer to the seed to measure
pressure changes in the hull of the seed.
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Dr. Guikema from Kansas State University was more than helpful. He sent
a package of detailed information which K-State has collected from their
experiments. He suggested using one of two methods in which to get the nutrients
to the seeds.
1. a rotating well using two cylinders with off-set wells which allow
the mixing of seeds and nutrients when aligned.
2. a syringe with multiple chambers separated by a membrane which is
punctured when the plunger is depressed, thus mixing the seeds
and nutrients, Figures A.3.1 and A.3.2.
After studying the two methods for seed/nutrient mixing, it has been
decided to attempt to use the syringe with two chambers. This was decided for
multiple reasons, two being that the rotating well was to big to fit the allowable
space and the problem of not easily determining the germination or growth of the
seed.
The syringe is produced by BioServe Technologies in Boulder, Colorado.
When contacted, Dr. Stodieck sent detailed design information describing the
syringe. Dr. Stodieck mentioned that they could possibly produce the syringe to
our specifications for the cost of the materials, and the sharing of the data
collected.
3.7.4 Suggestions
By utilizing the two large payload boxes, two mini-micro-cams (Figure
A.l.14), and smaller syringes, it should be possible to have many individual
experiments. Two suggestions to depress the plunger are using compressed gas or
a spring.
For the compressed gas, the exact amount to obtain the right pressure must
be calculated as well as the release mechanism. Also the necessity of a light source
will reduce the "experiment" space.
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Thespringideawouldneedsomereleasemechanismaswell, but that could
possiblycomefrom aglow-plug. Thisglow-plugcouldalsobethelight source.
A secondexperimentcouldbe runusingbrineshrimp. Whenthe eggs are
dried, they are capable of lasting indefinitely. Then when a saline solution is
administered, the eggs hatch. The shrimp would have an advantage over the plants
if visual data is sent back, because they would swim around for a couple of days to
a week unlike the plants which would simply germinate and die in a matter of a
couple of days.
3.7.5 Future Work
Dr. Misra has been given a copy of what has been done and what has been
suggested and he sounds very enthusiastic about the project. He is going to look
into the research that has already been done to make sure that we can accomplish
it also.
A working model of the syringe needs to be obtained and specific
dimensions need to be determined. Dr. Stodieck said he would try to answer any
questions about the syringe or is construction. Dr. Guikema also would be
interested in any questions or comments about either the experiments or the
hardware we have chosen.
If it is found that these decisions will not work, the next step would be to
try to contact Dr. Alstin of Parks Seed Co. in South Carolina. Dr. Alstin helped
with LDEF and may possibly have another experiment which could be used on
ISAT. Numerous attempts have been made to contact Dr. Alstin, but he is a busy
man and very difficult to catch.
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3.7.6 Phone Numbers
Dr. Misra
Dr. Guikema
Dr. Stodieck
Dr. Knott
Dr. Brown
Dr. Alstin
ISU Seed Sciences
Kansas State University
BioServe Technologies
Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Parks Seed Co.
(515) 294-6821
(913) 532-6011
(303) 492-4010
(407) 853-5142
(407) 853-3165
(803) 941-4445
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Chapter 4 Power Systems
4.1 Introduction
Designing the power system for a large satellite is a relatively easy task.
unfortunately since our satellite is a small one the power system design is not as
simple.
With a limited amount of surface area on which to attach solar cells the
power which can be generated is limited. With this low power generation, battery
design is a very crucial part of the overall process.
There were many problems encountered in the design process of this
system. The rest of this section describes the steps and problems encountered in
designing the power system for ISAT-1.
4.2 Solar Array Design
Power analysis for the satellite consisted of first defining the power needed
by all of the subsystems onboard. Then with a given solar array size the minimum
efficiency of the cells was determined. However this efficiency was out of the
range of current technology, so a different approach was used.
First, with a given outer surface area it was decided that the solar cells
must cover all of the available area on the satellite. This ruled out earlier concepts
where some of the surface area of the satellite was to be used for a video display
or sign of some sort. Additional information may be found in Appendix C.4.
The solar cells decided on are to be Gallium Arsenide. These cells are 18%
efficient at beginning of life and greater than 15% efficient at end of life. The cells
are to be arranged on panels, with each panel consisting of 32 cells in the
arrangement shown in Figure 4.1. The satellite will have four panels per side on
five of the sides and 2 panels on the sixth side. These two configurations can be
seen in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
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PanelConfiguration
32Cells/ Panel
Volatage
Current
Power 6W
Cell:
32V
225mA
GaA
>15%
20 x 40 mm
series
Figure 4.1 Solar Panel Configuration
Main Panel
Configuration
4 Panels / Side
II '1
II II I
Figure 4.2 Main Solar Array
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BracketPanel
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Figure 4.3 Bracket Solar Array
4.3 Power Regulation and Control
The power system for most large satellites runs by drawing power from the
solar cells most of the time and only draining the batteries when the amount of
power consumption is high. This configuration will not work for a small satellite
since the solar array on a small satellite puts out much less power. So the
approach used in small satellites is to draw power from the batteries all the time
and when the solar array can, it will charge the batteries. This is the setup of the
system chosen for ISAT-1.
The output from the solar cells is monitored and controlled by an electronic
device that finds the maximum power point for the array and operates the array at
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that voltageandcurrent. Thispower is thenusedto chargethe batteries. After
thebatteriesthereis apowerregulationunit. Thisunit has12,+5, -5 volt outputs
and a ground. After the powerregulationunit there is a power distribution unit.
This unitwill becontrolledbytheflight computerandwill control all thepowerto
all the subsystems.It will havecurrentmeterson all theoutputsto keeptrack of
how muchpowereachsubsystemis using. Thiswill allow theflight computerand
groundsystemsto keeptrack of the powerbeingusedandavoid dischargingthe
batteriespasttheir limit.
4.4 Batteries
For a small satellite the selection of batteries is crucial to the performance
of the power system. The batteries need to be able to go to low depths of
discharge without damaging the battery. They must also be light weight and
reliable. There are two kinds of batteries currently being used in satellite
applications Nickel-Cadmium and Nickel-Hydrogen batteries. Typical NiCd
batteries have an energy density of less than 20 Whr/kg and allow a moderate
depth of discharge. NiH2 batteries have an energy density of 28 Whr/kg and allow
for deeper depths of discharge.
The batteries will be drawn upon for power at all times so the battery must
be able to go to deep depths of discharge. This consideration and the need to
keep weight a minimum necessitated the use of the NiH2 batteries, even though
they are more costly and less common than NiCd batteries (O'Donnell, p. 46).
4.5 Final Configuration
The proposed final configuration is as follows:
Power outputs at 12V, -5V, +5V
Maximum power per orbit of 46.8 Watts
Minimum power per orbit of 33.1 Watts
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The amount of power required currently by the subsystems can be seen in
Table 4.1. From this it can easily be seen that more power is needed than can be
generated if all of the systems are to be running at one time. Fortunately this is not
the case. With proper power management there should be enough power to power
all the subsystems.
#
1
1
2
2
2
2
6
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
6
6
2
Component
Structure
G. G. Boom 0
Communications 7
Flisht Computer
Larse Experiment Module
Medium Experiment Module
Small Experiment Module
Pitch Torqrod
Roll Torqrod
Yaw Torqrod
Power(W)
0
Earth Radio Frequency Experiment
CCD Camera
1.5
1.1
0.25
0.25
2
G. G. Boom Tanks 0
7
Telescope
Battery
Battery Mount
Magnetometer
0
0
0
0.04
Table 4.1 Power Budget
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4.6 Future Work
To get more power it may be possible to place solar cells under the
mounting bracket. This will give an increase of 4 watts in the low power end of
the orbit as seen in Figure 4.5. The original power generated without placing solar
cells under the mounting bracket may be seen in Figure 4.4. This addition of solar
cells and careful power management should allow for all the subsystems to have
enough power.
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Figure 4.4 Solar Array Power
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Figure 4.5 Improved Solar Array Power
Things that still need to be examined include the cost of all the components
of the system as well as deciding if off the shelf equipment will be used for the
power regulator and controlers or if these components will need to be built by the
ISAT team.
4.7 References
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Chapter 5 Thermal Considerations
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of a thermal-control subsystem is to maintain all the sections
and other subsystems of the spacecraft within their specific temperature limits.
This includes all mission phases from takeoff to the death of the satellite. A
satellite experiences two major environments direct solar heating and solar eclipse
while it is in orbit around the Earth. The thermal environment changes
dramatically for these environments and the thermal subsystem must be able to
compensate for these changes. Other heat inputs to the spacecraft environment
include Earth reflected solar albedo, Earth infrared, and electrical components on
board the satellite. For the case of the ISAT-1 all of these have been taken into
consideration since they will all affect the thermal environment of the satellite. All
of these inputs vary highly with time and it is necessary for the thermal-control
system to be able to maintain a working thermal environment for the satellite and
all of its components. Although the thermal-control subsystem is one of the most
important systems it usually only makes up about two to five percent of the total
cost and about the same percentage of the dry weight.
The work that had already been done, was just some basic ideas about
what was needed for a thermal-control system for the ISAT-1. Some things
considered were such ideas about special coatings for the satellite's skin, heaters,
multilayer blankets, and a space radiator that radiate waste heat into deep space.
The bulk of the work on the thermal subsystem has been done by the Mechanical
Engineering Department at the University of Iowa. This coordination of efforts
has turned out to be very educational for both parties of interest. The students at
the University of Iowa who were taking a thermal design class got to actually
work on something that is going to be reality and it also gave the students in
Aerospace Engineering at Iowa State University a chance to learn a little more
about thermal aspects in design.
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5.2 Background
The spacecraft environment for the satellite was modeled as four types of
radiation. These radiations included solar, solar albedo, Earth infrared, and
satellite emission and their values are given in Table 5.1. The mean temperature of
space was modeled as 4 K. These radiations all affect the thermal environment for
ISAT-1 and the thermal-control system to be designed will have to consider all the
types and compensate for them. The spacecraft's environment is a harsh one with
very transient temperatures and a thermal-control system is the only thing
protecting the delicate payloads from this harsh environment.
Spacecraft Environment
- Tspace = 4 K
-Radiation Solar _ 1430 W/m^2
Albedo _=_0.3(Solar)
Earth Infrared _--_230 W/m^2
Satellite Emission = coAT^4
Table 5.1 Spacecraft Environment
5.3 Current Work
As a first approximation some assumptions were made to make the first
estimates of the thermal environment an easier task. The satellite will be spinning
about the centroidal axis so it was modeled as a cylinder. The total internal power
generation was estimated to be around 40 watts. The mass of the bus was
estimated at 15 kg of aluminum. The transient response was modeled by a
mathematical expression relating all radiations presented earlier. A FORTRAN
program was then written using these assumptions which were used to specify the
thermal environment more accurately and account for the transient response the
satellite will encounter. A finite difference method was also added to this program
to give even more accurate information about the thermal details. The solar
radiation for the program was modeled as a step function having its maximum
value stated above when in direct contact and going to zero in eclipse. The aibedo
radiation had to be modified a little to account for the dusk and dawn periods that
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would affect its intensity. It wasmodeledas constantduring daylight, a ramp
functionduringduskanddawnandzeroat eclipse.
Throughthe useof this programthe skin temperaturetransientresponse
wasdetermined.It wasshownthat afteraboutfive orbitsfrom the initial orbit the
fluctuationsin the responsediedout. This left the transientresponsethe satellite
wouldencounterfor therestof its life. High skin temperatureswereon the order
of about330K andlow skin temperatureswereseento beabout280 K alter the
fluctuationsdiedout. A sensitivityanalysiswasalsoperformedusingtheprogram.
The lengthof the satellitewasvariedwhile holdingall otherpropertiesconstant.
The resultsshowedthat for increasesin lengththe meantemperatureof the skin
wentup fairlydramatically.
Oncea nominalorbit environmentwas establishedit was necessaryto
upgrade the math model to account for the internal analysis of the satellite. In this
upgraded model the satellite was broken up into six sections consisting of top,
bottom, sides, and three levels of shelving. Thermal resistance values between
these sections were set up in order to isolate certain sections from others.
Temperature tolerances between these sections were estimated and the thermal
resistance values solved for. Using these values, insulation can be designed and
thermal coatings to the exterior and interior of the satellite can be looked at. The
insulation and coatings will keep the internal thermal levels within limits set by the
other components of the satellite. It is hoped that this will be all that is necessary
and that no radiators or heaters will be needed. Since ISAT-I is a small enough
satellite and does not contain such things that require very strict limits this may be
possible with the exception of the robotic arm camera which will probably need
some sort of special thermal control. Figure 5.1 shows the upgraded math model.
A more detailed report may be found in Appendix C. 5.
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Upgraded Math Model
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Figure 5.1 Thermal Model
5.4 Future Work
Future work for the thermal-control subsystem depends on the final choices
for the other subsystems and payload components. The heat outputs and
temperature limits must be specified before design work can continue. When all of
these are specified the design work can become more detailed and final decisions
made. At the moment not all choices for payload and bus designs are final. The
continued upgrading of the math model and results from this model are to be dealt
with in future work. Special thermal coatings and insulation are being discussed
and will be recommended at a point in which all component choices have been
made final. Also, the final decisions about heaters and radiators will depend on
these choices. When all choices have been made possible problem areas can be
considered.
Another important aspect of the future work will be deciding what thermal
tests will have to be performed before launch. A testing schedule will be
developed and testing cycles decided upon. These tests will include component-
level tests and system-level tests. The testing process is very important to the
dependability of the thermal-control system. For example, multilayer blankets are
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affected quite considerably by overlapping at joints and their thermal performance
degrades quite severely. They are also very sensitive to being handled and installed
since smashing them could ruin their thermal productivity. Also, test times in
vacuum chambers must be long enough for the air trapped within the multilayer
blankets to vent. Otherwise the blanket will not perform as it would in space.
This is why the testing of the thermal system is so very important. If anything gets
by the testing the whole satellite project could be jeopardized.
5.5 References
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Chapter 6 Attitude and Control
6.1 Introduction
The attitude determination and control subsystem stabilizes the vehicle in
the correct orientation for the mission. This requires both accurate knowledge of
the spacecraft attitude and 3-axis control to reject disturbances.
Sensors use external references such as the sun, the earth's horizon, the
earth's magnetic field direction and the stars to correctly determine the vehicle's
attitude. Control techniques may include: gravity-gradient control, momentum
wheels, reaction wheels, control moment gyros, thrusters, or magnetic torquers.
6.2 Overview For ISAT-1
Three scenarios must be considered for the control of ISAT-1. These are:
despin, normal operation and inverted orientation. Despin includes the damping of
initial spin rates from orbit insertion. For normal operation, a more precise attitude
is required and disturbances must be rejected. Inverted orientation is a special
problem which must be addressed due to the use of the gravity-gradient boom.
A block diagram for ISAT-1 is shown in Figure 6.1. The disturbance
torque's which may be encountered include: third body effects, oblateness, hits,
solar radiation, residual dipole and atmospheric drag. All disturbances except the
last two are considered negligible for this vehicle. For each of the three scenarios
mentioned, a controller and feedback gain must be determined.
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Disturbance Torques:
1) hits
2) oblateness
3) 3rd body effects
4) solar radiation
5) residual dipole
6) atmospheric drag
For each scenario the controller and the feedback gain must be designed.
Figure 6.1 Control Block Diagram
6.3 Gravity-Gradient Control
For ISAT-1 a passive control technique called gravity-gradient control will
be utilized. This method requires neither power supply nor attitude sensors.
Instead, the inertial properties of the vehicle will determine its stability.
A body subjected to gravitational force naturally aligns its axis of minimum
inertia along that line of force. Therefore, by attaching a boom onto ISAT-1, its
inertial properties can be altered so that it is inherently stable in an earth-facing
attitude.
It has been found in historical data that Sx = .98 provides the desired
1
stability, Sx is defined in Eqn. 6.1. On the other hand, Sy = _ (Eqn. 6.2) should be
avoided because it would cause resonance.
Eqn. 6.1
Sx = Ix
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- _ Eqn.6.2
Sy- Iy
6.4 Magnetic Torquers
Since gravity-gradient control causes oscillations and does not stabilize the
local yaw axis, another method of control is needed.
Magnetic torquers provide an inexpensive method of three-axis control
with no moving parts and relatively low power consumption. Magnetic coils on
rods generate dipoles and produce torque proportional to the Earth's changing
magnetic field.
6.5 Sensors
The attitude sensors chosen for ISAT-1 are a sun sensor and a
magnetometer. These are light-weight, inexpensive, require little power, and are
sufficiently accurate for ISAT-l's mission. Sun sensors detect the angle of incident
light to determine orientation. Magnetometers measure the direction and
magnitude of the Earth's magnetic field and are used in conjunction with the torque
rods.
6.6 Despin Model
In order to solve the problem of attitude control for ISAT-1 a computer
simulation has been designed. For the despin scenario, the satellite has been
modeled as a 50 kg homogeneous mass before boom deployment. The orbit is
assumed circular with a semi-major axis of 7178 km and an inclination of 50
degrees.
A bang-bang control law was used to model the torque rods on ISAT-1.
The torque (T) applied to the vehicle is equal to the saturation moment (msat)
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created by the torque rod and is applied in the opposite direction of the changing
db
magnetic field (_tt).
db
T = -msat * sign (-_-t) Eqn. 6.3
A spherical harmonic Earth magnetic field was used and the saturation
dipole of the torque rod was set a 1.0 Aom 2 this creates a maximum possible
torque of 4.3(10 -5) Nom on the vehicle.
Using rigid body dynamics and two-body orbital mechanics with the one
primary being Earth, test runs were performed. The program is included in
Appendix B.6. An initial spin rate was given to each body axis and the despin
control history was shown graphically in Figure 6.2. For each of these cases, all
disturbance torque's were neglected and perfect attitude knowledge was assumed.
As can be seen in Figure 6.2, reasonable initial spin rates can be brought under
control after only a couple of orbits.
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Figure 6.2 Despin Control
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6.7 Capture
After the despin has been initiated, the next important procedure is to
determine exactly when the gravity gradient boom should be deployed. The object
is to have the right conditions so that the satellite ends up in the proper orientation
with respect to the Earth. In order to accomplish this, a relationship between pitch
rate ( q ) and pitch attitude (q) needed to be found. Equation Eqn. 6.4 is the
resulting equation from the original pitch equation and is the relation between q
and (q).
a2 q 2
= + sin2(qo) Eqn. 6.4
3 Wo 2 Syo
Assuming that there are no external torque's acting on the body, and if (a)
is held constant and (q) and (q) are varied from -3p to 3_p_ From this2 2
information, a stable range for boom deployment can be found around (q) equal to
0 and a < 1. The corresponding (q) quantities can then be determined.
6.8 Future Work
Since the control of ISAT-1 is completely dependent upon attitude
knowledge, the modeling of sensors is very important. A complete understanding
of the sensors is needed, and a method of filtering the data must be developed.
The effects of residual dipoles and atmospheric drag must be added to the
computer simulation and analysis. It must first be determined what will be the
residual dipoles that are caused by internal electronics in the satellite. This
required knowledge of all payload systems.
The scenarios of normal operation and inverted orientation must also be
analyzed. In normal operation, a method of dampening precession and nutation
must be found. For inverted orientation, the problem of flipping the spacecraft
back to a normal orientation must be solved.
Chapter 7
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Chapter 7 Ground Systems and Operations
7.1 Introduction
Ground Systems and Operations cover a wide field of study. It deals with
the planing of all the phases of the Iowa Satellite Project, starting from the
conceptual design until ISAT-1 plummets into Earth's atmosphere. First, it is
responsible for the compilation of detailed time lines, both overall and a more
detailed test schedule. Second, systems for the ground station will be selected.
Finally, flight operations and procedures must be decided on.
7.2 Time Lines
The time lines will provide a basis for an orderly development of ISAT-1.
Time lines must be made for many aspects of the project to give designers and
operators a sense of direction. This spring semester, the focus of operations was
on a revision of the overall and more detailed test time lines. First, the overall time
line maps the phases of development from preliminary design to sustained
operations. Second, the test time line was revised to reflect changes in the overall
time line and more detailed input from design groups.
7.2.1 Overall Time Line
Now knowing that it is possible to have a late 1995 launch it was necessary
to revise the overall schedule (since the Summer 1992 report was based on a late
1994 launch).
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7.2.1.1 Preliminary Design
This phase has primarily been completed. This includes the development of
the overall concept of the satellite. The payload packages were selected. The
communication frequencies have been requested.
7.2.1.2 Detailed Design
This semester has been focussed on this phase. Knowing the conceptual
design, this phase concerned the design and selection of hardware that will
compose each subsystem. Specific subsystem configurations will be drawn, down
to the wiring. Ground system configuration will also be decided.
7.2.1.3 Construction
This phase will be the actual fabrication of the satellite. Components will
be purchased and made for each subsystem and hardware for the ground station
will be purchased.
7.2.1.4 Testing
Every subsystem, system and component must be tested to determine if
that unit will operate in orbit. There will be four levels of testing.
7.2.1.4.1 Proof of Concept
The proof of concept test will determine if a certain subsystem will be
feasible and will provide the data that is desired. For example, the Meteoroid
Location package could utilize a computer code. This code would be used to
determine the position of particle impact from acceleration values in certain
locations.
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7.2.1.4.2 Acceptance Tests
From the detailed design, a list of components that comprise each
subsystem, will have been compiled. This detail design will govern the operating
parameters of each component, while the acceptance test will determine if these
parameters are met. Again for the Meteoroid package, the accelerometers should
be tested to determine if they meet the factory specifications (since they will be
purchased).
7.2.1.4.3 Integrated Tests
The Integrated tests will consist of connecting all the components of a
particular subsystem and determine if they work together. A possible test for the
Meteoroid location package could utilize the mockup of the satellite. A number of
accelerometers will be attached to the structure and connected to an outside
computer at which time a simulated meteoroid impact will be conducted (possibly
a bb gun). Then the computer will record and process the acceleration values and
determine the location.
7.2.1.4.4 End-to-End Tests
Finally, end-to-end testing will be done. This will test the satellite, which is
fabricated and put together as it would be in orbit, to determine if all the
subsystems will work together (even the communications link will be used). Here,
the meteoroid location payload will be operated in tandem with the other
subsystems in order to determine if this payload will operate adversely in
conjunction with its neighboring subsystems (such aselectromagnetic
interference).
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7.2.1.5 Training
This phase will provide future operators working knowledge of the
satellite. This will be a combination of lecture, workbook and hands on. For
example, the operators must know how to operate the robotic arm without
affecting the satellite's stability.
7.2.1.6 Shipment
This phase will transport the satellite to the launch site. A method of
transportation must be found that will not damage the satellite.
7.2.1.7 Pre-launch Tests
These tests will confirm the operational status of the satellite. This phase
will determine if damage was incurred to the satellite during transportation or
some other source. This will also include on pad tests, if at all possible.
7.2.1.8 Launch
Here the satellite's health will be observed during launch.
7.2.1.9 Initial Ops
Following launch, certain events must be performed to make the satellite
operational. Also a series of tests must be completed to determine if the satellite is
operating properly.
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7.2.1.10 Sustained Ops
Sustained operations will begin when the satellite has passed all tests. This
is the scientific data collection phase. Operation time lines, that outline step by
step procedures, must be written for periods of time, such as a month.
7.2.2 Detailed Test Time Line
The entire satellite must be tested. That includes tests for all components,
down to the last wire. Thus it is necessary to develop a time line that will orderly
layout the testing periods. This will make it possible to provide certain tests with
information collected during a previous test. The following list of tests has a
format consisting of three parts, the begin and completion dates, equipment used
to conduct the test, and a brief description.
7.2.2.1 Structures Group
7.2.2.1.1 Buckling Analysis of Gravity-Gradient Boom
Begin: Jan 93
Completion: May 93
Equipment: ANSYS, Workstation
Determine the required boom sizing for the boom to withstand space environment.
7.2.2.1.2. Boom Thermal Bending
Begin: Jan 93
Completion: May 93
Equipment: ANSYS, Workstation
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Determinethebendingpropertiesof theboomandif necessarychangethe
boom'sdesigncharacteristicsto operatesafelywith respecto thermalfluctuations.
7.2.2.1.30utgassing Properties of Composite Materials
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 93
May 93
Vacuum chamber, scale, MTS, etc...
This experiment exposes composite material to simulated space
environment. Changes in weight and material properties should be recorded.
7.2.2.1.4 Material Property Tests
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 93
May 93
MTS and computer/sottware package
Sufficient data should be taken so that accurate material properties can be
used in the finite element modeling.
7.2.2.1.5 Finite Element Analysis
Begin: Jan 93
Completion: May 93
Equipment: ANSYS, Workstation
This test will verify that the boom will withstand the forces it will
experience during flight. This test should also simulate the launch phase.
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7.2.2.1.6 Release Mechanism Verification
Begin: June 93
Completion: Dec 93
Equipment: Command equipment
Verify consistent operation.
7.2.2.1.7 Dynamic Testing
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
Shaker, Accelerometers, computer, etc...
Vibrational testing should simulate both launch loads and transportation (to
launch site) loads. This experiment should be the combined effort of both the
structures and integration teams.
7.2.2.1.8 Non-Destructive Evaluation
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
May 94
Dependent on type of material
Verify that composites and/or aluminum is free of defects.
7.2.2.1.9 Strain Gauge Check
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
Ohm meter, solder, wire, shaker
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This experiment will determine the status of the strain gauge and how they
will react to vibrational loads.
7.2.2.1.10 Integrated Structure Tests
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 94
Aug 94
Shaker, accelerometers, computer, etc
(foam core components)
The structure will be tested to withstand launch and transportation loads.
The structure will include the strain gauges and components represented by foam
core materials (this will determine if all the components will fit). The test will also
determine the data collection of the strain gauges.
7.2.2.2 Power Group
7.2.2.2.1 Solar Array Output
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
Volt & Amp meters, Simulated sun source
This experiment will determine the status of each individual solar cell.
7.2.2.2.2 Battery Capacity
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
Volt & Amp meters, load
Verify the battery parameters.
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7.2.2.2.3 Power Regulation Device
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
Volt & Amp meters, power supplier, power storage
device, and load
This test will determine the operational status of the power regulation
device.
7.2.2.2.4 Internal Meter Check
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Nov 93
Dec 93
Volt & Amp meters, loads, power supply and
storage devices
This test will verify the subsystem, that determines the status of the entire
power system, is working.
7.2.2.2.5 Integrated Power System Tests
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 94
May 94
Volt & Amp meters, load, simulated Sun
Determine the characteristics of the entire power system. Verify the
charging of the batteries directly through the solar array and so forth.
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7.2.2.3 Attitude Control and Determination Subsystem
7.2.2.3.1 Gravity-Gradient Simulations
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 93
June 93
Workstation/Computer, Code
The code developed for this simulation should be general, allowing for the
user to adjust the satellite's properties (distribution of mass).
7.2.2.3.3 Attitude Sensors
Begin: Sept 93
Completion: Oct 93
Equipment: ?
Determine if the sensors operate within manufactures' parameters.
7.2.2.3.4 Torque Rod Test
Begin: Oct 93
Completion: Dec 93
Equipment: ?
7.2.2.3.5 Integrated ADC Test
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 94
May 94
Mockup satellite, 3 dimensional rotating stand,
simulated forces.
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This testwill placea mockup version oflSAT-1 in a frame that is allowed
to rotate in 3 dimensional space. The mockup will have simulated forces applied to
it in order to determine the status of the torque rods (This test may not be valid,
since the test is on the Earth's surface).
7.2.2.4 Payload
7.2.2.4.1 Accelerometer Data
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 93
May 93
Mock-up, accelerometers, computer, code, bb gun.
Using computer simulation, determine if the combination of accelerometer
data can be triangulated to determine the locations of impacts. Develop required
software.
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7.2.2.4.2 Laser Reflectors
Begin: Jan 93
Completion: Aug 93
Equipment: ?
Determine the feasibility of the laser ranging experiment.
7.2.2.4.3 Plant Experiment
Begin: Jan 93
Completion: Aug 93
Equipment: ?
Determine the feasibility of the plant experiment.
7.2.2.4.4 Robotic Arm
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 93
Aug 93
Computer, Simulation Code
In conjunction with attitude group, determine the stability of the entire
satellite when the arm is functioning. Also, determine, via computer simulation,
the envelope of the arm.
7.2.2.4.5 Radiation Detector
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
Radiation source, Reference detector, computer.
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7.2.2.4.6 Acoustic Sensor/Micrometeoroid Detector
Begin: Sep 93
Completion: Dec 93
Equipment: ?
This is a follow up on the proof of concept test concerning the
accelerometers.
7.2.2.4.7 CCD Camera
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
May 94
Thermal Chamber, shaker, ?
Determine the survivability of the CCD Camera.
7.2.2.4.8 Telescope
Begin: Sep 93
Completion: May 94
Equipment: ?
Determine if the telescope can switch power settings.
7.2.2.4.9 Robotic Arm Mock-Up
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
Dec 93
ISAT- 1 mock-up and command software
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Using command software, can the robotic arm be controlled? Can failures
be corrected.
7.2.2.4.10 Video Display
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Nov 93
May 94
Thermal chamber, Volt & Amp meters, video
camera
Determine the characteristics of the robotic arm camera.
7.2.2.4.11 Status Check Subsystem Tests
Begin: June 94
Completion: Aug 94
Equipment: ?
Tests must be done to determine the operational status of each experiment
package. Certain failure scenarios should be listed and then determine how each
scenario can be concluded upon, via sensors.
7.2.2.4.12 Meteoroid Location System Tests
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Jan 94
May 94
ISAT-1 mockup, accelerometers, computer, code,
micrometeoroid equivalents, Volt and amp meters.
Check if the system still functions with the predicted
momentum transfers. Measure power consumption.
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7.2.2.4.13 Telescope and CCD Camera Combo
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Apr 94
Aug 94
Telescope, CCD camera, visual reference, computer.
Determine the compatibility of the two units and the operational reliability
using commands via a computer.
7.2.2.5 Thermal Control System
7.2.2.5.1 Thermal Couple Check
Begin:
Completion:
Equipment:
Sep 93
May 94
Volt meters, thermal chamber
7.2.2.5.2 Thermal Determination Subsystem
Begin: Sep 93
Completion: May 94
Equipment: ?
Determine the operational status of the thermal detective devices in order
to determine the thermal environment.
7.2.2.5.3 Integrated Thermal Control Test
Begin: June 94
Completion: Aug 94
Equipment: Thermal chamber, IR source, etc...
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7.2.2.6 Communications
This topic can be found in the Summer 1992 report. This section was not
revised due to insufficient knowledge of the subject.
7.3 Data Management
Data management is concerned with how much data in bits of information
each subsystem will be allowed to generate. To determine this, it was necessary to
discuss the overall configuration of the satellite and ground system, and the orbital
characteristics.
7.3.1 Satellite & Ground System Configuration
The satellite configuration has three levels. The payload and health check
systems are represented by the first level. On the second level are the two flight
computers and data storage devices. On the final level are the two communication
packages. These comm units transmit to the ground antenna at Boone which is
connected to a networking system. This network consists of the primary
computer, tracking computer, data storage computer and filtering computer.
The data created by the subsystems, health checks, and monitoring systems
will be routed to one of the flight computers via a serial junction. The data will
either be directly sent to the next serial junction or stored in the memory of the
flight computer to be sent later. The second serial junction will route the data to a
comm unit for transmission back to Boone. There is an inherent limiting factor in
these communication packages. They operate at 9600 baud (9600 bits per
second).
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7.3.2 Orbital Characteristics
Since the rate of the transmitter is known, the next step is to determine the
amount of time we have to transmit. This is inherent in the satellite's orbital
characteristics.
A selection of orbits have been selected for analysis. Each orbit has two
sets of data. First is the line of sight data, when a person at Boone can observe the
satellite. The second set of data is the communications envelope. Any time the
satellite is within this envelope, a communications link can be established. This
data gives the time of pass, pass duration, time since last pass, and total data
transmitted during the duration. For example, taking an orbit of 800 km in altitude
and inclination of 50 degrees a pattern can be seen. Generally the passes come in
sets of 5 and 4 with a hour and three quarters time interval, see Figure A.7.1 and
Table A.7.1. Each pass ranges up to 6 minutes in length. Between each set of
passes there is roughly a 17 hour period. The main item to note, is that the orbit's
durations are not constant throughout the set of passes. Each pass must be dealt
with individually.
7.3.3 Data Rate
With this overall picture it was possible to determine when and how long
the satellite is in communications range. The data displays the time for each pass
over an arbitrary six day week. With the duration of each pass and the rate of the
transmitter known, it is possible to create a basic data transmitting schedule.
An example of data transmitting is given below,
9600 baud = 9600 bits per second
1 Byte = 8 bits
9600 baud = 1200 bytes per second
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For 8 minutes of transmitting (which corresponds to the average maximum
duration).
576,000 bytes transmitted
(.576 Megabytes)
This corresponds to about a little over a third of the memory on a 3.5 inch
High Density floppy (IBM formatted 1.44MB). Thus, it will be necessary to limit
the data flow of each subsystem.
7.3.4 Data Rationing
Having only a limited amount of data that can be transfer it is necessary to
delegated sizes of data creation to individual subsystems. Each orbit sets an Xi
amount of data that can be transmitted during each pass i. This amount can be
calculated from the Orbital Appendix (duration of the pass times the data rate).
For example, the 45th pass for the 800 km altitude, 60 degree inclined orbit has a
duration of 3.77 minutes. This corresponds to a total data transmission of 4.35
Mbits (having two communication units operating at 7600 baud). Each subsystem
is given a portion of this amount to transmit down to the Boone station. Each
group must utilize this transmitted data in an useful manner.
7.3.4.1 Data Receiving Groups
The data will be divided into five groups. Command and Control,
Structures, Attitude Determination and Control, and Power will be portioned a
minimal (enough to be useful) amount of data. This amount of data will be a set
value; every pass will consist of this size of data transmission. The Payload group
will have the lett over amount. This amount must be divided among each payload
subsystem (decided by the payload group and specific event).
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7.3.4.2 Command and Control
The data collected for Command and Control is basically confirmation
requests. During operations, certain events are initiated. If an event is initiated
prematurely, by accident, etc it may be detrimental to the satellite. Thus, each
command will be followed by a transmitted confirmation statement. For example,
an operator types in the commands to extend the boom. The satellite receives this
uplink and automatically transmits a confirmation statement where the operator
will reply either yes or no (whatever the conditions are at that time).
7.3.4.3 Structures
Multiple strain gauges and other devices will be attached to the structure in
various locations (locations that are important). These measuring devices will
create data that will be processed into structural status report.
7.3.4.4 Attitude Determination and Control
ADC will be given a certain amount of data. This amount must be
manipulated in a fashion so that the attitude of the satellite can be determined in
the least amount of space. This will require analysis in what type of measurements
are to be made and how o_en they are made.
7.3.4.5 Power
The power group will be delegated an amount of data transmission to
determine the operational status of the system. Voltage and current checks must
be done in various areas of the subsystem to determine if each component is
working properly (solar cells, batteries, regulation device, etc.).
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7.3.4.6 Payload
The payload group will receive any left over amount of data that the other
subsystems do not use. This data must be delegated by the group among the
various payload packages
7.3.4.7 Data numbers
As stated earlier, Command and Control, Structure, ADC, and Power will
be given a set amount of data transfer per pass. Each group will receive 10,000
bits of data per pass. Depending on the duration of the pass, the payload will pick
up the rest of the data transfer.
7.4 Personnel
It will be necessary to hire personnel to operate the satellite. The length of
time for each set of passes is roughly 7 hours for 5 pass set (set type A) or 5.3
hours for 4 pass set (set type B). If we allow an hour and a half prior to the initial
pass and an hour of logging out (including composing a report concerning the pass
set), operators will work a 10 or 7 hour shift. One factor to note, is the shifts do
not always come at desirable time (such as a 7 to 5 job). Some shifts may start a
midnight while others may start in late afternoon. Whatever the case may be, the
Boone station must be manned 17 hours out of a 48 hour period.
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7.5 Ground Systems Selection
7.5.1 Purpose
The final area focussed on is ground systems selection. This is the
selection of hardware for the Boone ground station. The hardware must operate
properly; communicate with and track the satellite, store data, monitor health
status, and initiate events.
7.5.2 Ground Station Layout
The main room contains the control three-bay, educational desks,
equipment rack and secretary's area. The storage room will be used for storage
and as a snack room for operators, it will also contain the large screen TV. The
executive room will consist of the meeting table and the engineers work space. As
of March 15, 1993 the equipment that will be purchased is shown in Table 7.1. A
schematic diagram of the communications system is shown in Figure A.7.2.
80486/50 Control Computer
20" SVGA Color Monitor
80386SX/20 Control Computer
20" SVGA Color Display
80386/33 Data Archive Computer
17" SVGA Color Display
80486/50 Engineer's Computer
20" SVGA Color Display
Macintosh 2vx Education Computer
16" SXVGA Color Display
Laserjet 4
Deskjet 550C
DrattPro DXL
NP2020 Copier
Scanjet IIc
Laserjet FAX
Ferrups UPS RE1.8KVA
Citadel Power Conditioner CLT 1001RTW
Table 7.1 Ground Equipment
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The furniture will be from Rockwell and AMCO. The equipmentrack,
three-bayandsomeof thefurniturewill bepurchasedfrom AMCO. Rockwellwill
donatesomefurnitureandpossiblesomehardware.
7.5.3 Network
The computers at the Boone Ground Station will be consolidated in a
networking scheme. This will provide faster processing of data by having the
individual computers parallel process their designated data. For example, the data
for tracking the satellite will be directed to the tracking computer where it will be
processed, while at the same time, the health status data will be sent to its
computer for processing. Several options have been looked at: UNIX, Novell,
Windows NT. At the time of this report, the process of choosing has just started.
The Windows NT, though, looks the most promising. It is however not on the
market. It is believed that it is in the beta version phase and that a copy will be
made for ISAT testing usage.
7.6 Future Work
Only a portion of Ground systems and Operations has been covered to
date. The following list is certain areas that need to be determined,
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
A final detailed test time line
A revision of the data management
Need a final orbit
Final ground systems selection
Event Scenarios
Problem solving procedures
Personnel Management
Study of the above areas will be attempted, time permitting.
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Chapter 8 Communication System
8.1 Summary/Overview
Functionally the communication system of the satellite can be divided into
two categories. The main comm system which is a part of the satellite bus and the
experimental comm system which is a part of the satellite payload. For the purpose
of identification the first one is designated as COMM-1, Figure 8.1, while the other
as COMM-2, Figure 8.2.
Practically the two systems are not totally independent. They share some of
the common system elements and also one of them (COMM-2) acts as a standby
to the other (COMM-1).
In the later part of this section, design considerations for COMM-1 and
COMM-2 are presented.
eut st_u,
Flight
Comp
Antenna
Figure 8.1 COMM-1 Block Diagram
Comp-1
[ Comp-2_ "*_.,_,° Antenna
| |
Figure 8.2 COMM-2 Block Diagram
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8.2 COMM-I
8.2.1 Purpose
This would be the main communication link between satellite and ground
station. All the Command and Control data would be handeled through this link.
Additionally, following other types of data would also be transferred using this
link:
U_plink:
a. Picture display data.
b. Onboard computer software update data.
Downlink:
a. Bus health status.
b. On-board experiments data.
c. Earth imaging data.
d. Ground sensors data.
8.2.2 Data Rate / Bandwidth Calculations
Average number of passes per day 4
Average contact time per pass 10 min. or 600 sec
U__plink:
Data to be uplinked:
a. Command and Control data
b. Software Update
c. Picture display data
Assumption of data rate
Bandwidth requirement
less than 10k bps
10k Hz
Downlink:
Data to be downlinked:
a. Command and Control data
b. Bus status report
c. Earth imaging data
d. Ground sensors data
Assumption of data rates:
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Groundsensors 1Okbps
All other 10kbps
Total 20kbps
Bandwidthrequirement 20kHz
8.2.3 Frequency Selection
The recent World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) in Spain
allocated new frequencies for small satellite systems. These are:
Frequency Band
137.000---137.025MHz
137.175---137.825MHz
148.000---149.900MHz
400.150---401.000MHz
Pu_ose
Primary
137.025---137.175MHz
137.825---138.000MHz
Secondary
Although the ultimate selection of frequency is subject to the availability of
a particular frequency band and approval by the FCC, following are the relative
merits and demerits of above mentioned frequency bands:
a. At higher frequencies the available bandwith is larger
b. At higher frequencies antenna sizes become smaller, thus easier to manage.
c. Free space loss is higher at higher frequencies.
d. Doppler shift is more significant at higher frequencies than lower ones.
Considering all these factors and our system requirement it appears that the
choice of higher frequency band would be more suitable for our satellite.
8.2.4 Link Calculations
Following link equation is used for link calculations:
(SNR) = (EIRP) + (Gr/Ts) - (FSL) + (228.6)
where
(SNR) = signal to noise ratio
(EIRP) = equivalent isotropic radiated power
(Gr) = receiver antenna gain
(Ts) = equivalent receiver noise temperature
(FSL) = free space loss
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Link calculationsaredoneat two different frequencies.
fl = 150 MHz wavelengthl = wll = 2.0 m
t2 = 450 MHz wavelength2 = w12 = .67 m
Minimun antenna angle above horizen = 15 degrees
Orbital altitude 550 km
Maximum distance between satellite and ground station
R = 550/Sin 15 or 2125 km
(FSL) 1 = 142 db
(FSL)2 = 152 db
Downlink calculations:
(Ts) = 1000 K
(Gr) = I0
(Gr/Ts) = -20 db
(EIRP) = Pt*Gt
Pt = 2 Watts
Gt =1
(EIRP) = 3 db
(SNR)I = 3 - 20 - 142 + 228.6 = 70 db
(SNR)2 = 3 - 20 - 152 + 228.6 = 60 db
Maximum data rate = (MDR) = (SNR) - (Eb/No)
where
(Eb/No) = Min ratio of signal power per bit to noise power density
= 15 db (typical value corresponding to Bit Error Rate of 10E-6
(MDR)I = 70 - 15 = 55 db = 300k bps
(MDR)2 = 60 - 15 = 45 db = 30k bps
Uplink calculations:
Pt = 2 Watts
Gt = 10db
(EIRP) = 13 db
Gr =0db
Ts = 1000 K
(Gr/Ts) = -30 db
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(FSL)1= 142db
(FSL)2= 152db
(SNR)I = 13- 30 - 142+ 228.6= 70db
(SNR)2= 13- 30 - 152+ 228.6= 60 db
8.2.5 Maximum Doppler Shift
(to be determined)
8.2.6 Contact Time Calculations
Radius of earth
Height of satellite
Value ofu
Orbital Period
Ground antenna min elevation angle
Coverage Sector angle at ground
Coverage Sector angle at earths center
Coverage Time
6378.165 km
550km
3.986032 10E5
95.65 min
15 degrees
75+75 degrees
37 deg
10 min
8.2.7 System Reliability/Redundancy Requirements
Since this is our main communication link with the satellite a high level of
accuracy and system reliability is required. Typically a bit error of one in 1000000
is considered reasonable. To achieve high degree of reliability following
8.2.8 System Weight/Size
(to be determined)
8.2.9 Antenna Design
Ground Tx/Rx Antenna:
A directional tracking antenna would be employed for Ground Station in
order to achieve maximum contact time per pass and reasonably high directivity
Satellite Tx/Rx Antenna:
(to be determined)
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8.2.10 Power Consumption
On-board Transmitter
On-board Receiver
6 watts (only during transmission)
2 watts (operational mode)
1 watt (standby mode)
8.2.11 System Cost
(to be determined)
8.2.12 Manufacturer Information
1. Cynetics Corporation
P.O. 2422
3824 Jet Drive
Rapid City, SD 57709
Phone (605) 394-6430
Fax (605) 394-6456
2. Motorola Inc.
Strategic Electronics Division
Advanced Programs Development
2501 S. Price Road
Chandler, AZ 85248-2899
Phone (602)732-3015
8.3 COMM-2
8.3.1 Purpose
This experimental communication system aims at establishing a data
link with the satellite from a small inexpensive and portable ground
transponder. The idea is to have multiple ground transponders (from 100 to
200) spread all over the state which could relay some kind of local data
(like temperature, pressure, humidity, wind velocity etc.) up to the satellite
whenever the satellite passes over them.
8.3.2 Data Rate / Bandwidth
Average contact time per pass
Average number of passes per day
Data uplink per transponder per pass
200 transponders
8 min or 480 sec.
4
24k bits
4.8M bps
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Systemdatarate
Systembandwidth
4.8M/480or 10kbps
12kHz
8.3.3 Frequency Selection
The recent World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) in
Spain allocated new frequencies for small satellite systems. These are:
Frequency Band Purpose
137.000---137.025MHz
137.175---137.825MHz
148.000---149.900MHz
400.150---401.000MHz
Primary
137.025---137.175MHz
137.825---138.000MHz
Secondary
Although the ultimate selection of frequency is subject to the
availability of a particular frequency band and approval by the FCC,
following are the relative merits and demerits of above mentioned
frequency bands:
a. At higher frequencies the available bandwidth is larger compared to
lower frequencies.
b. At higher frequencies antenna sizes become smaller, thus easier to
manage.
c. Free space loss is higher at higher frequencies.
d. Doppler shitt is more significant at higher frequencies than lower ones.
Considering all these factors and our system requirement it appears
that the choice of higher frequency band would be more suitable for our
satellite.
8.3.4 Multiple Access Technique
Various possible multiple access techniques were studied and the
relative merits and demerits were evaluated.
a. Frequency Division Multiple Access:
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1.Eachof the 200GroundTransponderswill haveadistinct carrier
frequency.Datawill be uplinkedat a rate lessthan 100bpsusingBPSK.
Inter-channelspacingwill be extremelynarrow, ie. of the order of few
hundredhertz.
2. The receiveron-board satellite (Rx-2) will receive all the 200
channels, downconvert them to an IF frequency and then separate them
out. Data of each channel can be stored in the memory or directly sent to
the downlink transmitter (Tx-2). Channel separation for so close channels
could be very complex.
3. Each Ground Transponder will have a small very simple receiver
that would detect the presence of signal coming from the TT&C
transmitter (Tx-1) on-board satellite.
4. When the detected signal crosses certain threshold, it would be
an indication that the satellite is within the range of the Ground
Transponder, so it will start transmitting the stored data and will continue
transmission until the satellite gets out of range.
5. It is expected that each Ground Transponder will barely manage
to uplink all the data that was required to be transferred.
b. FDMA(Bent-pipe scheme):
1. Each of the 200 Ground Transponders will have a distinct carrier
frequency. Data will be uplinked at a rate less than 100bps using BPSK.
Inter-channel spacing will be extremely narrow, ie. of the order of few
hundred hertz.
2. The receiver on-board satellite will receive all the 200 channels
together as a single band and will convert the whole block to an IF level.
The IF signal will be fed to the downlink transmitter Tx-2 for re-
transmission to the Ground-Station.
3. At the Ground-Station the receiver will split the individual
channels apart and detect the data in each channel.
4. Each Ground Transponder will have a small very simple receiver
that would detect the presence of signal coming from the TT&C
transmitter (Tx- l) on-board satellite.
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5. Whenthe detectedsignalcrossescertainthreshold,it would be
an indication that the satellite is within the range of the Ground
Transponder,so it will start transmittingthe storeddataandwill continue
transmissionuntil thesatellitegetsout of range.
c.PacketDataTransferScheme:
1. All the 200 GroundTransponderwill haveidenticaltransmitter
that sharea commonfrequencybandof around50Khz.
2. Each Ground-Transponderwill have a receiver to detect the
presence of satellite and to decode various messages from the satellite.
3. When a Ground-Transponder detects the presence of satellite, it
transmits its ID and a "data transfer request" message.
4. The satellite receiver Rx-2, receives and decodes the ID and the
message and transmits a "request acknowledge" message along with the ID
of the specific Ground-Transponder, using another transmitter Tx-3.
5. The Ground-Transponder receives the message and starts
transmitting its data packet.
6. When the satellite receiver Rx-2, receives the end-of-data header,
it transmits a "receipt acknowledge" message.
7. The "request acknowledge" signal from the satellite serves as an
indication to the other Ground-Transponders that the channel is busy while
the "receipt acknowledge" message indicates that the channel has become
idle. So another Ground-Transponder can "ask" for data transfer.
8. The only possibility of Ground-Transponder data clash is during
the initial data transfer request phase. If that happens, the satellite receiver
won't be able to decode the message so the satellite will transmit a "data
clash" message.
9. In such a situation, the Ground-Transponders will retry the "data
transfer request" after some random delay to avoid a clash again.
10. The transmission of various messages from the satellite to the
Ground-Transponders will be quite frequent, ie. for each Ground-
Transponder to transfer data, at least two messages needs to be transmitted
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bythe satellite.Thisamountsto anaverageof about400messagesperpass
of about8 minutes.
Comparisonof VariousSchemes:
1.FDMA Scheme:
Advantages:
1.No additionaltransmitteron-boardsatelliteis required.
2. Ground-Transponderreceivercanbeverysimple.
Disadvantages:
1. Satellitereceiverdesignfor theseparationof closely
spacedchannelscanbeverycomplex.
. Ground-Transponder transmitter design would be tough,
since the demand on frequency stability would be less than
100 hz at around 200 Mhz.
3. Doppler frequency shit_ can be a serious problem.
2. Bent-Pipe Scheme:
Advantages:
1. No additional transmitter on-board satellite is required.
2. Ground-Transponder receiver can be very simple.
3. No on-board data storage is required.
4. Satellite receiver would be very simple.
Disadvantages:
. Ground-Transponder Transmitter design would be tough,
since the demand on frequency stability would be less than
100 hz at around 200 Mhz.
2. Doppler frequency shitt can be a serious problem.
3. Ground-Transponder needs to transmit higher power to
maintain the same bit-error-rate.
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3. PacketDataTransferScheme:
Advantages:
1. Simplesatellitereceiverdesign.
2. Much simplerGround-Transpondertransmitterdesign.
3. Dopplerfrequencyshiftwon'tbeaseriousproblem.
Disadvantages:
1. Additionaltransmitteron-boardsatellite(Tx-3) is required.
2. Ground-Transponderneedsarelativelycomplex
receiverto decodevariousmessagesfromthesatellite.
8.3.5 Link Calculations
Following link equation is used for link calculations:
(SNR) = (EIRP) + (Gr/Ts) - (FSL) + (228.6)
where
(SNR)
(EIRP) '
(Gr)
(Ts)
(FSL)
= signal to noise ratio
= equivalent isotropic radiated power
= receiver antenna gain
= equivalent receiver noise temperature
= free space loss
Link calculations are done at two different frequencies.
fl = 150 MHz wavelengthl = wll = 2.0 m
f2 = 450 MHz wavelength2 = w12 = .67 m
Minimun antenna angle above horizen = 30 degrees
Orbital altitude = 550 km
Maximum distance between satellite and ground station
R = 550/Sin 30 or 1100 km
(FSL) = (4*22*R/7*wl)**2
(FSL)I = 137 db
(FSL)2 = 146 db
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Uplink calculations:
Pt 2 Watts
Gt 10 db
(EIRP) 13 db
Gr 0 db
Ts 1000 K
(Gr/Ts) -30 db
(FSL)I 137 db
(FSL)2 146 db
Maximum data rate = (MDR) = (SNR) - (Eb/No)
where
(Eb/No) = Min ratio of signal power per bit to noise power density
= 15 db (typical value corresponding to Bit Error Rate of 10E-6
(MDR)I = 70 - 15 = 55 db = 300k bps
(MDR)2 = 60 - 15 = 45 db = 30k bps
(SNR)I = 13 - 30 - 142 + 228.6 = 70 db
(SNR)2 = 13 - 30 - 152 + 228.6 = 60 db
8.3.6 Maximum Doppler Shift
(to be determined)
8.3.7 Contact Time Calculations
Radius of earth
Height of satellite
Value of u
Orbital Period
Ground antenna min elevation angle
Coverage Sector angle at ground
Coverage Sector angle at earths center
Coverage Time
6378.165 km
550 km
3.986032 10E5
95.65 min
30 deg degrees
60+60 deg
30 deg
8 min
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8.3.8 System Reliability / Redundancy
Since this would be an experimental system its reliability constraints
both in terms of bit-error-rate and equipment redundancy would be much
lesser than COMM-1 . A BER of 10E-5 is considered suitable for the type
of data to be normally handeled by this system.
8.3.9 System Weight / Size
(to be determined)
8.3.10 Antenna Design
(For Satellite Receiver)
It is assumed that the frequency bands for all the four links of
COMM-I and COMM-2 (ie. up and down links of COMM-1 and up and
down links of COMM-2) are adjacent to each other. Therefore a common
antenna can be used for both COMM-1 and COMM-2. A circulator would
be required to connect the onboard Transmitter(s) and Receiver(s) to a
common antenna. The uplink signals of COMM-1 and COMM-2 would be
separated by means of suitable filters, while the downlink signals of
COMM-1 and COMM-2 can be combined through a matchingh unit.
8.3.11 Power Consumption
On-board Receiver
operational mode
standby mode
4 watts
2 watts
8.3.12 System Cost
(to be determined)
8.3.13 Perspective Suppliers
a. Cynetics Corporation
P.O. Box 2422
3824 Rapid City, SD 37709
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Figure A.2.1 Element Plot
cq
0)
g4
4-J
CO
CO
H
note." - same structural configuration for A1 & Gr/Ep
........ -/a_steners not included j ___[ _ ........................
........ - bus sensors/wiring/etc, not included 1
Il- Aluminum density taken from 6061-T6: 2710 kg/m_
- Graphite Epoxy density: 1600 kg/m_ [
TOP/BOTTOM PANEL: :area of hexagon: (i/2)*apothem*perimeter
apothem: 0.17 1
perimeter 1.02
:area 0.0867
STRINGER: la = outer flange length
!t = thickness of stringer
!area: t*a - 0.5(t**2)(tan 30)
SHELVES: each shelf is a hexagon
area: 0.0867
...................... _.............................................................
SIDE PANELS:
Panel Total Mass Mass Panel
Thickness Area Volume A1 Gr/Ep Thickness
(m) (m_) (m_) (kg) (kg) (in)
0.65586 0.000666 1.80582 1.06617 0.0400.001016
0.001366
0.001716
0.002066
0.002416
0.002766
0.003116
0.003466
TOP/BOTTOM PANEL:
Panel
Thickness
0.65586
0.65586
0.65586
0.65586
0.65586
0.65586
0.65586
Total
Area
(m) (m_2)
0.000896 2.42790 1.43345 0.054
0.001125 3.04999 1.80073 0.068
0.001355 3.67207 2.16801 0.081
0.001585
0.001814
4.29415 2.53529 0.095
4.91623 i 2.90257 0.109
5.53832 _ 3.26986 0.1230.002044
0.002273 6.16040
Volume
(m_3)
IM_ss
A1
(kg)
! 3.63714 0.136
M_os
Gr/Ep
(kg)
Panel
Thickness
(in)
.............. ,.......... k.......... , ................... ,.........
0.001016 0.1734 0.00018 0.47743 0.28188 0.040
0.001366 0.1734 0.00024 0.64190 0.37898 0.054
- - il i ............. T............... T ..........
I 0.001716 0.1734 0.00030 0.80637 0.47609 0.068 I
O02066 0.1734 0 00036 0.97084 0.57319 0.081
. 0.1734 0.00042 1.13531 0.67030 0.095
0.002766 0.1734 0.00048 1.29978 0.76740 0.109
i
0.003116 0.1734 0.00054 1.46425 0.86450 ! 0.123
0.003466 0.1734 0.00060 1.62872 0.96161 I 0.136
I
0.003816 0.1734 0.00066 1.79319 1.05871 I 0.150
0.004166 0.1734 0.00072 1.95766 1.15582 0.164
0.004516 0.1734 0.00078 2.12213 1.25292 0.178
0.004866 0.1734 0.00084 2.28660 1.35002 0.192
0.005216 0.1734 0.00090 2.45107 1.44713 0.205
0.005566 0.1734 0.00097 2.61554 1.54423 0.219
0.005916 0.1734 0.00103 2.78001 1.64134 0.233
0.006266 0.1734 0.00109 2.94448 1.73844 0.247
SHELVES
Shelf Total Mass Mass Shelf
Thickness Area Volume A1 Gr/Ep Thickness
(m) (mY) (m_) (kg) (kg) (in)
..............................................................
0.002032 0.2601 0.00053 1.43230 0.84564 0.080
0.002382 0.2601 0.00062 1.67900 0.99129 0.094
0.002732 0.2601
0.003082 0.2601
0.003432 0.2601
0.003782 0.2601
0.00071 1.92571
0.00080 2.17241
0.00089 2.41912
0.00098 2.66582
0.004132 0.2601 0.00107 2.91253
0.004482 0.2601 0.00117 3.15923
0.004832 0.2601 0.00126 3.40594
0.005182 0.2601 0.00135 3.65264
0.005532 0.2601 0.00144 3.89935
0.005882 0.2601 0.00153 4.14605
1.13695 0.108
1.28261 0.121
1.42826 0.135
1.57392 0.149
1.71957 0.163
1.86523 0.176
2. 01089 0. 190
2.15654 0.204
2.30220 0.218
2.44785 0.232
0.006232 0.2601 0.00162 4.39276 2.59351 0.245
0.007982 0.2601
0.008332 0.2601
0.008682 0.2601
0.009032 0.2601
0.009382 0.2601
0.009732 0.2601
STRINGERS:
Flange Flange
Thickness
0.006932 0.2601
0.007282 0.2601
0.007632 0.2601
Length
0.00171 4.63946 2.73917 0.259
0.00180 4.88617 2.88482 0.273
0.00189 5.13287 3.03048 0.287
0.00199 5.37958 3.17613 0.300
0.00208 5.62628 3.32179 0.314
0.00217 5.87299 3.46745 0.328
0.00226 6.11969 3.61310 0.342
0.00235 6.36639 3.75876 0.356
0.00244 6.61310 3.90441 0.369
0.00253 6.85980 4.05007 0.383
Total Mass L_ Mass Flange
1 Volume A1 I Gr/Ep ThicknessArea
0.006582 0.2601
--4
10%
15%
20%
(m) (m) (m"2) . (m"3)
0. 0170
0.0170
0.001016
0.001366
1.697E-05
2.268E-05
(kg)
1.09E-05 0.01746
1.46E-05 0.02334
0.0170 0.001716 2.832E-05 1.82E-05 0.02914
0.0170 0.002066 3.389E-05 2.18E-05 0.03487
0.0170 0.002416 3.939E-05 2.53E-05 0.04052
0.0170
0.0170
0.0255
0. 0255
0.0255
0.0255
0.0255
0.0255
0. 0255
0. 0340
0.0340
0.002766
0.003116
0.001016
0.001366
0.001716
0.002066
0.002416
0.002766
0.003116
0.001016
0.001366
0.001716
0. 002066
0.002416
0.002766
0.003116
0. 0340
0.0340
4.481E-05
5.017E-05
2.561E-05
3.429E-05
4.291E-05
5. 145E-05
5.992E-05
6.832E-05
7.666E-05
3.425E-O5
4.591E-05
5.749E-05
6.901E-05
8.046E-05
9.184E-05
0.0001031
0. 0340
2.88E-05
3.23E-05
1.65E-05
2.21E-05
2.76E-05
3.31E- 05
3.85E-05
4.39E-05
4.93E-05
2.2E-05
2.95E-05
3.7E-05
4.44E-05
5.17E-05
5.91E-05
6.63E-05
0.0340
0. 0340
0.04610
0.05161
0. 02635
0.03528
0.04414
0.05293
0.06165
0.07029
0.07886
0.03523
0.04723
0.05915
0.07100
0.08278
0. 09448
0.10611
(kg) (in)
0.01746 0.040
0.02334 0.054
0.02914 0.068
0.03487 0.081
0.04052 0.095
0.04610 0.109
0.05161 0.123
0.02635 0.040
0.03528 0.054
0.04414 0.068
0.05293 0.081
0.06165 0.095
0.07029 0.109
0.07886 0.123
0.03523 0.040
0.04723 0.054
0.05915 0.068
0.07100 0.081
0.08278 0.095
0.09448 i 0.109
0.10611 I 0.123
Table A.2.2 Structural Mass Estimate
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Ground Systems and Operations
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Figure A.7.1 Orbital Pass History
Figure A.7.2 Communications System
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- ..... C'--,O! CJ2FiniSh_;" C"_ £t tJ lI_,_P-'-+='" _Z ++},f
.2 - Z ,loor+iilqate of s/:.+ ingei,"!D.?Y
3 - C P'_.£_ Of st '+i'qg_r'' -EK,sr
,:_ - "_-),Lt'+ !eF<ith D,2ZL_JC;r_-'!_ Ztr :.ii<!(£;f C
:- - 9! tn t.i+2.'_Rl_etS
t - '2! l','+ di .]3. iL!e
P+L!!';]F.'t%_ i ) ++ th_9 iqLirn_(BF Of e]._fil_':_!£'S 2+-I ,2_1£ & ,
i",>': dr... - [r;e ,moment about ti-+__ +:-a: -z
F! ( ,'+ r " '- : - 2,_: £+,_' +,4_i+h tP+_ _' M4:,+d ++i._-
RNL+, .....-_}'_J :o++,+ +,+,'2c_ol + . t. he +igF+t-l++£_r+;:t __iac'= o. t.r+6 _-':++t_.,C :20f
i'. i ! - lOuD cor+l !C2 '+ +.Vl!.Oie
C;._ E_:S;, ....d+,L P - L%+fll::}C 'r :'r\/.+ VS_[LtE' +.r'_ 8. t eL
.2b._ri, ,d::, , - ti-,e ir, c:luc!ec! ./,.!-ca of kb,¢ :-+c:,'se c-2it
" ,-it, , - ' _+oa !+8£+_;1+2t ' _,+ ' [P',9 inc 2LI_eC @.F_up O _: 1: FIE Ce:L
•2 1 [IR]@. i. did _ - %_P.flI[DO _'C+ P"'/ ',/,.+_ "t.%1C" C:J: 2 t ["r.3 _- '2
2__:l-,_[!-_.- ,2F-, .' "r,c'[1!iz,o!a"v \.'.£.Jue of " er_:?: k,
!:i, <i[ ' - D± =. i_4_5_...
_-,2oil: _ - +hE: , ::c2u __ of tt",_ noc.e c.ec:tior,
t t',!C+t, _%, , '+ t._:_'ffl!Z,O]" :J.f'"/ 'v'61t l.tlo ].e f,Dr ".2: l; iN tlli C;I, F)@S
-_,+,., _ +_.rflE,c, vary av]./,.l:.]__ +C,_ +
L,_ giL, - <<;m:%o_' L::.! ' v'a}U:D for t[_e- k/__£.e O+ t_ 2.:_.l'+q].(2'-_-
h+.dl: -.+ :.em;:,o_ s.r\ value fo_ the heir+hi of t!jt:r+::!".e,-:.
AL.:_. _ 2< ' .,'3.2L_S C f ;2lq'Di,DCe_ _.octiol'_
: £-,rllI:, i, <+!"L r -- IC:AiI:,C" 7 -,2 : Y \'c' ] tl_
r!t,_N.: ] :.tC':"e: ' . . :'_'.-r.: r t +ci:' vC'.r _qf l,_,i._.f +
t!4F'L Z( ! T NONE
dz,uL,2e i:,tec__2o,_ .._c:Ilt__:,;(ZO. -7 .a!iC,.2C+).rh--.(20 .n,>:.a.t, rr.temt,
COUL, i,£' D_ ecl'£zor'_ _ ,2a+_.ba_ I .aba_2.,::_uma. _er,g_t_. pi. " .:l+:lcl; . 2..b.h
:+-tte. 2er i . __urn_,L-_.. }
:.:!OU',Z'._e VIeC.::i'zZ,DI +] aFeai . _.t _&2. vy . dz .m'..' ,Mz . i>./-/. 2'+'z : izz
dOL!!:,}e D!-e'.:i_r]OO I<1 . h:£ .c!eqor_:. F;uIrI&>F_[ .!_UP.H_'!'2.y'.2
c.:Ol+it, ie pFr.:cz__zon ler:i.lenZ.ieF+C ..-,+yZ.yg.z2,zS
CObiMOI,} ,/LCI_:_DC,/'\.' f . V'2 . !"i '} . b'iZ . H
12 2 :: 4 +':},:t0 + aE.:_.i)_ i _L' .r
;F.:':_ 0
¢. %
_t
"-__! ] C:_If ,.£:I :: C:! .c_;_ ,' _" '" -_.,= I L [!D2
ZC{ 0 tPle {2 !tic t :.::<
_c, ,E'_0 :::.20
_o .__5 :,:i.2,:,
ari_ j ,:O.Od:,
COt] t i r]t!e
:2 0 lq t i iq L! e
eFlO[b: i. ".' ':..'}.._ i Z2:- ( iVZ* j''-_- ')
F_kJrI!_r £:1 - _ ,j,r'ir"_'.t., } _ "_- '.,,-_ l'v 2 _'4Z
;_OA/E;Ygrv'Z __ ZL:-÷{ -i . Od:'D _ ,.", _ _ i y'2
!t i : - i , 0d':':_ T I [q!_!Fl!_ t" i ,,' 12'2 _--IOF[I ]I
!<l = o u m s : "- " 0 e F,o m
N_,,._, '_t p. L: i . '..r_m;:it-_ i ,,
r.'z.'z:gr, d_:t.d, for i",_r_zi]ir_
,__.rr:?.a : Cid t_'O.'.;_ l . £ )
<ilgfri8 : Cirri r-::'\'l i .7 '
_¢%31<.-1FI... '., 2.._ilJrZ: .DD rflc_.i[] ,-i q_.__. _, _ l_[,.-, -. .:,_,_i
.::t i.i ::.0dC'
r_,z,_e'- _ c!on" : temeuber if t.hi_
i:.,i :DL'i,2n_ ::.D@C:lfLC: Oi r_ctie - fl.l'ld
5 D _ ,:" 1,2, i C .:4_,
c:c,r_Ci t iOn ] s
referer_ce " ,r.,. .... :
if ( i ._:c. i ) then
_,( i . iUIqE, L'i ' : .-
e ( i . r,clmDt'_ _ ]
:2 _tC'. " f
• OdO
: - i . OdC'
a.2.s.i 9n ','a'it!- _
-_ : i r,e. I :' _{(i.i-i :-i.OdO
" " ' g: [EC:c_iCUi "hi Va]U
C'Ont i !-'itlE
aba'2:C.OdO
n,L're : LI'3C" qel o s thin. bc :ind are.a%
7Fii __ thl;t. £:&'.V!. _Fea : G@I[t Si £.-_ ._ S-k: )t £-C _ i
,2f the %i:Jes 5_iqc! -: C:,.<(c,+L,+c )
wk_el e a.t,.c
_._t _
ienl : lengtr_
: e [-12 : L e r _{:_t I_
ie'-t3 : ierlc!tb
of s.k r; bet_,_eer, _t l-lr_,_!sl-£.
i ofll c_J [1[. !- o l c] tc, ['Oll'lt _
fi on, centroic_ :o ;at:in, i+
_,- z 1. i_
e r,o t, tie
../'fl ,er.i _j Llgi"cc+/ 3e, J. coo,oer,aero4o4.dir-
:_.-k
_20
ier_i:datrav i.4
/2-c!atr__,t L.i i:
z2:datra/, i.2 ,_
y3zdati',3.\.,_ i + L + i
zZ.:'datrayt i +i,.2
Lent : Ecr:.( ,,,2:_2_z2_2
ieri3 : sQrt(_3+_2+z3_+2)
_ :- O,5dO*, ienz_-iei',2+!,enS)
note: abt. added to _,revent small difference
temD : ,ibs! s*_s-leni )*(E-fen2 }_s-ienZ) '
ares : so_ t(t.ernr..)
aba i- 2-- ab,i r 2+a r e,..%
a(nunlpt.£ _i,J:2•OdO+area
cont Z Flue
r_eo,. \.'a! ije.£
+
:i
+ -" 3 0
£,et .moment
rflor_ren t i <_
_" hS( I]UrfI_'['Z. } : m:>'
E'z,_:abi±sin tnlc.,t
for ceil 2
d 0
CO I-)
I'b_
ineg,3, tl,i_ _u(-P go _ihear fio_ s ign corr,ie_]t_on
,:,o i-+d i t Z 0+_
'::_:L 0 i : i + PnL.!IYII': 1:
ier_gtl-_=datra+.'f i.4 B
tniol< :da, tra>.! i >5 i
g:dat r,_v( i.o
a! numo[-._-i +i ):ier-tgrh/
tin'dE
2. O:JO_ t hi c K* g,*:ab,_, F2 ,}
_-et ti,,,+-i£t r !+:{
ti.,'Jltt +b=_ i% Z___i0 --
PV'IE, t " *_- i +:C!+UfnE _ _ '+ +Odr. ,
1 e. t_is:2-twiE, tl = O
d.:k_.<. :o file
C __. I'C
%znci bde" . ./ins__:r-: .di r/_/sr_o.ouS, f '
Ii'!PL ! !;:I T N 0t, l E
double prec]_ioi-, a_ 20) ,datrav(20.20 )
intesTier nc!mDt._. L . .:]. k
* oLi t_,L!t ',"e.su i t s
....... ' - _ ,"f tom _:.:<-.'t =tat'J£*- '_Jni<tqOl._P,"-'F_'_"ir U I _l g : : . f i ie : ,' rDI.J _[;I I [ d ! r" ..' ......
,_rLT_,[ Z l'0i ) " I <¢_ chea_ F_o_b alha-i i.,,%'
w_ lt,---_ _ 2C, S ; 'Dii,",, n .;,.t c!eon_ett lc C_l-_te! - Df he:_a..qol/ _
_,_1- 1:.=_'' -. i[:0[ , v b.._:12 tow&id ]st!rhC:b _.d&_DL£-r
,._r'___e L_ L0_:..',: c..,l_ to the right. view _r. _oro'
w! i_e L 202) z a:<i£ aLor-,:_ -engh:. po_,/e u_:'
_,,_i--zte L 203 ' P-z, :_ _
__ _rn llt l i5 the striFigel- 8lOl!,'{! <.
w:ite Z 20T) c'estive -:hear fio_,' ls c ock.-},'ise.
_',,, _ te g.203)
2C'__, forma:! _ .....,_:oC, J
Z: (, ;-
2 ! ':-'!
_rlte( :..2C'i ',::omponent' _ 'L_hear
' '[;F) eL_r [_t:Ie2:
,,,_i_ te_ _.201 _' , '[ 1D/Zi-,) ' , 'i
f 10W '
fo_ma.t_i l>'._ait. ,
<!O __i0 i : : . _H_irfllL tc
*^_z_.et S.202') 'Element ' .i.q(s.
+c,t n_.:_t z,.'ai_, ic..3d.le.4)
coiqt iF_t!
) . dat ray
Dtir_t OUt lhO_,e 2.eczJor_
.',*rlte_..Z..2<'4 ) 'Eierner,'_ _13._ i.3).,:!atrz_y
format _;<. L,13. i Z. 2dic.. a . al__. )
Cl, zn T lni ct.:ness "
_'si ) '
i ._= ) .datFav_ i .7
4. [;). 'b.!,'r_'
C zoce._ "_
. e r_cl
f ] ,.Or , '.9C:/_ !qjr :tci, _% i . c c,:zi3c _ p.e r :)4c4 . 2.± t
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Thi% C-UL_[ ,_OLIZLiq': C. 7 LCU 3. te(: ':Pi_ 'I_RCZ;_O i
mo,_i'=ie_ fD! !-robient z_]: 22 rif:;R _.-
,>,.%F C'iD F2
vqPIA, G;LE : iS-: iFr ,3
DP- dc:,u:,i_ precision
i zr, teg<r
NCOI_( i '._ - nurn_:_er of c'._iumn_ in a _.s_,ed arra,/
NROI.^i_ ] , -- r_L!rrJt,er of r,:,_.L i r_ ;.3 r__J.sseg arra.>.
OUTIt Dr,, - r:Ut_}Lit 3rt a,,, :Dr -_ .sob;oucl.me
, ,.,., , [)P - __:.,FT_.m4T_ _ the <r-,rted ,clara a t sy
,.,4itr.lPT:-.+ i _ - _l-_e nuMr.'er of _ocints it: a. data ai-
tie_ of
('q \l
,':!ioba,£ ::)Tt:an_mt.et m
7%_]ClL!Cie : .,- ir",<ie< I:. cii:- :;.ar am. _: '
ii, TEZ;ER iqPOi,,i i,{OL.NLli"IFT:E . I CTF:
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DOiJE';LE _PECIJI:ON _ .Z.A,.E:.C.E."fE;AR.ZBAP.<,]dLLrrlt
C)OLiSi_E o_X.E:: /Si Df.! .i'_' .".iZ .!"iY .Hi .rl>::. _'iASg. i :"_, I/Z , i fZ
(:C,I'qi_iON . 7 l.! OLt_ / i._C:TFI.hl- . E:TRM6F- . ski in
r--O''!ff!Oi'4, LOq[_!-<'i,' . VZ .!'tY , MZ .l'dK
C:Cq4i_It,N ,, C, Lim F'LI7 ,' 7'Th'i3'._ _
C: c) rn f!! 0 r] , <2a t .:;. " 9 }. i C1._,t
!::OHiI:V!E r:.<_T_:: AI,ID EC, PT Ii, ITC' (:LOOL.k.ilSE ORDE_
(:_LL U!'.I]FEPI:F:L!_DAT.,q'3TRb-_C:{.STPi"iGP..skiFr }
% I/,J ]_ N<';
;,R _- F:-"
N tl ri r:.,T :77: I'4q T ?: N G
;I_Ur!P" !!K]:N i£'.1-O ::£Tr:'.ZN,::ER.E: TO ,,:P£_qTF POINT MA:ZSES
A.-L r,0. _ N-{ ;qLLE:,A] .N'_I!'iF'73 )
- "" r i
" T;:.li"! !'q;::;7-F-Ix :'L:R (,qLL:I.!L:_T /ON Of: SEC-rZON 'IEi"!TPOiE_
,'/)f: ?20 I ::i . i',!%q"IPTE
PFr'IF'_:3! ! , J, _ -HL_L,'_-ST i .:, . .L 'l
_:'T!'iAC"<":,.:.ri . -':A_LLD<%T,. i .._:" 1.
!:_T'iF"3:I , ] . I, ":F::LLDw. T t' I . L2 .'
ii Oi'.!- i NLIE
IjAL(.:ULiATE _::Ei".!TF:'OI:tT__ :OF 'IECTION . TP@r.IEFORM POINI rqrqC:2
CAL.L:L_LATE SEr2:T!Lu'! 2NE r'iA'E: E MObiENTE,_ Z I/, iF/, Z_'Z
,::4 L. k C E i'.,T r: ii,. P T M,<'.,3 S. N U r'i P r :1 . YE_."-'_R. Z E A R. l >.y. i : : . i v .: ,
TRA!.!3r:EF - LDAr_)'.I 7C' (ENTA<_I-)_IL_ E;_E_Effr
< O C,<,.L I i,4_ T E'-:;
IYi_ r l'J:- _. ., v'ff'-. _ !,-,TL_: 4- ,,:7 :_ /F'rk,_

.' ,"f 1 ye r/' h,a,/ug r.sd,,. Ld £ / cooDe r, ae ro464 . d: r PaGe
SUBP, C<ITINE UNIFE_i ALL[,A'-.i,!EIRNG,STF.'.NGP,s_.Ir._._
4_
#
Th,.s subroutine c!eate.s .:_. dnifiec data matrix of the
=_:rJngers and stJn_
.,'AF, IH8 LE LISTIbtG
R - real
DF'- double D_ecisic, n
- integer
STRNGR(DP) - data. array for the str-lnger
skin(DP) - data array for the _,,ing skin
ALLDAT(DP)- the unified data array
ALLDA7 array structure
COLUMN Contents
i y locstion
2 z location
3 area of stringer
4 t'Jeigiht,"zn 2 of _tringer
5 nJas[ of strir,ger( spar :,
<. "a' :_imension of __trtnger
T "t/' dimen.Lion of stringer
$ skin thlci<ness for C,a_lel
s ,_,eight,/in of skin
]0 Gof skzn
ii mass of e!<ir_ added to strir, ge,-
!2 ne_,_ value of _,oint mass e_uivalent
no,re: skir: c_ata is controlled by the first index of aiidat.
_. _. al]dat(L,S) i _ the thickness of ',:,ariel i, NOT Danet 2
!(!)- iooz, controi varia.ble
NST_NG,: ] ., - the number of at. ringer_ =
NI..II_iPTE( i }, -- tl/e number of data points in the current array
VARIABLE [_ECLARATION
%inc lude:" . , /ins, ert.di !/param.f"
OOUE:LE PRECISION ALLDATt MAXSTR, 15) ,z
INTEGER i,J.NSTRNG.NUMPTS,LIMIT.k.nlwr_nuI:,r.ncol
aouble precision s!tl 20,i2).srt2(20,i2),upr(20,12),!wF 20, L2 )
double preci__ion ar.a b.t
<:OP'f STRINGER :_:.y,a,b,wezgtat _0 A!_LE:AT
{:AL C:LtLA7 E a ,__:,:, m _ _-_-
DO 500 I:: .<,_ETFNG
>(. y coordE,
aLLc{z,.t z.l) : strnc!ri i.i i
aLidat(i.2' = strngr-(i,2)
a, b ,:{in_en!ion
a : E,tFrlclr i ,_, _
b : str!-,gF i.4 ,_
t : etrngr i,5)
calcui._te are_
call area(a.b.t.ar.,
assign to al!dat
el]oat : 7_" 6. i : a
500
ai idat ( i ,3
.ii id,:_t _.i .4
a:iidat( i.5
C:ONTINUE
: &r
: strngr{ 1.0)
: a.1]da.t(i,4) at
_:Z0
ADD SK!H DATA TiD ALL STP,INGER VALUES
nose: for version i a]i skin panels are the same -
a metnoG needs t,o be determined for getting the proper
skin pi-operties w_th mid-side stringers when that happens
u'se tlne first panel ent,-y for now
do 5i0 i:i.nstrng
ALLDAT{ 1.8:)=sKin(z.l )
ALLDAT( I . 9 )--skin( i _ 2 )
ALLDAT( I,t0i:$k.in(1,.3)
SET ADDED SKIN MASS AND
ALLDAT( Z. £1 ):O,ODO
ALLDAT( Z , 12 ) : O. OE)O
CODt. i FIL!_-
POINT MASS VALLIE TO ZERO
E:I 0
S 2,0
S r.:,O
Sort the strinqder and 'srJa. r caps into clocx-wzse fasp, ion.
,.'-,e.c!i'_nning witl', the front ur.,pet- stringer
note. this sort wo!-ked once - inoDefully it still works
SF.,Ii t urJ!ae r
NUPR:O
N LWP : 0
i'lC:O L : i2
and tower st!inger_ _, for __.c,rtirI, g
nu mr,._t,z : n,__t r n9+ neaps
DO SO0 I:l ,NIJMPTS
Z:ALLDAT(I.2 ;
i.= (Z .GT. 0. ODO )THEN
NUPR:NLIpR+I
DO 8/0 JcI,NC:OL
LIpF:(NLIPP.,J):ALLDAT(I.J
C:0 N T I hiU E
ELSE
NLWR:NLWR+I
DO $20 Jzt.NCOL
L.WR(NLWR.J)zALLDAT(I.J
CONTINUE
END I F
COI,!TINLIE
SORT UPR INTO r_SEND[NG ORDER
CALL SOP'TUF'( UPR. NUPR. 12, 1. SRT1
SORT LWR INTO DESC:ENDING ORDER
CALL SOF!TDN(LWR.NLWR,12 I,SRT2
_,DGC 4/3/' '9 3 ]
!:_ Z,},C'C _-i_-iP I "2"
//flyer/hd/ugrad/361/cooper/aero4_4. di r
DO 830 I:I,NUPR
DO 840 J:I,NCOL
ALLDAT(I,J):SRTI(I.J)
840 CONTINUE
830 CONTINUE
LIMZTzNUPR+NLWR
860
850
DO 850 I=NUPR+I,LIMIT
J=I-NUPR
DO 860 K=I,NCOL
ALLDAT(I,K)zSRT2(J,K)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
ADD 1ST ELEMENT TO END TO COMPLETE "CIRCLE"
870
DO 870 J=I,NCOL
ALLDAT(LIMIT+I,J)=ALLDAT(I,J)
CONTINUE
CHECK THE DATA AT THIS POINT - OUTPUT TO FILE ALLDATI.DAT
OPEN(UNIT:g,FILE='../output.dir/alldatl.dat',status='unknown')
write(3,*)_This is the data at the end of UNIFER'
write(g,*)'it should have all original data sorted'
write(3,_)'in clockwise order'
995
do 995 i-l,numpts
write( 3,990 )(alldat( i..j ), j--I, 12)
continue
990 format(Ix,12dl6.5
close(g)
Page
return
END
* NOTE" SPAR CAP COORDINATES ARE THE
THE CENTROIDS OF THE SPAR CAPS
INPUT COORDINATES NOT
/inter,no
/prep7
/title, ISAT
et,1,63
r,i,0.001016,0.001016,0.001016,0.001016
mp,ex, l,100e6
mp, dens, l,2.6265e-4
et,2,63
r,2,0.002032,0.002032,0.002032,0.002032
mp,ex,2,100e6
mp,dens,2,2.6265e-4
ANSYSFinito_-mcm_Modd
Structure - Model 2
n,l,O.170,O,O
n,2,0.15725,-0.0220836,0
n,4,0.09775,-0.1251164,0
fill
n,5,0.085,-0.1472
n,6,0.0595,-0.1472
n,8,-0.0595,-0.1472
fill
n,9,-0.085,-0.1472
n,10,-0.09775,-0.1257764
n,12,-0.15725,-0.0220836
fill
n,13,-0.170,0
n,14,-0.15725,0.0220836
n,16,-0.09775,0.1257764
fill
n,17,-0.085,0.1472
n,18,-0.0595,0.1472
n,20,0.0595,0.1472
fill
n,21,0.085,0.1472
n,22,0.09775,0.1251164
n,24,0.15725,0.0220836
fill
n,25,0,0,0
n,26,0.085,0
n,27,0.0425,-0.0736
n,28,-0.0425,-0.0736
n,29,-0.085,0
n,30,-0.0425,0.0736
n,31,0.0425,0.0736
ngen,3,31,1,31,1,0,0,0.0639
ngen,4,31,63,93,1,0,0,0.0762
ngen,4,31,156,186,1,0,0,0.063866667
ngen, 2,31,249,279,1,0,0,0.095
type,2
real,2
en,i,I,32,33,2
egen, 9,31,1,1,1
en, I0,4,35,36,5
en,II,5,36,37,6
egen, 9,31,10,11,1
en,30,8,39,40,9
en,31,9,40,41,I0
egen, 9,31,30,31,1
en,50,12,43,44,13
en,51,13,44,45,14
egen, 9,31,50,51,1
en,70,16,47,48,17
en,71,17,48,49,18
egen, 9,31,70,71,1
en,90,20,51,52,21
en,91,21,52,53,22
egen, 9,31,90,91,1
en, ii0,24,55,32,1
egen, 9,31,110,110,1
type, l
real,l
en, 120
en, 121
egen, 9
,2,33,34,3
,3,34,35,4
,31,120,121,I
en,140
en,141
egen, 9
,6,37,38,7
,7,38,39,8
,31,140,141,1
en,160,i0,41,42,11
en,161,ii,42,43,12
egen, 9,31,160,161,1
en,180,14,45,46,15
en,181,15,46,47,16
egen,9,31,180,181,1
en,200,18,49,50,19
en,201,19,50,51,20
egen,9,31,200,201,1
en,220,22,53,54,23
en,221,23,54,55,24
egen, 9,31,220,221,1
type, 2
real,2
en,240,31,25,26,26
en,241,26,25,27,27
en,242,27,25,28,28
en,243,28,25,29,29
en,244,29,25,30,30
en,245,30,25,31,31
en,246,22,31,26,24
en,247,24,26,1,I
en,248,1,26,2,2
en,249,2,26,27,4,4
en,250,4,27,5,5
en,251,5,27,6,6
en,252,6,27,28,8
en,253,8,28,9,9
en,254,9,28,10,10
en,255,10,28,29,12
en,256,12,29,13,13
en,257,13,29,14,14
en,258,14,29,30,16
en,259,16,30,17,17
en,260,17,30,18,18
en,261,18,30,31,20
en,262,20,31,21,21
en,263,21,31,22,22
egen,2,62,240
egen, 2,93,264
egen,2,93,288
egen,2,31,312
,263,1
,287,1
,311,1
,335,1
d,80,all,O
d,82,all,O
d,173,all,O
d,175,all,O
f, 254, fz, -9
f, 275, fz, -9
f, 276, fz, -15
f,256, fz,-7.5
f,258,fz,-7.5
f,277,fz,-lO.5
f,260,fz,-9
f, 264, fz, -1.5
f,278, fz,-lO.5
f,265, fz,-3
f,266, fz,-9
f,279,fz,-15
f,268,fz,-7.5
f,270,fz,-7.5
f,274,fz,-lO.5
f,249,fz,-3
f,250,fz,-l.5
f,252,fz,-l.5
f,253,fz,-3
f,173,fz,-2.375
f,175,fz,-2.375
f,185,fz,-13.375
f,186,fz,-13.375
f,184,fz,-16
f,183,fz,-ll.2
f,182,fz,-ll.2
f,181,fz,-16
f,180, fz,-38.2
f, 68, fz, -3
f, 70, fz, -3
f,72, fz,-i.i
f,74, fz, -I.i
f,76, fz,-l.5
f,78, fz,-2.5
f, 79, fz, -2
f,80,fz,-3.75
f,82, fz, -3.75
f,83, fz,-2
f,84, fz,-2.5
f,86, fz,-l.5
f,64, fz,-2.75
f, 66, fz,-2.75
f, 89, fz,-9.076
f, 90, fz,-5.76
f, 91, fz, -4.2
f, 92, fz, -9.576
f, 93, fz, -9. 576
f, 88, fz, -7.756
f, 87, fz,-6
iter, l,l,l
afwrite
finish
/eof
Appendix B.6
Attitude and Control
,2
Dynamic Equations
For a rigid spacecraft the dynamic equations of motion are given by Euler's equation
where
I =
=
=
=
/7 = l,S
angular momentum of the spacecraft
moment of inertia tensor of the spacecraft
spacecraft angular velocity
disturbance torques
control torques
In the principal axis coordinate system the dynamic equations in component form are
I._- = _. + rc. + (1, - x.),_,,_.
I dw_
,-_- = r4.+_,.+(I,-I.)_,_.
dw,
Kinematic Equations
The kinematic equations using Euler symmetric parameters can be expressed ss follows
where
and
d_" 1 .
--dr= [flq
o [o]-_+ A --Wo0
where A is the attitude matrix and wo is the orbital rate.
The angular rates are related as follows:
and conversely
[:][ -'= 8inOtan¢
- sin 0 sec ¢
[_oowe" = 0 1
_., sine 0
o ,, ][..]1 - cmetan¢ wu0 toe e_-c ¢ _,
--.-.]o.
cosO_¢ ,_
Attitude Matrix
The attitude of the spacecraft can be described as a transformation from the nominal reference frame to
the body frame. Here, the reference frame is centered at the spacecraft's center-of-ms_ and is composed of
the y-axis parallel to the negative orbit normal, the z-axis toward nadir, and the x-axis normal to both the
y-axis and z-axis. For circular orbits, the x-axis is parallel to the spacecraft's velocity vector. The relation
between the nominal reference frame, E, and the body reference frame, _', is
[e]e, = A E,
e_ Ez
where A is the attitude rotation matrix. Using the yaw-roll-pitch (3-I-2) Euler rotation sequence the attitude
matrix, A, can be expressed as
A-"
[ coeOcos¢- sin Olin Cain _-coeCsin_
sinO cos _ + cos 0 sin Cain ¢
cos Osin _ + sinOsin¢ coe ¢
coe¢co6,p
sin 0 sin _- cos 0 sin ¢ cos _ - sin 0 coe¢]
sine
coeScoe¢
where ¢ = roll, 0 = pitch, and _ = yaw.
The Euler anglm can be obtained from the elements of the matrix:
¢ = ara|in (a_) - 90° _<¢ < 90°
S = arctan (_a__._s_ 0 < S < 360"
\ ass/
: arc 0< <380"
\ a22/
Alternatively, the attitude matrix can be expressed using Euler symmetric parameters ql, q2, q3, q4 as
follows
[ _ ' ' ' 2(qtq2-1-qaqs) 2(q,qs q2qs) ]qz- q, - qs -I-q4A = 2 (qlq2 - qsq4) --q_ + q_ - q_ + q42 2 (q2qs + qlq4)2 (qlqs "t-q:_q4) 2 (q_qs -- q,q4) -q_ -- q] "t-qs2 "1"q_
and conversely, the Euler symmetric parameters can be found from the attitude matrix
q4 = 4"l(l+all+a2_+a_) _
= _ (a_ - G32)ql
-lq4
1
q2 = 7-(asl-a,s)
"lq4
1
qs = 447 (az2-a=l)
Gravity-gradient Torque
The gravity-gradient torque _H about the center of mass is given by
where
p -- Earth's gravitational constant
1_. - geocentric radius vector to the spacecraft's center-of-mass in the body reference frame
R, -- magnitude of R.
R. -- unit vector of/_.
I = moment-of-inertis tensor
Solar Radiation Torque
The solar radiation torque on the spacecraft, F.d.r is the vector sum of all the torques on the individual
surfaces generated by a solar radiation force on those surfaces, F_, and is given by
n
where/_, is the vector from the spacecraft center-of-mass to the center-of-pressure of the ith element.
The force generated by solar radiation on a fiat plane is given by
" = -PA cosO [(1- C.) ' + 2 (C. cose + 3 C.) J_]
where
P
A =
9 =
=
0 =
C, =
C_ =
= mean mome/ztum i]dx-_tiizgon- a su/fsce normal to the solar radiation
surface area
unit vector from the spacecraft to the sun
unit outward normal vector of the surfsce
angle between ._ and
coefficient of specular reflection
coefficient of diffuse reflection
Aerodynamic Torque
The aerodynamic torque, F..ro, is calculated the same way as the torque due to solar radiation. The
aerodynamic torque is calculated by summing the vectors of the torques on individual surfaces generated by
the force due to aerodynamic drag, i.e.
n
din!
where again/_, is the vector from the spacecraft center-of-msss to the center-of-preuure of the ith element.
The aerodynamic force on a fiat plane with area, A,is given by
and the force on s sphere with radius, R, is
= -1CdpV%rR_f/
where
Cd -- coefficient of drag
p -" atmospheric density
]_ - velocity vector of spacecraft relative to the atmosphere
I7 = unit vector of _7
V = magnitude of 17
_r = unit outward normal vector of plane
Magnetic Torque
The torque due to the spacecraft's magnetic moment is given by
•_,. = r_ x ._
where
_m = magnetic torque acting on the spacecraft (N • m _)
rfi = spacecraft magnetic moment (A. m =)
= Earth's magnetic flux density (Wb/m 2)
Earth's Magnetic Field
The Earth's magnetic field, B, can be represented as the gradient of a scalar potential function, V
= -VV
and V can be represented by a spherical harmonic model
k n
ng=l m=O
where
r = geocentric distance
0 = coelevation
¢ = east longitude from Greenwich
a = equatorial radius of the Earth (6371.2 km)
g and h = coefficients of the IGRF model
m = order of model
n = degree of model
P = Gaussian normalised Legendre function
The field in topocentric coordinates is then
k n+2 n
B, -- E (a) (n-l-1)E ('n'"cosmC'l'hn"sinmC)Pn"n(8)
n:l m:O
k n÷2B, =
n----I m_0
B_t 1 _(a)n÷Z_o= -_---_ m(-gn"_sinm¢+ hn"cosm¢)p.,,n (0)
n=l ----
where
Br = radial component, outward positive
Be = coelevation component, South positive
B_ = azimuthal component, East positive
c.
3
Various Coordinate System Transformations
The inertial cartesian coordinate system is related to the spherical local tangent coordinate system by
where R is the orthogonal rotation matrix
where
iy = R i÷
_b = coelevation
0 = fight ascension
sin0cos0 cos0c.os0 -sin0 ]
R= sin 0sin 0 cos 0 sin 0 cos0
co60 -_fin0 0
The polar coordinate system is related to the perifocal coordinate system by
[,e]ip = R ie
where R is the orthogonal rotation matrix
cosu -sinv O]
R = sin v cos v 0
0 0 1
where u is the true anomaly
The inertial cartesian coordinate system is related to the perifocal system by
where R is the rotation matrix
[ cos f_cosw- sin f_sinw cosi
R= sin fl cos w + cos f_sinw cos i
sinw sin i
where
- cosflsinw - sin flcosw cosi
- sin f_sinw + cos f_ cosw cosi
¢osw sin i
fl = longitude of the ascending node
w = arguement of periapsis
i = inclination
sin f/_a i ]
-coa_lfini
¢.06S
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DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TESTING OF A
GRAPHH'E-EPOXY COMPOSITE GRAVITY-GRADIENT BOOM
FOR A SMALL SATELLITE
Varby G. _ and Scan R. Otin=
Dr. To J. McDanieP and Dr. Leveme IC Severs_ 4, Advisms
Iowa State U_wr_y
Ames. Iowa 50011
Abstract
Passive slabJlizalionmethods for satelliteshave
uncksgone extensiverese,urch and devel_
Recently thenumber ofsmallsaleUlles(satell_esless
lead Io increa_ u_ of lx_ive _abilization me_d_
such as gravity-gradient.The c_e of a
t_avity-gradimt stabilization system is a dep_/able
boom with a damping mechanism, lYaditimmily, this
boom is constructed from metal Mloys. Uneven
heating and cooling occurs when these alloys me
exposed to vm_ing solar radiation conditions. This
c_m induce themtal vibrations which can lead to
undesired satellite attitude inversions. Graphite-elx_
composites can be _ to minimize tl_nnal
expansion. This will be beneficial when applied to
gravity-gradient booms. The goal of this project is to
the use of graph/le-epoxy composites in
gravity-gradient booms. Tiffs project encompasses:
the use of a satell_ attitude simulation program for
boom sizing and de_ of j_av_-_uent
boom loading, development of joint-locking
mechanisms for boom dcploymcnt, and selection and
testing of _ fabrication methods.
Coravity-Gradient Stabifity
The Earth's gravitational field Wovides a ready source
of slability for satelli_ in low Earlh orbit. The
inverse square nature of the Earth's gravitational field
causes a t_rque to _t on a spacecraft in eCait. This
torque causes the _acecraft's principal axis of
minimum moment of inertia to align itself with the
local vertical. I
The magnitude of the tt_lue is a function ofthe
distance from tim tmnttr of tim earth (orbilal rod/us)
and flt¢ ratio_ of the mass moments of _ A
cmtesian coordinam system is imrodmed with tim
origin at the spacecraft c_ter of nmss. with tl_ x-axis
almg the orbital velocity vector, y-axis
to the orbital plane, and the z-axis nadir pointing and
_mpleling a right-handed system.
Figure 1. SlmCecraft Axis System"
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Figure1showsa modelsatellitein Earthod}itfor
refennn_e.The_'s stability in a ip-avity-fiekl
can be mcasu_ b_ the inUoducfion of three stability
e_- (z, - ],)/[, (lb)
e, = _ - i,) / z. (_c)
These criteria _t the stability of a satenlte as
the ratios of mass _ts vary. This is shown
graph/cally in Figure 2. Most spacecraft rare
_me_:_boutthez-_uis somatZ,=_ W_ I.=[.
t_ regionof mt_Uty_ _ thee_ _, _ t_
only criteaion of interest becomes O,. With an
axisymmetric_ equationla above reduces
to:
e.= _-(_,/U (2)
The de*=mining fL-'*m"for smbili_ d_enbecmnesthe
mio of _, to _. z_ _ as _ increases,e,
_ its Umiens _ue of mmity. _atioe 2
suuests that shapes whh an I_ rado near zero me
the most slable. This _ pometrically to
tons, stenderobjects.
Spacecraftdesisn_ suchas p_kiq
m_'_Semmu, thermal conm_I, and available launch
eRvelopes do not always allow for the use of long,
slender bod/es. However, the mau momems of
inmia _ _ _ be n_I/f_l race in od_ Io
hd_ve the desired mb/li_/. Wh/le n_ny pas_'b_ies
exist to _ a favorable mass mommt ratio, (I,_
ooe of d_e most common methods is d_e depioymem
ofakingbcmm withatipma_ more ¢iftenknown as
a_avity-gradientboom.
-I
e,1
--|
I e,
Figure2. StabilityField
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Gravity-Gradient Boom¢
Comiderable n_h effort has been directed toward
_mt and tm/ng of g=vity-gr_._.ent booms.
efforts include the developmem of several types
c_ booms. A b/metallic boom was most heqtgndy
used. TMs _ of two th/n st_s _ metMl/c
_y _ o.oo5 c=t_mn. (o.oo2 in.)
BeryIl/um-alum/num and beryIt/um_
were commonly us_I/n th/s applkati_. The_ two
strips we_ carried into orbit in coils, much as
common tape measures are stored. A mottrh_ unit
would unwind the two tapes. The tapes would thm
buckle together, inter-lcddng to form a closed
section. Th/s type of boom continues to be used
today. Figure 3 shows some _tafive of this
type of boom.
Mlntm_i
Figure 3. Tape boom example_
Several difficulties arc6e with this design. Despite
the closed section, the deployed boom is weak in
_. The design has also hem or=erred to
expezience thenuM flutter. Thermal flutter is the
bending of the boom out of the tksired plane due to
uneven heating. This bending changes the
spacecraft's inertia properties and causes _le
attitude behavior. The behavior has been severe
enough to cause satellite attitude inversions as
documented in the HILAT and Polar BEAR4. s
spEecraft.
As nmfe small satelfites me constructed, complexity
becomes a planning comidea_on. The support
system for the tape-d_ booms includes a
motorized deployment system, This system
tmodnc_ mechankal uncenmty and power
requirme_ into the dean of a spacecraft.
SimpUficafion of this system would reduce spacecraft
con_lex/ty and remove potential sources c_ fa/Im-e.
Composite _ Ap_n_o.,
The two mo6t significant drawbacks of the cmrtmtly
ava/iable gravity-gradient booms are their ctanplcxity
and _ie thermal behaver. Only
success has been achieved with the use of coatings to
control the thermal woperties Of metal alloys. The
mechanisms for deployment of metal alloy booms
remain complex. The application of COmlX_te
material technology can be used to addw_ these two
considerations.
_ materials cm be fabricated with favorable
thermal exlm=ion characte:h_. By varying ply
orientations and sequences, it is possible to create a
material with a near zero coefficient of thermal
expansion. Composite materials designed with low
thermal expansion coeg_ients could be applied to
cmrent design configurations. This should nxluce the
effects of thermal flutter and its associated satellite
aUimde d/stmbmces.
The ngclmni_ pmpmies of compmite nmtexialsMso
allow for severalposs/bledesignchanges. The
fammble mength to weight ratio of composite
allowsforsmallerclosedsectiondes/gns.
This facilitates the use of a telescoping design which
can be canied intentally 8s a closed section.
Telescop/ngclosed section designs do not require a
drive motor fro"depioynw.nL A cl_ed section may be
deployed by a spring system or by use of a gas
charge to preum/ze the internal volume of the boom.
Either of these deployment systems would require less
volume and would be less complex than a motm-ized
unit.
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Boom Section Development
Work began to study various boom section
cettfigmafions to detegmine their feasibility. At this
point, no consideration was given to final boom size
(length, diamcm', tip mass, etc.) cr loading
cmdifions. Rather, efforts were focused m the cross-
sectiomd Wopenks and methods of deployment.
Ftguze 4 shows the first open-section conc¢_ This
des/gn would consist of two "C"sections with flanges
.al_ached. To store th/s structure, the smaller md/w
C" section would have to buckle into the larger "C"
section.
Figure 4. Open-Section Concept I
Two test specimem of this design were fabricated.
The first test specimen consisted of three plys of
uniaxial graphite-epoxy composite [0°.90%0% The
specimen was oven-cured under vacuum. Two "C"
sectims were fabricated in succession, with the first.
small_ section serving as a mold for the second,
larger section. _ two po_ons we_ then epoxied
together to form a closed section. This specimen was
evaluated qualitatively to determine its buckling
abilily. It was found that the smaller secfim would
not buckle without loss of matrix integrity.
The seceed specimen consisted of two plys ¢_ [0.90]
woven graphite-epoxy composite. This specimen was
constructed using the same method as the first and
was also qualitatively evaluated. It was found that
the woven matedal was still too "stir m bacide
without significant crac_ devekqping in the comlmsae
matrix.
Figure 5 slows the second opm-section ¢anx:e_
"rtmdmign would cemist ef mtgea_ intedo_.s
"C" sections. The innea', smaller radius section,
weetd _de t_ rai_ Wovided by the oum- _
This de_ would wovide for a telescoping boom.
The first, or inn_ sectim, was fabdcated as a "C"
section and cured in an ovea. The Ectxgl, cr outer
sectim, which pmvides the slide rails, wm thea
fonaed over the inner sectim md cm_ After the
second cm_ it was digoveged that the two secti3m
had fmed. The _ proceu used did not
adequately selmr_ the two _tions to prevent epoxy
from joining the two secfimm dm'ing the seccmd cure.
It wu mt pms_e to evaluate this wecimen. The
a_ond Wecim_ was cmmtngted in the same nmnner, -
but with added wJease matm_ to wevent the fusing
of the inner md oater "C" sw.tiom. This specimm
altomeala _/rdou_ secfic_ Th/sspec/menwas
fahr_m a sec_onwithuniformguidera/Is.This
a_ed po/msak_ _ _ _ wo_d brad
diningdept./factoor_. This_/ar/ses
oet of the fakicafion tedmique and the mand_ that
wl wed. It is Ims_ie that with a diffenmt mam/_
this Woblem could be urals:ted. In addition to
depioymem m_d mraction _, this section
proved vev/weak in tmsm because of the open.
4
_ectiondesign. The opea-mctim also _
non_ beading stiffness, as me ,m specimen
was found to bend very easily in the open direction.
Flgme 6 Mlom the eamed-seaim mactiX. "ffais
detiP minim of _.c cimular sectiom.
mncqJt would be used mudt liim a telesco_g radio
mtmaa with _ _ maim being sUd ak_
Otteanotl_.
• I
_gere 6. Ctosed-Sectm Comax
Deployment/Retraction Method_q
Deployment sclmnms weze cmuidemd in the
developmeat of the three concepts outlined above.
The double "C" section ('Figure 4) was _ m
be depioyabte and mxmab_ by _g a me
mmller radim "C" section iato the larger section, aml
thea "mniag" these two sections on a gmol (much
h'kea mxactable rope meamm). The iamlwAmg "C"
maim _gure 5) would be deployed andretractedby
telescoping, as would the clmed-scctim.
Seve_ moclm_ms were comide_l m perform these
tasks. A sea'vomechanism would be required to
de._oy and retractme double "C"secti_ by mining
a spool. This would add weight and cemplexity to
the system. A boom of this type would bc loclml
into place by the unbuckling of the _ section.
The interlocking "C" section could be deployed by a
spring. ReUmtkm of this design would be more
One lmm'iaaity wm to attmh a cord to the
omer section and then reel this mrd in m retract the
boom. It is stitl uncertain what type of locking
meclmn/sm could be employed m lock the boom in a
deo_ed m__
The c.lomd-sectioa could be deployed by a gas
cham_ TMswm the simpkst mechanm cemkknm.
Tae me of a card and reel symem could inm-ide
retraction capab/lity. It may also be Imsm_de m
design me magne_ pomm _ _ smeUite comml
void the need to reeract the boom once it
noom _ selectim
"1_ cimed-section design was selected for further
_L This sectim was clmsen for its
taaimal pmpmies and its unif_m binding _tiff_ms.
'1_ amplicity of mc _t mcclm_n maim
a comid_atim. The cunu_ amnnption is that the
magnetic portion ef the satellite attitude control
system will be ableto invert the sateJlite with the
boom _ so me boom win rely be dep_/ed
Fisme 7 and Figure 8 simw the details of fl_ejeiat
design. F'q_e 7 is a cut-away of Ihe otm_ wall of a
section. Figme 8 is a view of an inaer section, with
the outer sectim aot showa. This design provides for
a forward stop collar io_ed on the iaaa. wall of the
am" boom sectioa, and a series of forward
__ StOl_located on file outa" wallof the irma.
boom zcfio_ A segmemed smp mnm is alm
local! on lhe inner wall of the outei- _tion. An_r
m_p mnm" is also Iocamt on the iaaer secfie_
Whea lmmmized, the boom exteads until the _
mop coUar m rig ou_r m:tion crones into comact
with the sesmeated collar m the ianer sectkm. The
sepnents on the inner section stide tlu_u_ the gaps
in tl_ coUm"m the outa" s_flm, 8rid are thin mta_!
m _ _" boom in its depk_yed state. The .joint
design also provides for Ihe placement of three
gaMmts: me emh at the hue of the inner mctioa, the
mp and base of the rear stop collar ,o provide a gas
,eal for the premn'iz_ deploymeat of the Ixmm.
5
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Figure 7. Joint Detail A
Figure 8. Joint Detail B
Boom Sizing
The operational task of a gravity-gradient boom is to
mod/fy the ine_ Wopenie_ o_ a spacec_ to
increase its stability. The degree of stability increase
desiredisthe drivingfactorin sizingthe boom's
length and tip mass to a parfictdar satellite. Iowa
State Univermty is cummtly undertaking an effort to
design, constngt and launch a small satellite, ISAT-1
(Iowa Sa_mte One). The preliminarydesign of th_
Figure9. ISAT geometry
mxeilite was usod to _e the boom knSth and mass
for tl_ project. The current design configuration of
ISAT isshown inHgme 9.
Current effotu of the Iowa SatelLite Project provided
much of the needed information about the
amtudedynamo. M_n_y, me attitudedetmninafim
amd conm)l Ipmup pmvit_ the mau mommt inenim
of the _acca_ body. Theae inegtias aBmned
uniform mass distn'bution within the satellite. A
design sizing code wire boom _.nsm and _ mass as
ccmtmi vm_kbl_ w_ writ_ m _ m
clzimnm im_ mid tip hum for fl_ m_z.
code allows the user m select the desired stability in
amns of the stability crilerkm er The user also
selects the desired range _ boom lensths and tip
masses. The code then iterates through these two
vadabks, calculating the new mass moment of inerlia
I,, and uses ehe new inertia m calculae the value of
er The caiculatod value of O, is subtr_0ed from the
target value, and the absolute value of the diffegence
is written to a data file along with the boom length
and mass. This information can then be plotted on a
comourplot.
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Figure10. Boom Sizing Cmltour Plo¢
Rsum 10 _ _ _ plo¢ for n
aita-ioG (qg) of 0.98. S_cral candid_ cksisns can
bc s_m to m_t the cksinxl stability. The final boom
sizewas selectedtobe 3 me_s in kngth witha 6
kilop_ tip ross. Tuis _ts almost a flfu_
fold increase in I,-
Stability cca_kra_c.s _ the boom imSm
,mxl tip mass. The diame_ and thickness of em:h
*eaion would be demmined accmding to the kinds
acting upon each secfim. Loads acting m
sravi_,-padient boom we_ modeaed as the Earth's
oavimtional for_ acting on the tip re,us. A sectim
sizing code was wfiUm to size the boom scaims
besa:l on tl_ known kmds, the matefiM _ _
Smph/te-epoxy com_, and a selec_I factor of
safety. It was not posm'ble to accurately detmnine
dynamic leads on the $ravity-$radient boom due to
insuWci_ source data from the ISAT project,so the
factor of ufety used;,, the sizing malym_w_
The code was set up to Mlow t_ user to choose the
tip mass and boom Imf_h for section sizing
analysis. TI_ forces and mommt on the boom w_e
thendeterminedbasedan the user'sinputofthetip
mass and the maximum deflectionof the satellite
f_3mthevertiadaxis.Once theuserhad mmpleuxl
theinputsof number of sectkx_ minimum section
thkkness,pp between sectkms,and _-_ bwe
sectimouterdiame_, thecodewouldsizetheboom
sec_m. This emiled determiningthe necessmy
outer diameters, section thic_ and inner
dimnete_s _mesixmding to each boom section. I/the
7
aectinn thickness needed was found by the code to be
analla" than the mi_mnn inpm section e_mcss, the
code would sutmimtc in tbe minimum section
thickness and continue the mmlysis. This measure
was included in order to allow for more reasonable
cempmite tayup _ in tbe _on
woce_
Results of sectim sizing yielded necessary sectim
thidmesses for a number of base section outer
diameters. A bee section having an outer diametea-
of 3.81 centimeten was dmse_ hased on the limited
volume fraction of ISAT-I which would be requited.
Table 1 shows the section sizes in terms of outer
¢Uamete_, tl_kness_ and _g tnmr
diameta_ It should be noted that in all cases tbe
thicknesses used are the minimum sectim thickness,
and tbe gap between sectimu is coustam for ease of
falxicution.
Boom Outer Section Inner
Section Dia. Thickness Dia.
(#) (cm) (cm) (cm)
1 3.81 0.102 3.71
2 3.61 0.102 3.51
3 3.40 0.102 3.30
4 3.20 0.102 3.10
5 3.O0 0.102 2.90
6 2.79 0.102 2.69
Table 1. Boom Section Sizes
Fabrication Methods
Fabrk.atim methods were developed to pmduce the
necessary sections to confrere to the design. This
included the constmction of suitable mandrels and
development of layep pmcedu_. This also included
developing a falxication technique for the section
.ioin_
The mandrels used for curing of the boom sections
consisted of two sections of steel pipe, each 0.61
meters in length. The two pipes had inside dimneters
of were 3A3 centimeters and 3.94 centimeters. These
pipes were split along their length at the diameter.
These were complememed by three mb_ Imee
sections of 0.76 meters in length. The hoses had
outside diameters 2.62 centimeter, 3.15 ceniUnete_
and 3.61 meters. This provided the capability to
_ons of _rying diameter and _idme_
Tbe hoaes we=e fitted internally with 1eel rods along
tbeir entire length. Both cads of tbe hines were
sealeck one containing a valve, to allow tgesmuizafion
during the curing process.
Each section was fabdcat_ fnn three plys of wovm
[o°.9o_] _White-Woxy composite. The mmpm_
was cut to a length of 0.56 meters and a
width equal to the cin:umfereace of the desired
section. The three plys wexe tben ddmlk_ with tbe
edges staggem:lprior m being placed in the
The delxdked compmi_ was then placed in the
mmnmel and wrapped around the Im_ phudly, me
pipe section was clamped mound it. Bleeder doth
wu _ betweea _e mmposi_ mate_ a_l tbe
outer pipe as necesmy to form each section.
With the mandrel clamped together, the inner hose
was pressurized to 275,790.3 Pa (40 psi,), and the
numdrd was placed b an oven to cure for 3 1/2 imms
at 176° C. Upon ommpletion of the cure, rite mandrel
was disassembled, and the completed boom section
was removed.
To avoid the added complexity and _es
involved with co-curing the joinls along with the
reWa:tive boom sections. Dints from _ _e
cycles were _ in at a later time. A suitable gas
seal was added to each section, and the beom was
assembled. . •
Once the boom was complete, testing was ceeducted
to ensure that tbe mechanical perfomunr_ of the
wavity-gradient boom d_gn was satisfactmy. Xhe
first test tobe run was m analytical test involving
ANSYS finite-element analysis. The boom was
modeled on ANSYS using plate danmts. A static
analysis was performed. Figure 11 gives a
rcixcsentatiou of the deflection resulting in a
maximum leed condition applied to the boom and its
tip mass. Tbe boom was found to have a maximum
deflection at the tip of 0.05 meters (1.969 inches).
8
Figure 11. ANSYS Model
Recommeadations
_ effort in Ibis subject area is needed to enhance
lhe midamadmg of the applkakal of graphile.qxw/
compos/tes to gravity-gadient booms. The feasibility
of the application has been demonstrated. However
additional development work and testing is needed to
ProVide the validation necessary to _ hardware
foe use in a space application.
Addifioml testing of the boom section joint to v_7
the gas seal design and depioyability is needed. The
magnitude of gas clm-se needed for deploymeat in
orbit is yet to be determined. Aiso, laboratmy lesling
of the joint mechanics would serve to validate the
tmgth of the joint in respect to the boom sections.
Additional naw.hanical testing would serve to
characterize the composite material laOlamia
otaained under d_e cme coaditim= mcd in tl_
_a_ject. The _.atabitity of _ _peaies
would build ctmfidetge in the lm3ductkat of flight
hardware.
testing is needed to asm'min the optimum
ply o,-ien_ to minimize thermal expmdm
coefficients. This testing was not undemken
pt'eviously due to inadequate facilities.
Smmmm_
T_wo_hasOanmmm_mefeasmm_for_
of gr_d*e'e_xY cmnpoe_ in Srav_y.smmem
boomsformmllmemm. Oivmthe_md
mm_ prqzz_ of v_z_-epa_y c(xnpo_s, a
boom w_ desipz)d md _ Tho boom
show_ good mimde _ c_ and
mechanical b_vicr.
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Payload
Meteoroid and Debris Analysis for ISAT-1
Todd Kuper
Mat), 21, 1993
Introduction
While in orbit, ISAT-1 will be in an environment filled with meteoroids and orbital debris. Within
2000 km of Earth's surface there is about 200 kg of meteoroid material, most of it only 0.1 mm in
diameter.[l] In addition to this naturally occurring material there is estimated to be 1.5 to 3 million
kg of man-made material as of mid-1988. Nearly 5000 objects with altitudes below 2000 km are
continuously tracked by the U.S. Space Command Space Surveillance Center. Of these 5000 objects,
only 6% are operational satellites and over 40% are fragments caused by breakups and collisions.J2]
U.S Space Command can only track objects that are 10 cm in diameter or larger; therefore, any
estimates of debris population smaller than this comes from impact and fragmentation modeling and
from studying satellites that have been retrieved from orbit such as the Long Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF). There is an estimated 1000 kg of debris with diameters less than 1 cm and about 300
kg of debris with diameters less than I ram. The greatest threat occurrs at altitudes lower than 1000
km, or lower low Earth orbit (LEO1), the region where ISAT-1 will be operating. The population in
LEO1 is growing by about 120 objects per year as of 1989. The population is expected to increase
substantially in the next decade with the international space station, proliferation of micro-satellites,
and new collisions and breakups. Due to an increase in the use of higher inclination orbits over the
last decade, the average relative velocil.y of debris has also increased substantially and is expected
to continue.[3]
Number of Impacts
The number of impacts on a spacecraft depends on the particle flux and the spacecraft's size,
shape, and orientation. Flux is the number of objects impacting on a randomly tumbling surface per
unit time and area averaged over time. Because the particle flux is usually calculated for a tumbling
surface, the k-factor method is used to evaluate the expected number of impacts on a surface with
a fixed orientation. The constant k is a function of the spacecraft's shape, as well as its zenith and
azimuth angles. The zenith angle, 0. is the angle between the Earth vertical axis and the outward
surface normal and the azimuth angle. _, is the angle between the spacecraft's velocity vector and
the outward surface normal. Values for the k-factor can be found from Figure 1.
The number of impacts on a spacecraft, N, during a period of time is given by the following
expression
N = ic_F, Aidt (I)
i=l
where
n0 = number of surfaces
k = k-factor
F, = cumulative flux on a randomly tumbling surface
A = surface area
Once N has been determined, the probability of exactly n impacts occuriug in the corresponding
time interval is found from Poisson statistics
N$1
P. = .-_T.e -_
.. (2)
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Figure 1: K-factor For Values of Zenith and Azimuth Angles
Meteoroids
Meteoroids that stay with their natural parent body a.d create periods of high flux are called
streams. Random fluxes are called sporadic. The meteoroid environment that was used in this
analysis was comprised of the average sporadic meteoroids and a yearly average of the stream
meteoroids.
Flux
The cumulative meteoroid flux, F,, for meteoroids of mass, m, is given by the following expression
F, - sIGEF_,e (3)
where F_'e is the interplanetary flux at 1 A.U. and is given by
rn 4 x - 0.36 ]F,/P(m) = c_ (e,m°'a°"+c_)-4"3S+c:j(rn+c4m_-.+c s j + c.(m + crm'_) -o'ss
where
(4)
co = 3.156 x l0 T
cl = 2.2 x 103
c__ = 15
c_ = 1.3 x 10-_
c4 = 10'l
c5 - lO"_7
c6 = 1.3x 10-'6
c7 = 10e
S! is the Earth shielding factor and G£ is the focusing factor caused by the Earth's graviational
field. They can be calculated from the following expressions
Sj = (1 +cos_) (5)
mid
where
RE
si. 17= (Re + H) (7)
RE -- Earth'sradius + I00 km atmosphere (6478kn,)
H = height above atmosphere
r = orbit radius
Mass Density
The estimated mass density for meteoroids, p. of mass, m, is given by the following expression
2
p(g_n/_ 3) = 1
0.5
m < 10 -e gm
10 -e < m < 0.01 gm
m > 0.01 gm
(8)
Velocity Distribution
Because of the precession of a satellite's orbit and the tilt of the Earth's equatorial plaqe with
respect to the ecliptic plane, the meteoroid environment can be assumed to be omnidirectional
relative to the Earth. The normalized velocity distribution with respect to the Earth is given by
0.112 11.1 < v < 16.3 km/s
f' (v) = 3.328 x lOSt, -s's4 16.3 < v < .55 km/s (9)
1.695 x 10 -4 55 < v < 72.2 km/s
The normalized velocity distribution is the fraction of impacts in a I km/s interval aJld is given
by the following expression
f(v)
f' (v) - .[_o f (t,) dv (10)
The velocity relative to the spacecraft is just. tile vector sum of tile meteoroid's velocity relative
to the Earth and the spacecraft's velocity relative to the Earth.
Orbital Debris
Flux
The cumulative flux, F,, of debris of diameter d and larger on a randomly tumbling surface is
given by the following equations for altitudes below 2000 km.
where
Fr = H_ (FI0_ + F2g_) (11)
. [IO-,( .= *'" // (12a)
¢, = 10 (_-1_'6-15) (12b)
Ol
_b = (_bl + 1) (12c)
Ft = 1.22 x 10-Sd --*'5 (12d)
F_ = 8.1xl01°(d+?00) -6 (12e)
(l +q)1,-1988) fort < 2011gl = (l+q)"S(l+q') "-2°lij fort>2011 (12f)
g.. = 1 + [p(t- 1988)] (12g)
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where
d = debris diameter, cm
t = year
h = altitude, km
S = solar radio flux, Fl0._, for t-I year, 10 4 Jy
p = assumed annual growth rate of intact objects in orbit, (p = 0.05)
q and q' = estimated growth rate of fragments in orbit, (q = 0.02, q' = 0.04)
and _ is the inclination function given by Table 1.
Table 1: Inclination Function Values
lnclinatio., deg q_
28.5 0.91
30.0 0.92
40.0 0.95
50.0 1.02
60.0 1.09
70.0 1.26
80.0 1.71
90.0 1.37
100.0 1.78
120.0 1.18
Mass Density
Knowledge of debris shape and density is very scant. For the purpo6es of thisanalysis,the
objects were assumed to be spherical.The average density,p, foran object with diameter, d, can
be taken as
Velocity Distribution
f 4
p (gm/ = 2.8d-0.74(
for d < 0.62 cm
(13)
for d > 0.62 cm
The collision velocity distribution is the number of impacts with velocities between v and v + dv
relative to the spacecraft.. Averaged over all _dtiluth.'s. the distribntio, is given by
f(v)={2t, Vo-V 2} Gexp- BVo / +rexp-\ E.. (14)
where
A = 2.5
0.5 i<60B = 0.5-0.01(i-60) 60<i<800.3 i > 80
I 0.0125 i < 100C = . +0.00125(i-100) i>
D = 1.3- 0.01(i- 30)
E = 0.55+0.005(i-30)
0.3+0.0008(i-50) _ i<50F = 0.3- 0.01 (i- 50) .50 < i < 80
0.0 i > 80
lt_.7 i<60
G = lt_.T+O.t12t_9(i-90) 3 60<i<_O
2.50.0 i > 80
H = 1.0 - 0.0000757 (i - 60)'
7.25+0.015(i-30) i<00Vo = __ (15)t.t i > 60
and i is the orbit inclination in degrees. When f(v) is negative, the function is to be set to zero.
The normalized velocity distribution is the fraction of impacts over a 1 km/s interval and is given
by the following expression
Results
f(v)
f'(v) = fof(V)cl u (16)
It was assumed for this study that ISAT-I will be orbitingwith a perfect attitude,i.e.non-
rotatingand the gravity-gradientboom willbe pointingexactly towards zenith.With thisassump-
tion,the zenithangle willbe 90 degrees. Figure 2 shows the azimuth angle forthe six lateralsurfaces
on ISAT-1. Using Figure I, the k-factorfor ISAT-I was found to be 7.80. The surfacearea was
0.10931m _ foreach of ISAT-I's six lateralsides.Itwas alsoassumed that ISAT-I willbe in an orbit
with an altitudebetween 500 and 1000 km and an inclinationof 60 degrees.
Figure 3 shows the expected number of impacts on ISAT-I from meteoroids of varying mass
during fiveyears in orbit. It can be seen tha! only one impact from meteoroids of 0.1 mg and
larger is expected. At the sanie time. meteoroids of I pg and larger at, • expected to impact ISAT-I
about 5.5 times per day'. Figure 4 shows that n,om meteoroids have velocities between 12 and 16
km/s relative to the Earth. A spacecraft, in a 600 km circular orbit will be traveling at 7.6 km/s.
lacliuation sad altitude have little effect o, the metu_roid flUX or velocity distributiou.
Figures 5 and 6 show the number of impacts from orbital debris mid the debris's velocity dis-
tribution, respectively. It can he seen from Figure 5 that only one impact is expected from debris
with diameters 0.3 mm and larger. Using equation 13 the mass for a 0.3 mm piece of debris will
be about 0.45 mg. It is also expected that debris with diameters of 10/Jm and larger (17 ng and
larger) will impact ISAT-I about once per day. Figure 6 shows that most orbital debris will impact
ISAT-I with velocities between 12 and 15 km/s for an indination of 60 degrees.
Figure2: AzimuthAugleGeometryof ISAT-!
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Introduction
ISAT-I will obtain the necessary power to run the bus and payload subsytems by solar arrays
body-mounted on the lateral faces of the bus. This analysis waz done to find out how much power can
be generated as a function of orbit altitude, sun elevation above the orbit plane, ISAT-I's position
in its orbit about the Earth, and the efficiency of the solar array.
Coordinate System
The analysis was done using Earth-referenced spacecraft-centered celestial coordinates as shown
in Figures I and 2. The orbit plane is the equator of the globe plot and the direction of the Earth,
the yaw direction, is held fixed. The Earth's disk is the shaded circle in Figure 2. Because the yaw
axis is always facing nadir, this coordinate frame rotates once per orbit in inertial space about the
orbit pole; therefore, any objects that are essentially fixed in inertial space during one orbit, such
as the sun or moon, will appear to rotate about the orbit pole once per orbit. An eclipse will occur
when the sun passes behind the disk of the Earth. As the Earth travels in its orbit about the sun
and the longitude of the ascending node of the spacecraft's orbit rotates about the Earth's pole
due to perturbations, the sun will travel up and down on the globe plot from a maximum of the
inclination of the spacecraft's orbit plus the obliquity of the ecliptic above the orbit plane to this
max/mum below the orbit plane and back up to this maximum above the orbit plane during one
year. For example, if the spacecraft's orbit has an inclination of 60 degrees, the sun will travel from
a maximum elevation of 83.4 degrees above the orbit plane to 83.4 degrees below the orbit plane
and then back up to 83.4 degrees above the orbit plane over the course of one year.
In this coordinate system the normal to a given face is represented by point F on the celestial
sphere shown in Figure 3. The elevation of the sun above the orbit plane is represented by 0s.
and the elevation of point F above the orbit plane is represented by _F. Azs is the azimuth of the
sun with respect to nadir and Azr is the azimuth of point F with respect to nadir. The rotation
angle AAz is the difference in azimuths between the sun and point F and varies uniformly from 0
to 360 degrees for a circular orbit. The angle between point F and the sun is represented by _. The
incident solar energy on face F is then
I = AKel co8_ (I)
where
A -- area of face F
K - solar radiation constant (1358 W/m _)
e/ = overall efficiency of solar panel
and from the law of cosines for spherical trigonometry
cos D - cos Br cos Bs + sin Br sin _s cos ( A Az) (2)
When _ > 90 degrees the sun is on the "back side" of face F and will not cause any power generation.
Eclipses occur at sun azimuths given by
(3)
where
RB
'inP = RB + H (4)
where
p = an_dar radius of a spherical Earth
Re = tad/us of the Earth (6378.14 kin)
H = spacecraft altitude
IDoll'_lioa__ mtr43tmdml CoerdlnammIlylmlo_on iI,m _ illicit. 'T'l'w_ P iota
rig 1:
Results
ISAT-I will be a hexagonal cylinder with the solar panels mounted on the six lateral sides. Five
sides will have 0.1024 m _ of solar cells while the side with the launch vehicle adapter will have
0.512 m 2 of solar cells. Because not all six sides have the same solar cell area an average power was
calculated at each point in the orbit. This was done by _rotating" the model about the longitudinal
axis through 360 degrees by steps of 5 degrees and averaging the power generated. This technique
was used for generating Figures 4, 5, and 6.
Figure 4 shows the averse amount of power generated in each orbit as a function of sun elevation
and solar array efficiency at an altitude of 600 kin. The average power at each sun elevation was
determined by calculating the power generated at 30 second intervals during one orbit, including
eclipse times, and then taking the avers_e of the power generated. Altitudes between 400 km and
1500 km affect the average power generated very minimally. The linear decrease in power for lower
efficiencies is from the linear relation in Equation I.
Figure 5 shows the power generation profile during one orbit for an efficiency of 0.18 and at
an altitude of 600 km. As can be seen from this figure, sun elevations near 0 degrees cause _at
flucuations in the power generated at different points in the orbit. This comes from the fact that
Figure 2:
the sun is shining mainly on the nadir and zenith ends of the spscecrsft st eeimuths near 0 and 180
degrees. When the elevation of the sun nears 90 degrees (or -90 degrees) the ends of the spacecraft
sre never in sunlight st any time during the orbit and the sunlight is concentrated on three of the
lsteral sides. This causes the power generstion curve to become more fist. Also at higher sun
elevations, the eclipse times become shorter. This is also reflected in Figure 7.
Figure 6 shows the average amount of energy generated during one orbit. This wee cslculsted
by numerically integrating the power generated during one orbit with time. As can be seen there
is more energy Igenersted st higher altitudes. This occurs because the ec]/pse times are shorter st
higher altitudes. The curves in Figure 6 closely match the curves in Figure 4.
Figure 7 shows the time s satellite spends in sunlight and in eclipse as s function of altitude and
sun elevation.
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ABSTRACT
ISAT-1 is asatellitebeingdesigned,built, andtestedby studentsfrom thestate
universitiesof Iowa. Theobjectiveof thisprojectwastodesignamethodfor de_'g
thethermalcontrolneedsof theISAT-1Satellite.Spaceis aharsheavh'ocm_ with a
of four degrees kelvin, and the only method for heat transfer in space is
through radiation. A satellite in space will be subjected to four main types of radiafiom
direct solar radiation, al_do radiation or solar radiation reflec_ from the earth, earth
infrared radiation, and emission from the satellite itself. As the satellite orbits the earth,
these different radian'om will fluctuate causing flucuutfions in unmperauue of the saw_tc.
The fact that not all equipment on a satellite can cperate at any tengyemnue necessi_ a
meduxl for controlling the tcmpmalmes seen by the sa_lli_. This n_hod is called then_
control
In order to solve the problem of determining the thermal control needs of the ISAT-
1 Satellite, a computer program was generated. This computer program was designed to be
used for any saw.re configunuion by having the user input the _es of the rmellite to
be analyzed. The program wcrks by splitting up the satellite into nodes which are
representative of diffenmt parts of the satellite and pieces of equipment on the satellite. By
inputting orbit information of the satellite, space envimnnmzt information, and the _ezmal
properties of the nodes of the satellite, the program simulates the temperatures the satellite
will see during ifs orbit. These tcmperanue, s are output in the form of high, low, and
mean temperann'e for each node during the orbit. Output data on the Iransimt response for
ea_ nodc can also bc obtained from the program to be used for graphing. Thc_
c(mtrol system in this IXo_mn is reiwesented by thermal resistances between each node
which are input to the program. By inputting different values f_ the thermal resistances
(R-values), the temperatme of the the nodes on the satellite can be controlled. Once the R-
values that keep each node within if$ respective _ tolerance are found, they can
be used to choose materials, such as insulators or conductors, that will be used for the
thenml control system of the satellite.
Not enough specific information about the ISAT-I SaleIiite was known to perfm-m
and in depth analysis using this program. However, with the general mnfiguration of the
satellite, propertieswere _ and the program was ran to dc_ ff it functioned
.p_rly. The results showed that the program worked, and it is suggested, that as more
infonmtion about the ISAT-1 Satellite is obtained, the program is used to find the thermal
control needs of the satellite.
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1
wirld. If a mathematical mode] created fails to do so, then engineers are no longer
they me simply mathematicians. Therefore, it is desirable to verify a model in
insme both its relevance to andaccurascdescr/ption of the system for which it was
unpmlx_ medcl will fail both to fully describe the chosen system and to predict
thus, the general rationale for model vaification is obvious.
The particularrmionalc for verification of the Tlmmal Math Model (TMM) for the
ISAT-1 can be summarized as follows. It is desired to demonstrate that the principal heat
u'ansfer paths and pertinent heat uansfer mechanim_ have been correctly anticipated and
nnderstood. Model verification is also necessary in order to check the validity of the
assumptions made concerning surface properties, thermal interfaces, and insulation
effectiveness. Funhmmore, it is knlxyrumt to verify the accuracy of the predictions that the
model makes as these will be used to delerminc performance :eli--.
Three principal methods exist forTMM verification: verification by independent
analysis, verification with flight data, and verification by ,est. Verification by indcl_dmt
analysis involves a separate design team conducting a parallel analysis of the system. In
this particular case, this method is not an option because this team is the only team which
will be involved with this phase of the design for ISAT-1. In large scale satellite
operations, often several, subsequent vehicles will be launched which arc similar to one
another in design and/or orbit. This allows for the establishment of a perfmmance history
consn'ucted from the knowledge gained through flight data. ISAT-I is the first of its
particular design to be launched; therefore, there is no previously accumulated flight data.
Due to this fact, verification with flight data is not a possibility. The remaining method is
verification by test. This has become the chosen method for verifying the TMM of ISAT-I.
Two chief test types have been selected by this team to be recommended to the
ISAT- 1 committee. They are namely, a Thermal Balance Test and a Toenml Vacuum Test.
2Detailed testing procedures have as yet to be decided. However, the following basic
inf_ concerning the tests has been acquired.
In effect, the thermal balance test is the qualification of the Thermal Control System
(TCS) as it verifies the analytical thermal model. This test will be used to demonstrate the
functional capability of the on-board thermal control hardware. Thermal balance testing is
vital in establishing the ability of the TCS to maintain comtxments, subsystems, and space
vehicles within specified temtx:mnu¢ tolerances for _ mission phases.
A thermal vacuum test is not the same as a thermal balance test. While the balance
test is designed to shnulate actmd mission operation, the vacuum test is merely a hot / cold
- soaking cycle which is used to subject the satellite to its anticipated environmental
extremes in a worst-case scenario.
At present very little information is available concerning the payload for the satellite.
In order for the design, or the computer program to be fully implemented, more specific
data must be defined concerning ISAT-I. Complete information needs to be compiled
which must include detailed information for all the intended on-board components (size,
location, material composition, mass, power requirements, thermal tolerances, and duty
cycles).
Once this information is known, the existing nodal network can be expanded to
accommodate the true configuration for ISAT-1. The design described hev_ can then be
used to generate the solution for the Thermal Control System of the satellite. The solution
will contain all the TCS requirements, specifically the R-values, which can be manipulated
through material i device selection to satisfy the thermal criteria for the payload
components.
CONCLUSIONS
To date the design team for the TCS of ISAT-1 has succeeded in producing a
design to determine satellite thermal control needs. Any configuration can be
3x_xx]a_ md the deign has the capability to demmine the TCS req_ for the
"p_ configuration chosen. The requirements are in the form of R-values for thermal
this preliminary analysis, a hypothetical configuration based upon the limited
ponent information currently available has been used. The primary intent of this
a_dysis was to prove that the present design is capable of producing accurate and
n_gftd results. The R-values are indeed meanmgful as they represent design dements
w_eh can be effectively generated and modified to control and regulate thermal criteria for
th_ components. The accmacy of the R-values lies in the fact that they have been derived
from the appropriate mathematical models in which all the relevant physical phenomena
were considered.
A major accomplishment of the design and analysis is that the need for a TCS for
ISAT-1 has been confirmed. The analysis run for the hypothetical configuration has
indicated the existence of potential problem areas with regard to thermal overload. The
computer program has shown its ability to provide a solution to this problem by generating
the R-values necessary to control the thermal overloads through appropriate manipulation
(i.e., material I device seleedon and (_xuponent _).
INTRODUCTION
The Iowa Satellite Project, ISAT-1 will not just be another communications
satellite, it will be an educational tool The ISAT-I will be designed, built, operated, and
treed by students, and the general public throughout Iowa. Although all three of the Iowa
Universities will be involved in the project, only the University of Iowa and Iowa State
University will design the satellite. The University of Northern Iowa's main function will
be to provide educational material and projects from the satellite information for use by
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4grade school age students and up. Iowa State win design orbit and the space systems part
of the project, while University of Iowa will be designing the thermal control system or
TCS for the satellite. More background about the satellite, including the equipment and
experimems m board the salcUite can be found in the Appendix A.
The objective of this project was to analyze the temperatmcs the ISAT-1 satellite
will be subjected to, and then design the method for determining the thermal control needs
of the satcnite.
The thenml conw01 system of a satcnitc is needed in onter to maintain mucumd and
equipment integrity over long periods of time. The fundamental requirement of the thermal
control system is to allow optimum performance of components by controlling the
temperature in which they operate. If it were feasible to operate the equipment and
experiments at any temperature, there would be no need for a thermal control system.
Reliable long tcfm performance of most spacecraft components takes place at or near room
Icmpcratme (293 K). Most of the equipment on board file satellite have certain tcmperatm¢
ranges that they can operate within, without thermal failure.(Fisher, 1993) However, as
the satellite orbits the earth, the temperature in space is 4 K. This does not mean the
satellite will be at 4 K because it will be subjected to diffenmt heat fluxes.
The only means of heat transfer in space is through radiation and conduction.
There are four types of radiatim that a satellite will be subjected to in space: radiation from
the sun, albedo radiation (reflected sunlight off the earth), earth shine (infrared radiation
fi'om earth), and satellite emission. It can be seen from Figure 1, that the radiation from the
sun and the albedo radiation will vary as the satellite passes in and out of the shadow of the
earth. Therefore, the satellite's te_ will fluctuate with time. These fluctuations in
temperan_ as well as the tenqycratm_ in space make up the need for a thermal control
system of a satellite.
HEAT TRANSFER BY RADIATION
5
Figure I: Radiation in the Space Environment
Design of the thermal control system for the ISAT-I can bc divided into five pans:
dcf'mc the spacecraft environment, def'me thermal control options, select and analyze
thermal configuration, and select components.(lowa, 1992) In order to perform a full
analysis, concurrent engineering has had to take place between the state universities, and,
as information is lacking due to this aspect of the project, personal goals for the p_ of
the class have bccn set. Some information on the satellite's strucunc and _ncnts has
been obtained, and it was decided to use this information to begin an analysis of the
textures the satellite would see in space. To perfmm this, a computer program has
been written to simulate the satellite in or_t. Based on the satellke's mataial properties the
program analyses the tempenttures of the components of the satellite as it orbits the earth.
The thermal control needs of the satellite arc found by using this program. This pg_ will
describe the analysis of the satellite performed and results found to date.
THEORY:
The spacecraft thermal balance between cold space (4K) and solar, planetary, and
equipment heat sources is the means by which the desired range of equipment and
6strucU_ temperatm'es are obtained. In this analysis, the thermal balance was achieved in
the form of a FOR'IRAN program, that determined the saw, llite _as a _nction of
time.
Before thc fommlation of the thcnml balance program, the _t c_s
of the space environment in conjunction with the mathematical techniques to solve the
them_ balance had to be considered. In the following discussion, the characteristics of the
space environment will be limited to those encounm'ed by a satellite in low earth orbit.
The thermal conductivity of the Earth's atmosphen: below an altitude of 90 km is a
function of _ change and is independent of variations in pressure. Above 90 km,
the molecular mean free path, or the distance a particle may travel before colliding with
another, becomes comparable to the distance in which a _ change significantly
varies, and therefore thermal conductivity becomes pressure dependent. At an altitude of
300 _ the molecular mean free path increases to where thermal conduclivity is negligible.
Therefore, convective heat transfer may be neglected above 300 kn__ 1991)
Hence, heat transfer between the satellite and the space environment above 300 km
is limited to radiation heat transfer only. Sources of radiation that may effect the physical
temperature of the spacecraft are direct solar radiation, solar radiation reflecled flora nearby
planets(albedo radiation), thermal energy radiated from nearby planets(infrared radiation),
and radiation out to deep space from the spacecraft itself.(Hscher, 1993)
Once the sources of radiation have been determined, the radiation needed to be
convened into heat transfer. When converting the radiation incident upon the satellite into
heat transfer, several parameters must be understood. These parameters consist of the
radiation intensity, degree of collimation, and the emissivity and absorptance of the satellite
skin. It should be noted that these parameters vary for each type of radiation and are
therefore discussed individually.
Solar radiation shall be considered first because it has the highest intensity. This
solar radiation intensity, So, from a point source, for any distance D from the sun may be
expressedas shown in Equation
3.8x1025 W.
7
1, where the total power output of the Sun, P, is
P
So= O)
The radiation from the Sun may be considered to be collimuto_d or in other words,
entirely made up of parallel waves. This collimation may be assmned due to the radiation
originating from a very large distance(D=-l.50x1011 In) from the earth. The resulting value
of Solar radiation is 1430 W/m 2 for the closest approach to the Sun, which represents the
worst case scenario.(Fischer 1993)
In determining the solar radiation heat transfer, Qmlar, the product of the solar
intensity, area the radiation is incident upon, Asolar, and absorptance, co, as shown in
Equation 2, must be found.
= aA  rSo (2)
Another type of external heat u'aasfer that must be considered is albedo radiation
heat transfer. The albedo radiation intensity may be calculated as a fraction of solar
radiation, this fraction varies with earth surface conditions. This fraction may be
determined by a weighting factor that varies 0.8 to 0.03 for a cloud shrouded Or vegetation
covered earth, respectiveiy.(Fischer, 1993)
Another consideration in determining the intensity of this type of radiation is the
noncollimafion caused by the reflection _es of the earth. Non collimated radiation
may be taken into account by the use of a view factor. A discussion of the use of a view
factor is imperative in determining the albedo radiation incident upon the satellite and
therefore follows.
A view factor represents the variation in radiation incident on a surface due to
noncoIlimation of radiation. In order to illustrate the use of a view factor, there are two
limiting cases that need to be considered. For the first case, where the satellite would
receive the most radiation, the surface of the earth may be thought of as a fiat plate
extending infinitely in all directions. This infinite flat plate would reflect a fraction of the
8solar radiation incident upon it, which has been previously discussed by the use of a
weighting factor. The reflected radiatioe would be non collimated or more specifi_Uy
reflected in all directions. With the satellite above this infinite flat plate, the rediation
incident on a surface of the satellite pmaIlel to the plate, would not only come from the _
directly below the satellite, but also f;om areas far outside. In other words, the radiation
from the flat plate is emitted in a disperse pattern, that causes an increase in the rad/_
flux of the parallel satellite surface. Furth=_re, radiation incident on the sides of the
_te due to this d/spene patte_ woukl aho add to the radiation fl, x.
F.or the second limiting case. the rad/ation emitted from the infinite flat plate would
be collimated, therefore only the parallel surface of the satellite, facing the infinite plate,
receives radiation. This second limiting case represents the least amount of radiation
incident upon the satellite. The acuml case is between these two extremes, the reflected
rediation is non collimated and the surface of the earth is neither flat _" infinite. By using
the view _, this variation _uscd by 11011collim_tt_y_4 radiafim may be handled.
The intensity of radiation, Ja, received by the satellite therefore depends on the
product of view factor, F, solar radiation intensity and weighting factor, a, as shown by
Equation3.
Ja= SoaF O)
At last, the albedo radiation heat transfer, Qtlbedo, may be found by the product of
the albedo radiation intensity, Ja, the area of the satellite which has radiation incident upon
it, _ and the absorptance of the satellite skin, as shown in Equation 4.
= (4)
The third external heat transf_ due m infrared radiation that must be considered, is
emiued from the earth acting as a black body radiator. Intensity of the infrared radiation,
Jp, is determined by the Stefan-Boltzmann fourth power law, which relates ,he product of
temperature, T, to the fourth power, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, o, with the
radiation intensity, as shown by Equation 5.
9jp o, r4 (5)
Therefore, to determine the infrared heat transfer, the product of the infi'axcd rad/ation
intensity, the area of the satellite which has radiation incident upon it and the cmittancc of
the satellite skin, _, as shown in Equation 6, must be found.
The final heat Iransfm"with the external space environment is f_om the satellite out
to deep space. This heat transfer occurs because the satellite, acting as a black body
rad/ator, emits radiation out to deep space. As previously discussed, a black body
radiator's tad/an'on inten_ty may be found by the Stcfan-Bolr_nn fourth power law. In
detemxinmg the heat mmsfer to space, Qintemal, the product of the intensity of the black
body radiation, the total emitting area of the satellite, Asatellite, the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, and the emittance of the satellite skin, as shown in Equation 7, must be found.
Once the hnpormnt charactO.stics of the space environment have been investigated,
a thermal balance of the satellite is determined by setting the heat transfer to deep space
from the spacecraft, equal to the solar, albedo and infrared heat transfer. The resulting
polynomial is shown in Equation 8,
e._-adm_CI_mte_Ute- T4_ace) = _So+ _-,bedo
+ eAinfmedSi
(S)
where the term on the left hand side is the heat transfer to deep space, and the unnns on the
right hand side are the solar, albedo, and infrared heat transfer, listed first, second and
third, respectively. The results acquired by this thermal balance may be considered a
sw_dy state solution to the energy balance.
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The radiationsfrom thedifferent sources, ineidcnt on the satellite, vary with the
satellites position as it orbits the earth and also as the earth orbits the sun. Hence, a
transient analysis was applied to account for the cffccts of the changing incident radiation
on the sateilite, with rcspcct m time. This transient analysis was perform_ by equating the
product of the satellite bus mass, the s_ beat of the bus, 8nd the chan_ in _
with respect w time to the sum radiation heat transfers and in_'nal heat generation,
Qintcn_l, shown in Equation 9. It should be noted, that the internal heat _ueration will
initially be assumed to be constsnt.
dT
m_-_ = aAsohrSo + _a,_do + F.Ainfranx_infrared (9)
The resulting equation is a first order nonlinear differential equation, whose
mlution would be very intensive if wived by hand. Using a numerical solution, such as
the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method, the solution may be simplified. With u"tdization of
a computer ln'ogram the solution may be found for many diffcP..nt times for many different
satellite characterises, inmuch lesstimethanonehand calculatimL
In order to employ the Runge-Kutta method, Equation 10 had m be uransformed
into the form
T = FCr_) (10)
where T is the time derivative of temperature and F is a function of time and temperature.
The general solution of this method takes the form shown inEquation 11.
EwjKj
yi+l- yi4 (11)
Ewj
As may be seen from the general form the value of the variable y is calculated for each time
increment with the previous y value plus the summation of the weighted gradients, WjKj,
divided by the summation of the weighting facm_, Wj. Due to the need for a previous
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valuey, aninitial conditionmustbespecified. It shouldbe noted that as j increases, the
order of the Runge-Kutta method increases, increasing the accuracy but also increasing the
solution time. For this analysis, the fourth order Runge-Kutta method, which is the most
commonly used order, providing adequate acctm_ and _, was usod.
Now that an external analysis has been completed, an internal analysis may be
performed. To begin this analysis, the internal components and equipment may be
modeled as nodes with individual temperatmes. The heat transfer between these nodes is
related by a thenml resistance. To illu,mate the relation between two components, Figure 2
has been included. In this figurc, R12 is the thennalresistance between component 1 and2
RI2
Node 1 NOde2
Figure 2 : Thermal Relation Between Two Internal Components
regesented by node 1 and 2, respectively. To determine the internal heat transfer between
these two component, the quotient of temperature differential an thermal resistance, as
shown in Equation 12, must be found.
Tl-'r2Qt2 = (12)
1112
Now that the fundamental concepts of heat transfer between the external
environment and satellite, and heat u'ausfer between the internal components have been
determined. These external and internal analysis may be combined into one analysis,
shown by Figure 3, that takes into account all heat Iransfers. By relating the external heat
transfers from space to the satellite skin and the uuellite skin to the internal componems of
the ntellite, a combined analysis may be performed to determine the temperatures of
intemd comlxments.
qspace
Thermally Connected to
Intemal Component Nodes
Figure 3: Combined External and Internal Analysis
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Computer Program
The analysis outlined in the previous section, lcavcs the problcm of determining a
method to solve for the tcmpctmurc of each node on a satclliu_ ov_a range of time. h was
decided that this problem would be handled easiest by using a computer program to solve
for the temperatures on the satclliu_.
The nodal analysis as outlined in the previous figure, shows, that the space
environment affects only the nodes that an: representative of the skin of the satellite. The
satellite skin is represented by three nodes, one for the top, bottom, and sides of the
satellite. The tempezmm:s that the external nodes exhibit, in turn, will be transmitted to the
internal components of the satellite depending on the thermal contact between the nodes.
Also, the internal nodes can affect the _ture of the outer shell nodes of the satellite
through the internal nodes respective heat generation terms. Due to these many interactions
between different factors which determine the temperatm-e of each node of the satellite, it
seems that a computer program could get rather complex. However, since the satellite is
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broken up into nodes, arrays can be used to describe the properties of each of these nodes,
and how they interact with the space environment and each other. The array style of the
problem leads to a computer program which only needs to solve one function (the
tcmpemm_ function). This temperature function can now be represented in an array
format as shown in Equation 13.
F ffi dT(i__._)ffi
dt
1
m(i)Cp(i) (Qint(i) + Qsol(i) + Qalb(i) + Q inf(i) +
y y T(i)-T(j) e(i)A(i)o(T(i)4_To4)
i j R(i,j)
(13)
In this equation, "i" represents the node number being evaluated. The other
variables zwprescnt either properties of the satellite that would have to be input to the
pro_-an_ or values for heat flux terms that the program must find for each node. To
understand this better, each tcxm in the equation will be described. The "T" and "t"
zwprescnt lempcraturc and time respeclivcly. These are the values that the program will try
to find for each node. The mass (m), specific heat (Cp), and internal heat gcncrndon (Qint)
are values that describe properties of nodes, and must be input to the program. The next
terms (Qsol, Qalb, Qinf) represent the different types of radiation from the space
environment that will be incident on the external skin of the saw.Hire. For this reason, these
variables are set to zero for internal nodes. Also, since the values of these radiations vary
with the particular time position of the saw,llite in orbit, the values will be solved for by the
program dependent on the time. The next term describes the heat flux due to the thermal
contact between nodes. This term is very _t because it is a fimction of the thermal
resistance between nodes, which represents the thermal control system of the satellite. It
should be noted that this term has to be calculated for the interaction between every node on
the satellite and the node being evaluated. The last term describes the Stefan-Bolmuann
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fourth power law for radiation emission from the satellite skin. This term is set to zero for
any of the internal nodes.
The _ function equation and the informafim oudined in the theory section
of this paper were used to formulate a computer program that would solve for the
_ of each node on the sat¢llhe as a function of the time in ifs m/_. The mune of
the program is "isat.ftn," and for a detailed description on the operation and _ of
the program see Appendix B. This appendix contains a program handbook for "isat.ftn."
The general form of the program is a Runge-Kutta nmnerical differential equation solver
which was modified to handle arrays. The differential equation solver evaluates the
_e_ratu_ of the satelliteinsecond time mel_ At e,ach time step,every node isevalunled
by calling different subroutines to find the value of the terms in the temperature function
equation. The _ of each node of the satellite are then found, and the time step is
incremented. The program was inilially formulated to analyze the ISAT-I satellite, but has
been modified to accept any satellite configuration that falls under the assumptions used in
generating the program (See the Program Handbook). Also, the program could be
modified in any way needed to analyze any satellite cce_,urafica.
The program that was generated to evaluate the tempemu_ function for each node,
needs certain input parameters. These input parameters are entered in the form of an input
file which contains orbit information, space environment information, and the thcnnnal
of the satellite. An example of the input file format can be found in the Program
Handbook in the Appendix of this paper.
The orbit information needed is infcl'mation about the period of the.orbit, and the
amount of time the satellite will be eclipsed by the earth. The space environment
information needed describes the intensity or amount of the different types of radiation that
be incident upon the satellite. The first radiation is the solar radiation which typically is
constant in space near the earth. The second type of radiation is the albedo radiation, or the
radiation from the sun that is reflected back off of the earth. The input for this radiation is
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represented by a decimal fraction of the solar radiation. The third type of radiation is the
earth shine, or the infrared radiation that the earth emits due to the fact that is a thermal
emitter and follows the Stefan-BoltTmann fourth power law.
The first satellite properties that must be input are the length (or height) and
effective diameter of the satellite. Next, the _ time to begin the analysis and the initial
temperature of the satellite must be input. For ease, these input values are usually just
assumed to be an initial time of zero, and an initial temperalme of 273 K. These values are
needed due to the fact that the program uses an ordinary differential solver and must have
initial conditions to begin the analysis. The next satellite properties for the input file deal
with the nodal analysis of the satellite. Fn_ the number of nodes to be simulated must be
input. By allowing the program user to input the number of nodes, many different satellite
configurations can be handled by the progam, and as a thermal control analysis becomes
mine developed, the program can handle this expansion. Then, the mass, specific heat,
and internal heat generation of each node must be input. The next values describe the
pmpet_s of the skin or satellite covering. The values needed are the absorptivity (alpha)
and emissivity (epsilon) of the different sides of the satellite (top, bottom, and sides).
Aim, two view factor values are input. These view factors describe the view factor
between the sides of the satellite to earth, and the view factor between the bottom of the
satellite to the earth. These view factors are needed in determining the amount of albedo
and earth shine radiation incident uIXm the satellite.
The last properties needed to describe the satellite in the input file, are the thermal
resistance, or R-values between the components and between the components and sides of
the satellite. The units for the R-values is in Kelvin's per watt. An R-value is needed for
each interaction between each node. This means that if two components are not near each
other, or are thermally isolated from each other, a large R-value such as 10 9 can be input.
Conversely, if two components are in perfect thermal contact, such as between the sides
and top and bottom of the satellite, the R-value should be very small. It is suggested that
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somekind of preliminarycalculationfor theseR-valuesbeperformedbecausetheprogram
will not handle extremely small R-values or values less than 10 -2. The values in this
situation can be calculated by equation 14.(Chapman, 1984)
R _k_-----A- (14)
where: Dx = conduction distance, m
k ffi thermal conductivity of the matexial. W/m-K
A = the area of conduction (or touching), m 2
Due to the set up of the program, an R-value is also needed for the thermal contact between
a node and itseK, these R-values can just be set to me in the input file.
As was mentioned, these R-values are important because they represent the thermal
control system of the satellite. It should be noted that these R-values represent only a
passive thermal control system (one without moving parts or a working fluid). For this
reason, this program will only evaluate satellite tempe_atm_ for passive thermal control
systems. The program, however, can be used in two different ways. The first way the
program can be used is to determine if a Ineviously designed thermal control system for a
satellite is corrcct. For this type of analysis, the R-values of the materials for the thermal
control system can be input into the program, and the high, low, and mean temperature of
each node of the satellite will be ou_uL These _nxpen_r_ can then be compared to the
tolerances set for each node (or piece of equipment) to see if the thermal control
design is correct. The second way the program can be used is to design a thermal control
system. This is perforn_ by assnmlng R-values for the satellite, running the progrmn,
and then modifying the R-values until the temperatures of each node fall within their
respective temperature tolerances. If thee is not a combination of R-values that satisfies
the thermal criteria of the satellite under this situation, this shows that there may be a need
for some kind of active thermal control system.
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The prod'am was w,su:d by performing an analysis of the ISAT- I Satellite. At the
time the prop-am was developed, not enough specific infmmatic_ about all the smn_te and
components were known to perform an in depth analysis. However, the main
configuration of the sat¢ll/te was known, and by assuming the propcr_cs for the
configuration of the satellite, the program was run and tested to see if it would produce
results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the hypothetical configuration (Fig. 4), the thermal resistance matrix (6 x 6)
contains (36) elements. Symmetry considerations (i.e., Rij = Rji) reduce this number to
(21). Further reduction of values is achieved by the geometry and known mechanical
behavior of the system. For example, the R-value between the top and the bottom of the
strucum: is defined as infinity due to their thermal isolation from one another. Also, the R-
value between the top and the sides is def'med as --0 due to their identical material
compomtion and direct contact which results in complete thermal communicJuion. Similar
definitions exist which reduce the number of final R-values to be designed for to only (7).
Top
Level 3
Communications
Level 2
Level 1
Bauer_
_Sides
Top Sides Boaom
R4 ,R6
R3 R5' R7
Level 3 Level 2 Level 1
R = l"hem_ Resistivity
Figure 4: Nodal Configuration
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In order to accommodate the actual, potential temperature responses of the nodes
during orbit, two worst-case scenarios were investigated. The fmrst of which was to
rdmulatc a situa_on in which all the nodes wcrc in complete thcnml isolation. This was
achieved by seuing the design R-values to oo. The temperature responses for this
configuration after a twelve-orbit simulation arc d/splayed in Table 3. The design R-values
are also indicat_
Table 3: Node temperatures after 12 orbits -
Com )lete thermal isolation
SatellitB High Low Mean I
Temp. (K)
304.8
301.0
302.0
360.9
342.2
289.1
Temp (K)
280.7
279.7
280.4
277.5
323.7
284.8
I Temp. (K)
292 .7
290.3
291.4
349.2
332.9
286.9
Component
Sides
Top
Bottom
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
RI4=RIs=RI6=R26=R34=R4s=R_. oo
There are several conclusions which can be drawn from this resulL The first is that
when the nodes are in thermal isolation, no heat dissipation is allowed; therefm'e, as the
number of orbits in_, the mean temperatures will all steadily increase. This has the
potential to cause thermal overloads in the nodes (depending on their individual
tolerances). Although very little detailed information is available on comtxment tcngxn'atu_
tolerances, information about the batteries is known. Specifically, batteries need to be
maintained at around 273 IL The batteries are contained within level 3 which indicates a
mean temperature of 349.2 K. Therefore, a second conclusion to be drawn is that the
batteries are experiencing thermal overload.
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The results after 12 orbits for the opposite worst-case are displayed in Table 4. This
case xim.!ate_$ a situation in which the nodes are in complete thermal communication with
one another. This scenario was achieved by setting the R-values to -0.
Table 4: Node temperatures after 12 orbits -
Complete thermal communication
Satellite
Component
Sides
Top
Bottom
Level 1
Level 2
High
Temp. (K)
307.2
306.9
307.0
307.1
307.1
307.0
Low
Temp (K)
301.4
301.4
301.5
301.7
301.7
301.6
RI4=RIs=RI6=R26=R34=R4s=R_ " 0
Level 3
Mean
Temp. (K)
304.3
304.1
304.2
304.4
304.4
304.3
The main conclusion here is that when the nodes are allowed to fully dissipate heat
to their surroundings (and surrounding nodes) the satellite will eventually reach themud
equilibrium. The potential problem with respect to cou_nent temperature tolerances is that
temperature differentiation among nodes is prevented which can also result in potential
thermal overloads. This phenomenon is evidenced by the fact that the batteries are still in a
state of thermal overload at 304.4 IL
Obviously, the two aforen_ntioned cases are unrealistic. In reality one would
expect the proper R-values to fie between 0 and co. Owing to the fact that no detailed
information is available to direct the convergence upon the proper R-values, a trial and error
method was employed with the goal to drive the um_emnn_ of the _neries as close to 273
K as possible. The best result possible was achieved with the R-values displayed in Table
5.
Table S: Node temperatures after 12 orbits -
Trial & error best case
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Satellite
Component
Sides
Top
Bottom
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
High
Temp. (K_
309.5
306.2
307.3
307.6
307.5
306.4
Low
TemD (K_
295.7
298.0
297.2
299.7
304.9
302.9
Mean
Temp. (K_
302.6
302.1
302.2
303.7
306.2
304.7
Rl4=0.1 RIs=IE+6 RII;=IE+6
R2_=0.1 R34=0.1 R4s=IE+6
Rs_=0.1
As indicated, the lowest tcagaaamrc possible, with this configuration, was 303.7.
Since this is still in violation of the tolerance for the batteries, it is concluded that a TCS is
necessary for ISAT-1. Manipulation of comtxa_nt location and materials / devices
used to affect the heat transf_ among the components will be necessary in order to direct
the convergence upon the _ R-values necessary to maintain proper temperature
rcq_ This is the next extension of the TCS design.
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2
l.O Intmduction
1.1 Program Background
imt_fm is a fortran program which f_imn]nt_c the IL'lllpCrallH_ flucUlatioos a satcl/ite
will be..subj .¢_ to u.it orbits the earth in space. Th© program is setup so that the
pmpemes _..me satel_, as well u orbital information, arc input, and the
_._lponse of mtterent parts of the _ is output. The pmgrmn can be used m two
genmal ways. _ the program can be used to determine the thermal control needs of a
salcllitc. Or, secondly, it can be used to dclcnninc if the dcsigncd thcrnml conlrol system
o/' a mlcllitc will keep the _cms of the mtcllitc in their _ve mnpaanuc
tolerances.
As a mtellite orbits the earth, it will pass in and out of the shadow of the eart_
This causes the different types of radiation inck_t upon the satellite to vary with time.
Since radian'oa is the only method of heat wans/'cr in space, these fluctuations in the
incident radiation will cause the tcmperanucs seen by the skin, or covcrinf, of the satellite
to fluctuate. The skin tcmlm'atmc fluctuations will be uanslated into fluctuations in
tcmpaauuc of the internal components of the satellite. Thermal control of a satellite is
needed in order to keep all of the different comlxments of a satellite within lempemmre
tolerances for the safe operation of the equipment. Since, a satellite is generally comprised
of many different components, many different tempemnue needs may exist on one satellite.
This brings about the need for an easy method to analyze the temperature of the
comlxmcnts of a satellite as it orbits the earth. ISAT.FFN was originally developed to
the thermal control needs of the ISAT-1 Satellite, but, this program is adaptable
for use with other satellites.
In order to use this program for analyzing the temt_'atmcs of a smellite, the satire
must be.able to fall under m of the..msun_, lions used in generating the _ These
assumpuons could be modified by making changes to the program, but, without changing
the program the satellite must fall within these specifications. Fwst, the satellite must have
an _ height of at lcut 300 km. This is due to the fa_ that this l_ugram does not take
into account the effccts of aerodynamic heating, which arc existent for orbits below 300
km. Second, it was asstuned that the satellite must be able m be nmdeled as a cylinder with
an effective diameter. Most satellites have the general shape of a cylinder (such as
hexagonal or other sided geomeuies) and spin about their center axiL Third, the satellite
must orbit with it's. bonom _ pointing toward the earth. Ti_c program was set up this
way oue m me orbit mnnguranon of the ISAT-1 satellite. This assumption may limit the
use of the program for other satellites, but the lm3grmn can be modified fairly easy by
following the outline of the program shown later in this manuaL Other assumptions for
this program will deal with the input to the program, orthe modeling ofthe satellite
_, which the program needs, to perfmm calculations. These assumptions will
become apparent in the next sections of the manual which describe the program use and
show an example of the lm_ram capabih_ues.
Once an input file is _ for the ISAT.FI_ Imp'am, the program will run,
and two different options for output are available. The first option, is a display of the high,
low, and mean temperatm_ in degrees kelvin, that each satellite component will see
.du_n."g. its cfb/t. The second option is a data o__Iput of the tempemtm¢ response (kelvin)
v,qm ttme of any component on the mtenite. This data can be used to make a plot of the
tempctatnre response of different components on the satellite during orbit m study carefully
the paucm of tanpcraturc change of particular _cnu.
1_ Program Method
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The program is set up m perform a nodal heat wansf_- analysis of the satel]/_
Each component of the satellite rclYresentsa node. This means that Ihcre will always be at
least three nodes in the analysis because the sides, top, and bottom of the satellite each
count as one node. The program simula_ the _ interaction of the space
environmmt with theses tluee nodes and then uses a finite difference method to determine
the interaction of the outer skin of the satellite with the internal components, and the internal
components with each other. The thermal control system, in this program, is _ented
by thermal resistance values (R-values) between each internal node and between internal
nodes and the external nodes cr skin. These R-values are representative of the matm_
_ of either an insulation m"some kind of conductor which is to be used in the
thermal control system. In this sense, this program can only be used to simulate a passive
thermal control system, or one in which there are no mechanical or flowing parts. It can
however, point out problem areas that may need active thermal conu_ to maintain the
concct tempennm_
As was mentioned, the program can be used in two ways. The first method is to
dclcnnine the thmnal conlml needs of a satellite. This can be accomplished inputting
_ec_. " R_alu_ into the l_o.gram, rtmning it, and then chug the output to determine if
mpm tt-vames an: su_ctcnt to keep each node within it s _ tolerance. If the
R-values are _ then materials can be chosen to use on the satellite that satisfy the
.particular R-values. The second metlmd is used to check to see ff a thermal ccmrol design
ts cotrecL In this me_od, the propex_es of the satellite and the R-values that are
characteristic of the thermal control system design can be input into the program The
tem..._ output will then show wh .e_cr o¢ not the R-values (or thermal control de,sign)
wm _ep me satemte components at metr respective tempemum_
The next section describes how to run the program, the input that is needed and the
input format, and the units of all of the input chamclcr_cs.
2.0 Program Olm'afion
bY- . The_7 .gram+" _ be.gins by _g the program. This step is completed
typmg _tt.tm aria pressing return (notice isaLftn is in lower case letters). Now,
the compiler has produced a file called "a.out", and by typing "Lout" and pressing return
the pmgrmn will run. But, before the program can be ran, an input file has m be _
which contains ¢xbit infcmmtion, space envircmment information, and the thermal
properties of the satellite.
The orbit infornmfion needed is info,rmafion about the period of the orbit, and the
amount of time the satellite will be ecfipsed by the earth. The units for the input time is in
minutes and the eclipse time input is _-ptcscnted by entering Ihc times that the satellite will
enter the shadow and exit the shadow of the earth. The space environment information
needed describes the intensity or amount of the different types of radiation that will be
incident upon the satellite. The first radiation is the solar radiation which typically is
constant in space near the earth. The second type of radiation is the albedo radimim, cr the
radiation from the sun that is rcfleclcd back offof _e earth. The input for this mdi_on is
t_resented by a decimal fraction of the solar radiation. The third type of radiation is the
emh shine, or the infrared radiation u_ the earth emks due m the f_ that is a _
emi_ and follows the Stcfan-Bol_mmn fourth power law. The unils for the solm- and
earth shine radiations must both be in watts per meter squared.
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The first satcl/ile properties that must be input are the length (or hedghO and
effective diameu_r of the satellite. The units on these properties must be in meters. Next,
the initial time to begin the snalysis and the initial unnpemtme of the satellite must be input.
For ease, these input values me usually just assun_ to be an initial due of zero, and an
ini_ _ of 273 Kelvin. These values are needed due to the fact that the program
uses an ordinary diffmential solver and must have initial conditions to begin the analysis.
The next satellite properties for the input file deal with the nodal analysis of the salr_te.
Fn'st, the nmnber of nodes to be simulated nmst be input. Then, the mass, specific heat,
and inumml heat generation of each mxie must be input. The units on these values are
kilogrmm, joules per kilogram degree kelvin, and watts, respectively. The next values
describe the properties of the skin or satellite covering. The values needed are the
absorptivity (alpha) and emmiss/vity (epsilon) of the different sides of the satellite (top,
bottom,and sides). Also, twoview factorvalues areinput. Theseview factorsdescribe
the view factor between the sides of the sate]lile to earth, and the view factor between the
bottom of the saw, ll_ to the earth. "I'nese view _ are needed in determining the
amount of albedo and earth shine radiafi_ incident Ulma the sawJlite.
The lastpropertiesneededtodescribethesatellitearethethermaln_dstanc_or R.
v_ue_,bttw_-n the_nts. andbetweenthecmnponentsandsidesof thesmmu:. The
mum tcr me R-values is m kelvins per watt. An R-value is needed for each interaction
betwem each node. This means that if two components are not near each other, cr are
thermally isolated from each other, a large R-value such as l0 6 should be input.
Conversely, if two components are in perfect thermal contact, such as between the sides
and top and bottom of the satellite, the R-value should be very small It is suggested that
some kind of preliminary calculation for these R-values be perfomz:d because the program
willnot handle extremely small R-values orvalues less than 10-2. The values in this
situation can be calculated by equatim 1.[ 1]
Ax
R = _ Eq.l
where: Ax -- conduction distance, m
k - thermal conductivity of the material, W/m.K
A = the area of conduction (or touching), m 2
Due to the set up of the program, an R-value is also needed for the thermal contact between
a node and itself, these R-values can just be set to one in the input file.
The format of the input file is setup so that each number has afield of thirteen
chamctm_ The format for the input file is shown on the next two pages for a nodal
analysis of six nodes. The numbers that are shown on this page need to be included in the
input file, and should not be changed. Also, the input values should be entered as decimals
or exponential form.
Input File Format
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The input file should start at the top of the page of the file:
0¢_ Ttme(rain) ShadowIn(rain) ShadowOut(rain)
SolarRadiation(w/m2) AlbedoFactor InfraredRadiation(w/m2)
Diangt_ (m) Length (m) Initial Time ffi0
Init_ Temlgtatu_ (K)
Number of Nodes ('Integer value including the different sides of the satellite)
Mass Sides (Node 1) (kg)
Mass Top (Node 2)
MassBottom(Node3)
Mass Node 4
Mass Node 5
Mass Node 6
Specific Heat (¢p) Sides ¢j/kg K)
CpTop
CpBottom
CpNode4
CpNode5
Cp Node6
0 Internal Heat Generation Sides (Qint) fW)
0 Qint Top
0 Qint Bottom
Qint Node 1
QintNode2
QmtNode 3
AlphaSides
Alpha Top
Alphaeottom
,JdphaNode4 = 0
AlphaNode5 = 0
AlphaNode6 = 0
Epsilon Sides
Epsilon Top
Epsilon Bottom
Epsilon Node 4 = 0
Epsilon Node 5 = 0
Epsilon Node 6 ffi0
View Factor Sides
View Factor Top = 0
V',gw Factor Bottom
View Factor Node 4 ffi0
View Factor Node 5 = 0
View Factor Node 6 ffi0
R11=1
R 12 ffismall value
R 13 = small value
RI4
RI5
RI6
R22=I
R23ffi106
\ R24= 106
R25= 106
R26
R33= 1
R34
R 35 = 106
R36= I06
R44=I
R45
R46= 106
R55 = 1
R56
R66=1
6
7On_ this input file is _ the following steps are needed to comple_ a run of
thc_
%a.out _rettm_
Inputfilename:
filename _emm>
Then the output of the wn_r_m_ of the diffe_nt sides of the satellite and the nodes of
the _ will be output after the program is finished running.
3.0 Thcmml Control Example
3.1 Example Background
This example was first generated with pgelimina_ information on the ISAT-I
satellite. The configuration of the mtellite is a hexagonal cylinder with an effective diameter
of 0.317 meters and a height of 0.643 meters. _ the preliminaw analysis of this satellite,
it was imown that the ratellite would be broken up into three main shelves: a baucry rdglf,
an experiments shelf, and a communications eqmpment shcff. This configuration is shown
in Figure l, and thus leads to a six nodal analysis.
Level 3
Communications
_Sidcs
Level 2
Level 1
Bmedes
Top Bottom
R3 R7
R= 11mmal Resisu'vity
Figure 1:ISAT-1 Preliminary Satellite Configuration
W'tth this oonfigurafion, information on each of the six nodes, as outlined in the
previous gction, was needcd in order m nm the program. Forthispmicul_cxample, the
thenml control system of the satellite was being designed, so, none of the R-values
between the nodes were known. Values wmc as.mn_ for these R-values, and the output
for these values will be shown.
3.2 Input F'fle
The orbit for the ISAT-1 satellite was specified as being 95 minutes long with a
shadow time of approximately 35 minutes. "I'neheight of the orbit was 550 kilometers.
These values are refiectcd in the input file shown on the next two pages.
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Information on the different nodes was not completely known at the time of
generating this example. However, it was known that the outer shell of the satellite was to
be made of 15 kg of Aluminum. The sides of the satellite were to be covered with solar
ce..lh, and the top and bottom of the satellite could be covered with whatev_" is needed for
the thermal conu'ol of the satenite. F'or this example, the botuxn and top of tbe satellite
were assumed to be cove_ with white paint (alpha = 0.25, epsilon = 0.85). It should
also be noted, that the view factors used in this example were calculated from an average
between aview fac_ for a flat plate above the earth, and a small sphere above the earth.J2]
The input file reflects the values that were assumed for the other diffez_t _ of the
_ellite. Thenodes for tbe input file were denoted so that node 4 wasthe hatteryshelf,
node 5 was the experim_ts shelf, and node 6 was the communications shelf. This input
file was named isat.d, and is shown on the next two pages.
95.O
1430.0
0.317
273.0
6
10.0
2.5
2.5
25.0
25.0
25.0
900.0
900.0
900.0
700.0
890.0
850.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
18.0
18.0
4.0
0.72
0.25
0.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.71
0.85
0.85
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.727
0.0
0.727
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0E-I
1.0E-I
1.0E-I
1.0E9
1.0E9
1.0
1.0E9
1.0E9
1.0E9
20.0 55.0
0.3 230.0
0.643 0.0
isat.d Input File
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1.0E-1
1.0
1.0E-1
1.0E9
1.0E9
1.0
1.0E9
1.0E9
1.0
1.0E-I
1.0
10
11
3.30u_ut
After the input file was prepared, isat.fm was compiled and ran. The procedure
with output is shown below:
$f77 isat.fm
tort.fin:
$ Lout
ENTER INPUT FH.F_.NAME:
h_tt.d
SIDES
THIGH TLOW TMEAN
308.44610 295.68741 302.06675
TOP
THIGH TLOW TMEAN
304.89307 297.99475 301.44391
BOTIDM
THIGH TLOW TMEAN
306.18924 297.21547 301.70235
NODE 4
THIGH TLOW TMEAN
306.51317 299.74645 303.12981
NODE 5
THIGH TLOW "IMEAN
305.81584 304.90375 305.35980
NODE 6
THIGH TLOW "IMEAN
304.79974 302.94559 303.87267
This output shows the temlgmtmes for each node for the R-values shown in the input file.
Notice, Ihat these te_ are in degrees kelvin. This output shows that with these R-
values, there could be rome nodes which ate at too high of a temperattm:. By changing the
R-values in the input file and nmning the program, the t:amespondmg change in node
temperatmm can be found.
Anoth_ form of output that can be obtained from the wogram by adding simple
write statements to the wogram, is the tempemtme output at each ring step for any nodes.
This information can be used to make tempemtta'e verses time plots for any node of the
satellite. Figure 2 shows a graph of this type, for the sides (Node 1) of the satellite
described by this example.
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310
27O
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Time (rain)
Temperature Response of Sides of SatelliteFigure 2:
It can be seen fi'om this graph, that the _ of the sides s_ts out at the initial
mnperamre of 273 Kelvin, and then as the satellite continues going through orbits, the
reaches an equitibrium fluctuation of _ The program is designed to
take this equilibrium conditim into account before reading final high, low, end mean
for each node of the satelfile.
4.0 Program Flow Chart
The gognm de_ribed by thishandbookwu derek,podto studythethenn_
ccmlrol needs of a salellile. A saw,llile in space, will interact with the space envinmn_nt
which will ca .u:_..the ,empctaum_ of the satelli_ skin to change. These changes is skin
temperature will cause changes in the _ of different _ts of the s_Alite
depm_g on the thcnml contact between the _ents and the skin and the components
with each other. The equation that describes the transient thermal response of a body in
space is a first order nonlinem- diffe_nt_ equation. This program wu developed so that
the _ of the satellite would be evaluated at each second dine step in its orbit Due
to this fact, a numerical diffe:ential equation solver was implemenm£ The differenfi_l
equation ml_" and _m_ function will be discussed fu_a" in the next section of this
manual.
Since a satellite is comprised of many componm_ the _ of each
component of the satellite has to be evaluated. In order to perform this, the satellite can be
up into nodes, and the _ of each node can be evaluated us/ng the
diffa'enlial equation solve. The whole anal_is results in a program that functions by
using arrays to describe the different _ of each node of the satellite. The problem
of finding the _ at each node is handled by incmnenfing the node numtz_ and
solving the temperature function for each node at each time step. Obviously, only the first
three nodes (the skin of the satellite) will be affected in d/ffe_'ent ways by the external space
_t, and will radiate heat to space. While, with the other nodes (internal
components) the _ function will remain the same. These different types of heat
flux m a node were handled by calling diffenmt subroutines to evaluate all of the heat flux
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on a node i.e. for internal components, heat flux to and from the space environment was set
to zero.
A flow chart of the program is shown in Figure 3. Tiffs flow chart shows the
general method that the program follows to wlve for the _ of diffenmt pans of a
satellite at each time step in ifs or_ It should be noted that theprogram is set to ._imn!_,_
a certain number of orbits in order to _.w.h an equilikinm fluctuation of_ during
m orbit. Tbe output temperaanes of the satellite are not evaluated in the program tmfil the
equilibrium condin'onhas been reached.
Input [
Steps
H = Time step
I! = 1. Final tlme/X
Steps
ODE
I - I.NV
Qsolar
"unction
Qalbedo
Qlnfra
Output Time -- Tlme+H
.NU
Figure 3: isaLftn Program Flow Chart
5.0 Main Program
5.1 Tenq,emnne Function
The main point of this program is to wive a _ function for each node of
the satellite. This _-mperat_ function is a first orda" nonlinear differential equation duttis
solved for each node at each time step in the orbit of the satelfite. The temperatun:function
is shown below in equation 2.
F _ m
dT (J) 1
dt m {_ Cp (_
(Qt,t(J)+ Qs(_ + Qa(_ + Q_.f(J)+
14
i j RO,_
- E(J)A (j)(_' (T (j)4- To4) )
Eq. 2
F,rom equation 2, itcan be seen that then: are many different factors which affect the
. nodes of the sateltite configtmuion. The first trams are the solar, albedo, and infrared
radiation heat fluxes tothe cxtmmd skin of the sazllite. The functkms far these heat fluxes
aredes=ibedinmore derailinthenextsectinnofthismanual For allinternalnod_ these
valuesaresettozem. Anoth=tenn, istheintemalheatgenerationofeachnode. Tne_
valeesareinputtotheprogramendaretypicallyzerofortheexternalnodesofthesatellite.
"leenexttermdealswiththeheatfluxdue tothermalcentactbetweennodes.Thisterm
takesthetempemnne diffenmcebetweeneachnode,dividesthisby thethermalresistance
betweenthenodes,and dmmmines theheatfluxintom"outofthenode inquestion.The
last erminthiseqtLatim,isthesatelliteradiationtospace.Thisradiationisgovernedby
theStefan-Boltnnannfourthpower law,and onlyistakenintoaccountfortheextmmd
nodesofthesatellite.
h is seen from equation 2, that the temperature fun_m is written in terms of
arrays. This aUows the program to iterate to evaluate each node at each time step in the
solving of the tmxq3matureof the satellite. The format of this equation also makes h easy to
change the factors that are inthetempemtm_ function without changing the function itself,
K it is desired to modify the program.
5.20Mina,y DiffenmtialEquationSolver
The mdinmy differential equation solver used in this program is the Runge-Kuna
diffe_enlial equaficm solving scheme.[3] The form of the differential equatim
mlver was modified to adapt to the mays used in the progrmn. The general fonn of the
Runge-Kuna method is:
y' = F(x,y)
Y..,wj Kj
YI+I = Yl +
Y-,W,l
where: y = Temperature
• = Time
W = Gradient factors
K = Time step
In the pmgrmn, the diffe_ntial equation solv= is set up to solve fro"the
of each node in tin'ms of second increments in time. This time in=mnent results in a
ping,am running time that is very long. Without u=ificing accuracy, a time uep of every
ten seconds was implemented in the programto decrease the nmning time. This time mep
is p_resented by the variable "I-I"in the _ of the _ found in the Appendix of
this manual It is reccmnnended that this time step not be increased any more than thirty
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seconds,becausethereis atradeoff with theaccuracyof thelrogram due to the fact that
the R-valu_,s input in the _ cannot be as large or as small as with a small fin_ step.
Rcfcz_cc 4 explains this "stability criteria" in more dcta/l.[4]
6.0 Heat Transfer Algorithms
The _ of this section is to describe the method used to describe the different
types of heat Iransfers that are in the _ fimodon. Tbe first three parts to this
section _ the radiation heat transfer between the space enviromn_t and the outside
of the mucllitc. The general equation which governs these heat transfer, or heat fluxes, is
shown in equation 3.
Qrad = J * Aj * Alpha * View Factor * Area Factor Eq. 3
where: J = Radiation intensity (W/m 2)
A_I = Satellite area affected by the.radiation (mZ)
pha = Absorptivity of the satelhte skin
View Factor = 1 for Solar, and other values for albedo and
infrared
Area Factor = Factor which describes the amount of
projected area of the satellite surface,
depending on orientation
From this equation, the intensity and alpha values, and view factors are input into the
pmgrmn, and the areas are calculated from the dimensions input into the program. The last
variable, the area factor, is what compri._ most of the differences for each type of
radiation on the different sides of the satellite. These factors are diffe_.nt for each type of
radiation and each section of the outside of the satellite. The factors were developed for the
ISAT-I satellite which has an orbit orientation ¢kscribed by Figure 4. From figure 4, it can
be seen that the radiation incident on tbe difl'erent sides of the satellite will vary depending
on the time of the orbit and the orientation of tbe satellite at that time.
2
Figure 4: Satellite Orientation During Orbit
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Theotherheattransf_factm'sin the_ _ncfion are fairly self
explanatory, but, the method for handling the heat flux due to thermal conu_ between two
nodes will also be _ I_iefly in this section. For more information on the different
types of radiation explained in these sections and in the tempenut_ function of equation 3,
see Reference 5.[5]
6.1 Solar
The solar radiatim will rely be incident on the mp of the satellite and the sides of
the satellite as can be seen in l_igun: 4. l_or thi_ reason, the area factor for the bottom of the
satellite was set tozero. The top of the saw,Uite will receive 100_t mlarradiafion
when it is perpendicular to the sun and receive 0 percent of tbe ntdiafion in the shadow of
the earth. In between these two, the incident radiation was assumed to decre.ase and
increase in a linear fashion. This is depicted in Figure 5, which shows the top area factor
for solar radiation for the period of one orbit. This particular orbit is 95 minutes long with
a 35 minute shadow time, but the igogrmn will handle calculating the area factor for other
ett/t parameter. The equations that gove_'n all of the different area factors used in this
program can be found in the program listing in the Appendix of this manuaL The different
area factor equatims are found in their respective radiation subroutines in the listing.
1.0
_ 0.6
rJ3 O.4
\ /
0.0'
0 20 40 60 80
Q.0
0.2'
Time in Orbit (rain)
Figure 5: Solar Area Factor for Top of Satellite
The area factor for the side of the satellite was handled in the same way as the top
factor, but the sides of the _te receive 100 _t radiation just before entrance into the
shadow of the earth, and receive 0 percent radiation _cular to the sun. The side
mlar area fact_ is depicted by l_igure 6.
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Figure 6: Solar Area Factor for Sides of Satellite
6.2 Albedo
The albcdo rad/ation is solar radiation rc_ off of the earth back into spac_ For
this reason, the albedo radiation will only be incident upon the botlom of the satellite and
the sides of the sateUite. The area factm for albedo for the top of the satellite was thus set
to zero. The area factors for the other two sides was handled a little _tly than the
solar factor. As the satellite comes close to entering the shadow of the earth, the tlbedo
will start to decrease due to the fact that the shadow will not w,flect to the sateUitc. Also,
aft_ tbe satellite has entered the shadow, their will still be a small amount of albedo
affecting the satelli_. For this reason, the a/bedo area factor was decreased starting ten
minutes before entering the shadow of the earth, and does not reach zero until five minutes
after entry into the shadow. This is depicted by Figure 7. It should be mentioned, that in
this program, the albedo area factor carried the same value for both the bottom and sides of
the satelli_:.
1.0081 !
o.e !
0.2'
0.0'
0 20 40 60
Time in Orbit (rain)
80
Figure 7: Albedo Area Factor for Sides and Bottom of Satellite
6.3 Infrared Radiation
The _ radiation on incident on a satellite remains constant due to the fact that
the earth is nlways emitting this radiation throughout the en_'e orbit. The infrared
radiation, however, will only affect the bottom and sides of the satellite. Because a view
factor is already used for determining the heat flux due to this radiation on the satellite, and
because the radiation is a mnsmnt tlm_ghont the tobit, the infrared radiation area factor
was set to one for the bottom and sides of the satellite. This area factor was set to zero for
the top oftbe satellite because it does not receive any oftbe radiation.
6.4 Thcmml Contact Flux
It is hnpcmant to understand the method used for determinmg the thermal contact
heat flux between nodes for this program, because it depends on the R-values, which are
the themud control system. The general equation for finding the heat tnmsfer between two
nodes and diffenmt tempe_m_ separated by a thenml reshter is seen in equation 4.
TI - T2
Q 12 = R12 Eq. 4
where: T : Temperature of the node (K)
R : Thermal resistance between nodes (K/W)
Q = Heat Transfer between nodes (W)
In the program, the heat flux between nodes was evaluated for each node at each time step.
This precedure can be seen in the _ function subroutine of the program listing
found in the Appendix of this manuaL For more information on the method for performing
a nodal analysis as explained by equmion 4, see Refe_nce 6.[6]
_o
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PROGRAM
C THEIq4AL CONTROL DESIGN PROGRAM FOR THE ISAT-I SATELLITE
C
C THEIq4AL _ GROUP
C
C UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
C
C GROUP MEMBERS: JOE CLAY, DAVE PRALL, MATT SCHNEIDER,
C MIKE SKRBICH
C
C
C SPRING 1993
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION SM(50), CP(50), Q(50), T(50), ALPHA(50), EPS(50)
DIMENSION A(50), TH(50), TL(50), TM(50), VF(50), R(50,50)
DIMENSION TSUB (50)
COMMON/ORPAR/ORB, TORBCO, SHADEIN, SHADEOUT, TIMEORB
CCNM[_/OTHPAR/TCON, APROJ, SIGMA, SO,RINFRA, ALE, TC2
C_M_/VAR/NV
C READ INPUT FILE
C
CHARACTER* 8, IN_q4E
PRINT *, 'ENTER INPUT FILENAME:'
READ '(A)', INNAME
OPEN (UNIT - i, FILE | _, STATUS | IOLD')
READ (1,2) TIMEORB, SHADEIN, SHADEO{_
READ (1,2) SO, ALE, RINFRA
READ (1,2} DIA, SLEN, TIME
READ (1,3) T(1)
DO 7 I" 2,6
T(I) " T(1)
7 CONTINUE
l READ (1,900) NV
900 FORMAT (I3)
DO 5 IO" 1,6
DO 6 IP " I,NV
IF (IO.EQ.I) THEN
READ (1,3) SM(IP}
ENDIF
IF (IO.EQ.2) THEN
READ (1, 3) CP(XP)
E_F
IF (IO.EQ.3) THEN
READ(1,3) O(n')
E_IF
IF (IO.EQ.4) THEN
READ(1,3) ATmSA(n')
EI_IF
IF (IO.EQ.5) THEN
READ (I,3) EPS (IP)
ENDIF
IF (IO.EQ. 6) THEN
(1, 3) _ (re)
_qDIF
6
5 CX_HTZ]_'E
K-0
L-1
4 IF (K.EQ.NV) THEN
L-L+1
K-L-I
EM)IF
K--K+1
READ (1,3} R(L,K)
R(K,L) - R(L,K)
IF (L.LE.NV-I) THEN
GOTO4
E_)IF
2 FORMAT (3F13.5)
3 FORMAT (FI3.5)
CLOSE (1)
C
C CONSTANTS
C TCON CONVERTS TIME TO MINUTES IN THE TEMPERATURE FUNCTION
C SIGMA IS THE STEFAN BOLTZMAN C(]_TANT
C ORB AND TORBCO ARE USED TO COUNT ORBITS IN THE PROGRAM
C DELTA TIME ,, 1 SEC
2]
TC2 - 60.0D0
TIMEORB - TIMEORB * TC2
SBADEIN - SHADEIN * TC2
SBADEOUT -- SHADEOI_ * TC2
ORBITS - 12.0D0
SIGMA ,, 5.6703D-8
ORB - I. 0D0
TORBCO ,, TIMEORB
TCA3N - i. 0D0
C MAIN
C AREAS _S DIFFERENT AREAS FROM INPUT DIMENSIONS
CALL AREAS (DIA, SLEN, A, APROJ)
C ODE SOLVER: RUNGE-KOTTA METHOD
10
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H-10
NSTEPS -. (TIMEORB*ORBITS)/B
KPRINTT - 300
DO I0 I .- IeNV
TH(I) - 0.0D0
TL(I) - 1.0D3
CONTINUE
DO 20 ¥ - I,NSTEPS
IF (KPRINTT.EQ.300) THEN
WRITE (6,101) T(4)
EPRINTT - I0
ELSE
KPRINTT - KPRINTT + I0
E_DIF
P_ (PRINTT, T)
30
40
20
50
100
101
22
IF (ORB.GE.12.0D0) THEN
DO 30 ICOUN " 1,NV
IF (T(ICOUN}.GT.TB(ICOUN}} THEN
TB (ICOUN) " T (ICOUN)
END IF
IF (T(ICOUN).LT.TL(ICOUN)) THEN
TL (ICOUN) " T (ICOUN)
E_ IF
CONTINUE
END IF
DO 40 I " I,NV
CALL VECADD (T,0,TSUB)
RK0 - H*F (TIME,TSUB, I,R,Q,EPS,A, CP, SM,ALPHA, VF)
CALL RES (TSUB)
CALL VECADD (T,0 • 5D0*RK0, TSUB)
RKI s H*F (TIME+0.5D0*H, TSUB, I,R,Q,EPS,A, CP, SM,ALPHA, VF)
CALL RES (TSUB)
CALL VECADD (T,0.5D0*RKI, TSUB)
RK2 - H*F (TIME+0.5D0*H, TSUB, I,R,Q,EPS, A, CP, SM,ALPHA, VF )
CALL RES (TSUB)
CALL VECADD (T,RK2*I. 0d0,TSOB)
RK3 - H*F (TIME+H, TSUB, I,R,Q,EPS, A,CP, SM, ALPBA, VF)
T(I) ..T(I} + (RK0+2.0d0*RKI+2.0d0*RK2+RK3)/6.0d0
CONTINUE
TIME - TIME + H
CONTINUE
DO 50 IZ ..I,NV
TM(IZ) - (TH(IZ)+TL(IZ))/2.0D0
WRITE (6,*)
IF (IZ.EQ.1) WRITE(*,*) '
IF (IZ.EO.2) WRITE(*,*) '
IF (IZ.EQ.3) WRITE(*,*} '
IF (IZ.GT.3) WRITE(*,*) '
WRITE (6,*) (' THIGH TIEW
WRITE (6,101) TH(IZ),TL(IZ),TM(IZ}
CONTINUE
FORMAT (3E13.5}
FORMAT (3F13.5)
END
SIDES '
TOP'
BOTTOM'
NOOE ',IZ
T_.AN' )
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTI_
TEP_ERATURE
FOR SAT.
FUNCTION
BEAT TRANSFERS
C
FUNCTION F (TIME,T,I,R,Q,EPS,A, CP, SM,ALPHA, VF)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COPM_/ORPAR/ORB, TORBCO, SHADEIN, SBADEOUT, TIMEORB
COMMONIOTHPAR/TCON, APROJ, SIGMA, SO, RINFRA, ALB, TC2
_/VAR/NV
DIMENSION R (50,50),Q (50),EPS (50),A (50),SM (50),CP (50),T (50),VF (50),
&ALPHA(50)
:i2¢I_G_,R I
CALL ORBOOUNT (TIME,ORB, TORBCO, TIMEORB, TIME2)
CALL SOLAR (I,TIMEORB, SO,TIME2, SBADEIN, SHADEOUT, A,ALPHA,
&APROJ, 0SOLAR)
CALL ALBEDO (I,ALB, SO, TIME2, SBADEIN, SHADEOUT, ALPHA, VF,A, TC2,
10ALBEDO)
CALL INFRARED (I,EPS,A, VF,RINFRA, OINFRA)
23
60
119
TDR - 0.0D0
DO 60 J-- 1,NV
TDR - TDR + ((T (J)-T (I})/R(I, J} )
CONTINUE
FORMAT (FI3.5)
12
F - ((Q(I) + QSOLAR+ OALBEDO+ QINFRA+ TDR- SIGMA * EPS(I) *
&A(I) * T(I)**4.0D0) * TCC_) / (SM(I)*CP(I))
FORMAT (6F13.5)
RETURN
END
C LAUI_E
C
ORBCOUNT (TIME, ORB, TORBCO, TIMEORB, TIME2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
IF (TORBCO.LT.TIME) THEN
(_B " ORB + 1.0D0
TORBCO - ORB * TIMEORB
ENDIF
TIME2 - TIME - TIMEORB*(ORB-I.0D0)
RETURN
END
C AREAS
S1)3ROIEL_ AREAS (DIA, SLEN, A, APROJ)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50)
COMMON/VAR/NV
301
PI - 3.14159D0
A(1) - PI * DIA * SLEN
A(2) - PI * ((DIA**2.0D0)/4.0D0}
A(3) ..A(2)
DO 301 IAO-4,NV
A (IAO) - 0.0D0
CONTINUE
API_DJ - DIA * SLEN
RETURN
END
C
C
SOLAR RADIATION
CNLY EFFECTS THE SHELL TOP AND SIDES I.E. I - 1,2
SOLAR (I, TIMEORB, SO, TIME2, SHADEIN, SHADEOUT,
&A, ALPHA, APROJ, QSOLAR)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DI/VWNSION A(50) ,ALPHA (50)
IF (I.GE.3) THEN
Q_ - 0.0D0
l_Dn_
24
IF (Z.EQ.I) TeEN
IF (TIME2.LE.SHADEIN) THEN
FAC - TIME2/SHADEIN
EI_IF
IF (TIME2.GE.SHADEOUT) THEN
FAC - - (TIME21 (TIMEORB-SHADEOUT)) +1.0D0+ (SHADEOUTI
(TmsoRB-SHADEOUT))
E_IF
IF ((TIME2.GT.SHADEIN) .AND. (TIME2.LT.SHADEOUT)) THEN
FAC - 0.0D0
EI_IF
QSOLAR - ALPHA(l) * SO * APROJ * FAC
EI_IF
&
&
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN
IF (TIME2. LE. SHADEIN) THEN
FAC .. - (TIME2/SHADEIN) + I. 0D0
EI_IF
IF (TIME2. GE. SHADEOUT) THEN
FAC - (Tn_E2/(Tn_EORB-SHADEOUT))+1.0D0- (_/
(Tn_EORB-SHADEOUT))
E_IF
IF ((TIME2.GT.SHADEIN) .AND. (TIME2.LT.SHADEOUT)) THEN
FAC - 0.0D0
ENDIF
*FACOSOLAR - &LPHA(2) * SO * A(2)
ENDIF
RETURN
C
C
INFRARED RADIATION
ONLY EFFECTS THE SIDES AND BOTTOM I.E. I - 1,3
SUBROUTINE INFRARED (I,EPS,A, VF, RINFRA, QINFRA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSI(X4 A(50) ,VF (50),EPS (50)
OINFRA - EPS(I) * A(I) * VF(I) * RINFRA
RETURN
END
C
C
ALaEDO RADIATION
_qLY EFFECTS THE SIDES AND BOTTOM I.E. I - 1,3
ALBEDO (I,ALB, SO, TIME2, SHADE]], SHADEOOT, ALPHA, VF
& ,A,TC2, QALBEDO)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50) ,VF (50),ALPHA(50)
SIIN- SHADEIN - 10.0D0 * TC2
S2IN - SHADEIN + 5.0D0 * TC2
SIOUT - SHADEOUT - 5.0D0 * TC2
S2OUT - SHADEOUT + 10.0D0 * TC2
FAC2 - 1.0D0
IF ((TIME2.GT.SIIN) .AND. (TIME2.LT.S2IN)) THEN
FAC2 -- -(TIME2/(15.0D0*TC2)) + 1.0D0 +
& ((SlIN) / (15.0D0*TC2))
E1_IF
IF ((TIME2.GT.SlOOT) .AND. (TIME2.LT.S2OUT)) THEN
FAC2 .. (TIME2/(15.0D0*TC2) ) -_ I. 0D0 --
((S2OUT) / (15.0D0*TC2))
ENDIF
IF ((TIME2.GE.S2IN).At_. (TIME2.LE.SIOOT)) TEEN
FAC2 -- 0.0D0
EH)IF
25
QALBEDO - SO * ALB * ALPBA(I) * A(I) * VF(I) * FAC2
C
RETURN
END
SOBROOTI_E VECADD (T,SCAL, TSUB)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIPZNSION T (50), TS_B (50)
_/VJUVNV
DO 1 KP - I,NV
1 TSUB (KP) - T (EP) + SCAL
•RETURN
END
C
SI)]BI%0bTl_ RES (TSUB)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSION TSUB (50)
COMM_/VAR/NV
133
DO 133 KL - I,NV
TSUB (KL) " 0.0D0
RETURN
E_)
